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SYNOPSIS 

Glass is an amorphous solid lacking long-range order and exhibits glass transition 

behaviour. Despite the lack of long-range order, glasses do possess a high degree of 

short-range order. A glass is formed by quenching of a melt fast enough which takes it to 

the supercooled liquid state where the dynamics drastically slows down as the liquid 

approaches the glass transition temperature, Tg. Below Tg, the glass thus formed, 

possesses a disordered configuration close to that of the supercooled liquid but displays 

mechanical properties of a solid. Therefore, any material, inorganic, organic or metallic, 

forms glass upon melt-quenching. Glasses of atomic systems have thus been classified 

based on the chemical bonding characteristics. Organic glasses are polymeric solids 

composed of intermeshed long-chain organic molecules. Glasses formed by fast 

quenching of metals and their alloys results in the formation of metallic glasses. 

Inorganic glasses with covalent bonding and strongly bound network structures formed 

by local atomic polyhedra are called as network glasses. This thesis addresses structural 

aspects of network glasses as probed by Raman and Brillouin spectroscopy.  

The components of network glasses are network formers, modifiers and 

intermediates. The network formers (oxides of silicon, boron, germanium, etc.) form a 

highly cross-linked network of chemical bonds. Structure of network glasses is tunable 

using modifiers as well as intermediates. The randomness in bond lengths and polyhedral 

orientations, the openness in structure and the varying degree of coordination allows the 

glass structure to accommodate large variation in composition, which is achieved using 

modifiers. These are usually oxides of monovalent/divalent cations (lithium, sodium, 

potassium, calcium, lead, etc.) that change the bonding in the parent glass network and 

hence help to improve or tailor glass properties. Intermediates (oxides of titanium, 

aluminium, zirconium, zinc, magnesium, etc.) are species that behave either as glass 

former or modifier depending on their concentration in the glass. Since the properties of a 

glass are controlled by the microscopic structure, which in turn depends on the 

composition of the glass, investigating the inter-relationship between composition and 

network structure constitutes an important study and such study enables one to prepare 
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glass compositions [1] with desired properties. Glasses are known to have wide-ranging 

applications in optics, electronics, fiber-optic cables, radiation protection, solar energy, 

nuclear waste-loading etc. and hence studies mentioned above have technological [2] 

importance. 

Understanding the interplay of dynamics and structure has evoked great interest in 

condensed matter physics owing to the variety of universal phenomena linked to glass 

and the supercooled liquid [3] states. Two length-scales generally characterize the 

structure of a glass: a short-range structure defining the nearest neighbour atomic 

polyhedra and an intermediate-range order defining regions of structural inhomogeneities 

associated with density fluctuations. Such density fluctuations strongly scatter phonons 

and localize the low-energy vibrational excitations, which leads to enhancement of the 

vibrational density of states (VDOS) [4]. This increase of VDOS in the low-frequency 

range emerges in the form of a Boson peak (BP), whose frequency provides estimates of 

the intermediate-range order. Raman spectroscopy is an ideal technique to measure 

VDOS in glasses. Thus, the BP in glasses can be studied using low-frequency Raman 

spectroscopy [5]. BP has been found to be a universal characteristic of glassy systems 

and does not have a crystalline counterpart [4]. However, a decisive conclusion about the 

microscopic origin of the BP has not appeared, even though there are theories attributing 

it to transverse modes [6], or coupled rotation of tetrahedra [7], or propagating acoustic 

modes [8]. Although the appearance of BP is a signature of the lack of long-range order, 

its peak frequency and intensity depends strongly on the structure of the investigated 

system. Another evidence for the presence of intermediate-range order [4] in glasses is 

the universal appearance of the first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) observed in diffraction 

experiments. The BP and FSDP reflect the dynamic and static characteristics of glasses, 

respectively. There are many reports which have correlated [9] the BP and the FSDP, 

while some others [10] have contested such correlations. Moreover, understanding the 

dynamics of the various relaxation processes and their relation to the glass transition has 

aroused great interest in recent years [3]. Especially, it is not clear why some glass 

formers show an Arrhenius temperature dependence of viscosity (or relaxation time τα) 

close to Tg, while others exhibit a super-Arrhenius behaviour. The activation energy of 

the viscous flow at Tg provides a quantitative assessment for the strong or fragile 
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character of a glass former and is related to the degree of structural reorganization with 

temperature near Tg. The change of viscosity near Tg is governed by the flow unit size, 

and hence fragility characteristics of glass formers is also related to the intermediate-

range structure [11]. Apart from viscosity measurements, calorimetric and spectroscopic 

techniques have been reliably utilized to quantify fragility in glasses [12]. It is thus 

thought that the fragility of a liquid may be embedded in the properties of the glassy 

state. Strong glass forming liquids like SiO2, GeO2, B2O3, etc. have a highly-connected, 

covalently-bonded network. In such network glasses the transformation to liquid state 

occurs through temperature-activated bond breaking which explains their temperature 

dependence of viscosity and relaxation time. Subtle structural changes are captured 

clearly using vibrational spectroscopy, where the breaking of bonds in a continuous 

network is expected to lead to significant changes in the vibrational spectrum in the form 

of intensity and softening of the phonon modes involved [13]. Vibrational spectroscopy 

thus becomes an indispensable tool to probe the phonon modes and can provide 

information on structure of glasses.  

The aim of the present thesis is to investigate the above-mentioned aspects by 

inelastic light scattering techniques of Raman and Brillouin spectroscopy of strong 

network glasses as a function of composition and temperature to monitor structural 

changes at short-, intermediate-range and bulk scale. Raman spectroscopy is a sensitive 

probe of local order, structure and coordination through an analysis of mode-frequencies, 

line-widths and relative intensities of the spectral features. Acoustic modes are captured 

using Brillouin spectroscopy which gauges elastic deformations that are sensitive to the 

connectivity of structural elements. A combined use of these two techniques allows one 

to capture vibrations that span different frequency regimes and probe different length-

scales for understanding the structure and dynamics in glasses across and around Tg. This 

thesis explores the implications of glass modification on the network structure by varying 

the concentration of modifier and focuses on its consequences on glass structure and 

properties. Three systems of network glasses have been chosen based on the constituent 

structural units: borate, tellurite and phosphate glasses. Oxides of divalent cations have 

been used as modifiers. The corresponding unmodified glass systems have coordination 

number of three, mixture of three and four, and four, respectively for the borate, tellurite 
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and phosphate glasses. The basis for the choice of these systems is the unique response of 

these glasses to structural modification.  

In borate systems, the initial three-coordinated (BO3) network structure favours 

up-conversion of some fraction of units to four-coordinated (BO4) borons with modifier 

addition up to a certain concentration. Borate and modified-borate glasses exhibit 

substantial intermediate-range order (~20 Å) arising from superstructural units. Network 

modifiers play an important role in defining the length-scale of the intermediate-range 

order. In this thesis, the effect of glass modifiers on intermediate-range order in lead-

borate glasses is captured from a detailed composition-dependent study of the BP. A 

comparison of the length-scales of intermediate-range order obtained from the BP and 

FSDP helps understand the origin of these features. Effect of glass modification on 

fragility has also been studied. These results are discussed in Chapter 3 of the thesis. 

Thereafter, tellurite glass systems are investigated. Tellurite glasses have a mixture of 

four- (TeO4) and three- (TeO3) coordinated polyhedral units and the fraction of TeO3 

increases with increasing modifier concentration. The effect of modification with 

simultaneous increase of temperature on the short-range and bulk elastic properties forms 

an interesting study. Chapter 4 explores the effect of structural modification at different 

length-scales in lead-tellurite glasses using Raman and Brillouin scattering. Temperature 

dependence of elastic response above Tg has been monitored to infer tuning of fragility 

appearing as a consequence of glass modification. This thesis also reports crystallization 

kinetics on a modified-tellurite glass where microstructural evolution was studied. These 

results are discussed in detail in Chapter 4 of the thesis. Finally, phosphate glass system 

was investigated. Phosphate glasses have four-coordinated (PO4) polyhedral units that do 

not change coordination state with modification. Iron-phosphate glass having the 

composition [40Fe2O3:60P2O5] was studied using Raman spectroscopy for the changes 

induced in the local structure when it is taken from glass to supercooled liquid and across 

Tg. This glass composition possesses the best chemical durability and is being 

investigated widely for applications in nuclear waste-immobilization. The effect of 

temperature on VDOS was studied to understand structural relaxation in glass and 

supercooled liquid states. Details of these results are presented in Chapter 5 of the thesis. 
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This thesis is organized into six chapters and contents of each chapter are summarized 

below. 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

This chapter introduces glass formation from the definitions of the supercooled 

liquid and the glass transition. The associated dynamics and the strong-fragile 

classification are also elaborately described. The glass structure and its modification, 

ordering at different length-scales and characterization of the amorphous structure have 

been discussed. This chapter highlights the different vibrational modes in glasses, the 

relation of VDOS to Raman spectrum and BP. Structure of borate, tellurite and phosphate 

glasses is also discussed in detail. The chapter ends with a presentation of scope of the 

work and investigations carried out for the present thesis. 

Chapter 2: Synthesis of glasses and characterization techniques 

 This chapter presents the details of glass synthesis procedures and experimental 

techniques used for investigation of their structure and dynamics. Inelastic light scattering 

theory of Raman and Brillouin spectroscopy are described. The different analysis 

procedures used for glasses are discussed. Detailed technical aspects of the light 

scattering set-ups are also discussed. A brief discussion on differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC), x-ray diffraction and ellipsometry is provided. 

Chapter 3: Composition and temperature-induced structural and dynamical 

changes in lead-borate glasses at different length-scales 

 Borate glasses are extensively studied for their non-monotonic variation of 

properties upon introduction of a modifier (the borate anomaly) [14]. This unique 

behaviour of borates is attributed to the presence of superstructural units at low-modifier 

concentration and the conversion of some of the boron atoms from BO3 to BO4. This 

chapter presents the changes in dynamic and structural behaviour in lead-borate 

[xPbO:(1-x)B2O3] glasses in a wide variation of x (0.2-0.8). PbO forms borate glasses 

over a large range of modifier concentration. We study in detail the short-range borate 

structure using density, Tg, sound velocity, elastic constants and Raman spectroscopy. 

Low-frequency Raman spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction were used to study the 

composition-dependence of the BP and the FSDP. Fragility was determined from rate-
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dependent DSC. Properties such as, Tg and elastic modulii exhibit broad maxima around 

x = 0.3, in congruence with the average coordination number <r> of boron atoms, and 

attributed to the gradual conversion of BO3 to BO4 units, using Raman spectroscopy. 

However, dynamic properties like the BP and fragility behave similar to the above 

structural properties except for an anomalous dip at x = 0.3. PbO was found to act as a 

glass former for higher concentrations. Static correlation lengths estimated from the 

FSDP did not follow a linear trend with dynamic correlation lengths (from BP), 

indicating a different spatial origin. However, the BP position and fragility were found to 

vary linearly. This correlation was found to emerge from the evolution of network 

packing and connectivity with the addition of modifier. An anomalous variation in 

dynamical properties reflects the critical role of Pb
2+

 in tuning the intermediate-range 

structure of the vitreous network. Moreover, using high-temperature Brillouin scattering 

on lead-borate glasses from 300-1150 K, a drastic decrease of network rigidity above Tg 

was observed, which was attributed to network disruption and structural relaxation in the 

supercooled liquid. 

Chapter 4: Composition and temperature-induced structural changes in lead-

tellurite glasses and melts at different length-scales 

 Tellurium oxide glasses are being increasingly studied for their remarkable non-

linear optical properties [15]. For enhancing their optical behaviour, other heavy metal-

oxides such as PbO and ZnO have been incorporated [16]. The introduction of a network 

modifier elongates one of the Te–O bonds in TeO4 and results in a gradual formation of 

TeO3 units with addition of more metal oxide [17]. The elastic properties of glassy 

materials exhibit significant changes across Tg, even though the local atomic structure do 

not exhibit dramatic changes. To study the structural evolution of the system at different 

length-scales and across Tg,  xPbO:(1-x)TeO2 (x = 0.1-0.3) glasses were investigated 

using high-temperature Brillouin and Raman spectroscopy in the temperature range 300-

723 K. Samples prepared above this composition exhibited partial crystallization and 

hence were not studied. For all the samples investigated, the temperature-dependence of 

longitudinal acoustic (LA) mode was found to exhibit a scaling below Tg and a rapid 

softening above Tg. From an analysis of Raman spectra, several modes were found to 

exhibit hardening suggesting stiffening of the force constants with temperature, the effect 
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being more pronounced in glasses with higher x. The stiffening of force constants of 

molecular units with temperature at a microscopic length-scale and decrease of elastic 

constant attributed to loss of network rigidity on a macroscopic length-scale appear to be 

inconsistent with each other. These different behaviours at two length-scales are 

understood on the basis of a microscopic model involving TeOn and PbO units in the 

structure, which connects the two processes. 

 Metastable phases formed during crystallization of TeO2-rich glasses exhibit 

efficient second-harmonic generation [18]. Unusual crystallization behaviour was 

observed for Li2O:TeO2 glasses, where crystallization occurred easily on heating the 

glass but hardly occurred when the corresponding liquid was cooled [13]. Such 

interesting thermal behaviour stimulates further investigations on crystallization of TeO2 

glasses. In this chapter, the structural evolution during temperature-induced 

crystallization processes in 0.3PbO:0.7TeO2 glass is described using DSC, Raman 

spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction. The kinetics of crystallization is investigated using 

both isokinetic and isoconversional methods to determine the kinetic parameters during 

crystallization of the glass. Crystallization was found to agree well with the Johnson-

Mehl-Avrami model, suggesting the microstructural evolution as two-dimensional 

growth. The structural evolution of the devitrified phases depicted coexistence of phases 

(PbTeO3 and α-TeO2). Anomalous crystallization into Pb2Te3O8 phase was observed 

when the devitrified melt was cooled, which is explained using amorphous phase 

separation inherent to tellurites. 

Chapter 5: Temperature-induced structural changes in iron-phosphate glass at 

short-range length-scale 

Iron-phosphate glasses have been extensively investigated for their possible 

applications in vitrification of environmentally hazardous nuclear wastes [19]. This glass 

is a network of PO4 tetrahedral units, where iron enters the network as Fe
2+

 or Fe
3+

 

cations. Glasses with oxygen-to-phosphorous (O/P) ratio ~ 4, 3.5 and 3 are, respectively, 

classified as ortho-, pyro- and meta-phosphates having corresponding PO4 units with 0, 1 

and 2 bridging oxygens (Q
0
, Q

1
 and Q

2
 tetrahedra) as the dominating structures. We have 

studied a 40Fe2O3:60P2O5 (mol%) glass with a ferric-pyrophosphate structure, which has 
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been shown to possess the best chemical durability [19]. No change of structure was 

reported from Raman and IR spectra of these glasses, obtained by varying the melting 

temperature [20]. The aim in this study was to observe if at all any structural signature of 

glass transition is manifested in the VDOS. Towards this, detailed Raman spectroscopic 

studies were carried out in the temperature range 81-873 K. The temperature-

dependences of mode wave-numbers of nearly all the modes were found to exhibit 

anomalies near Tg. Below Tg, the asymmetric stretching of Q
0
, Q

1
 and Q

2
 tetrahedra 

exhibit conventional anharmonic behaviour, whereas the network vibration, iron-

polyhedral and PO4 network bending modes show hardening. The asymmetric vibrations 

of Q
1
 and Q

2
 along with the network vibration mode became anomalously narrower at 

high temperatures. The decrease in intensities of Q
0
 and Q

1
 species demonstrates a 

redistribution of VDOS as the network relaxes in the glassy state itself. Thus the 

occurrence of mode hardening/ softening and redistribution of VDOS provide evidence 

of structural relaxations in the iron-phosphate glass. 

Chapter 6: Summary 

 This chapter presents a summary and conclusions of investigations carried out in 

strong network glasses using Raman and Brillouin spectroscopy, DSC and x-ray 

diffraction. The chapter ends with directions for future work. The significant findings 

from these studies are as follows: 

1. Formation of various superstructural units and their subsequent destruction 

with increasing PbO was evidenced from high-frequency Raman scattering in a set of 

lead-borate glasses.  PbO was found to act as a glass former for x > 0.5. 

2. Dynamic properties such as BP and fragility in xPbO:(1-x)B2O3 behave similar 

to short-range structural properties except an anomalous dip at x = 0.3. The 

corresponding dynamic correlation length exhibits a decrease except a peak at x = 0.3 

with increasing x. Analysis of the BP and FSDP revealed that while BP arises from 

intermediate-range ordering within the network units, the FSDP arises due to ordering of 

voids between such units. 
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3. The anomalous behaviour of the BP and fragility are found to be connected to 

their common origin in the intermediate-range ordered structures and reflects the critical 

role of Pb
2+

 in tuning the intermediate-range structure of the vitreous network.  

4. LA mode frequency in lead-tellurite glasses shows a scaling behaviour in the 

glassy state. PbO was found to affect the tellurite network by stiffening the molecular 

units at a microscopic scale, while reducing the network rigidity on a macroscopic length-

scale, upon increasing the temperature. 

5. Microstructural evolution during devitrification in 0.3PbO:0.7TeO2 confirms a 

two-dimensional growth mechanism. This glass is found to crystallize into PbTeO3 phase 

while heating, while anomalous crystallization into Pb2Te3O8 phase is observed when the 

devitrified melt was cooled. This interesting observation is explained using amorphous 

phase separation inherent to the tellurite glass system owing to the presence of unique 

asymmetric structural units in the melts. 

6. Raman mode frequencies and line-widths of iron-phosphate glass were found to 

exhibit anomalous behaviour and discontinuous changes were observed across Tg. These 

anomalies are attributed to structural relaxations in the glass.   
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Glasses are known for their significant properties to mankind since early 

civilizations. Many of the uses of glass in modern world continue to exploit their optical 

transparency, structural rigidity, compositional flexibility, property tailoring suitability, 

luster and durability [1]. Containers, windows, lighting, insulation, fiber and other hand-

crafted art objects are typical of its traditional uses. Through the application of basic 

sciences to the study of glass, newer properties of glasses have been developed and 

hence, new opportunities for the application of glasses have been conceived. The glassy 

state is ubiquitous in nature and technology [2]. The properties of glasses have been 

exploited for technological applications, from optical components to optical fibers, solid-

state memories and lasers, and also for pharmaceutical and biological applications [3]. 

Despite this widespread technological interest, a deep microscopic understanding of the 

glassy state remains a challenge for condensed matter physicists [4].  

1.1 Definition of Glass 

What is a glass? This important question is poorly understood and remains 

unanswered today beyond the level of general statements, although substantial progress 

in understanding has been made in recent years [5]. Glasses used traditionally are silica-

based glasses. Then, is silica an essential component of glass? The answer is „no‟ since a 

limitless number of inorganic glasses can be formed which does not contain silica [6]. 

Glass is formed traditionally by cooling of a melt. However, there are various routes to 

the glassy state [4] and one can form glasses by vapour deposition, sol-gel processing of 

solutions, heavy-ion irradiation or pressure-induced amorphization of crystals. 

Traditional glasses are inorganic and non-metallic. Still, metallic glasses have become 
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common in present-age technology. Therefore, the chemical nature of the material can 

also not be used to define a glass. However, every glass shares two common 

characteristics: (a) no glass has long-range periodic order of atoms (as shown in Fig. 1.1) 

and, (b) every glass exhibits glass transition behaviour. This transition occurs over a 

temperature range known as the glass transition region. Therefore, a glass can be defined 

as “an amorphous solid, completely lacking in long-range, periodic atomic structure and 

exhibiting a region of glass transition behaviour” [6]. Hence, any material, whether 

inorganic, organic or metallic, formed by any technique, if exhibits glass transition 

behaviour, is to be called a glass. Fig. 1.1 compares the arrangement of atoms in a crystal 

and a glass. It can be seen that unlike a crystal, a glass exhibits a disordered arrangement 

of atoms and hence, lacks periodicity. 

 

Fig. 1.1 Schematic of atomic arrangement in (a) crystal and (b) glass. 

The type of disorder mentioned above is known as topological disorder and 

glasses exhibiting such disorder are called structural glasses. In general, the concept of 

glass relates to systems, in which a degree of freedom (a) fluctuates at a rate that depends 

strongly on temperature or pressure and which (b) becomes so slow at low temperature or 

high pressure that the fluctuations become frozen. At this point, properties determined by 

the slow degree of freedom, change value more or less abruptly giving the glass 

transition. Apart from „structural glasses‟, such features are also exhibited [7] by spin 

glasses and orientational (dipolar) glasses. In spin glasses, the underlying crystalline 
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lattice is preserved, but each atomic site possesses a spin or magnetic moment, and these 

spins are aligned randomly. The term „glass‟ is analogous to the magnetic disorder of a 

spin glass and positional or topological disorder of a structural glass. Quite similarly, a 

dipole glass is one in which the lattice points in a periodic lattice are occupied by 

molecules containing a dipole moment and these moments orient randomly. Furthermore, 

the magnetic susceptibility in spin glasses decreases suddenly as the fluctuations in 

magnetization freeze in, while in structural glass-forming liquids, it is the heat capacity, 

compressibility and dielectric susceptibility. Thus, in the most general terms, a glass can 

be defined [8] as, “a condensed state of matter which has become non-ergodic by virtue 

of the continuous slow-down of one or more of its degrees of freedom”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.2 Schematic of interesting problems in glass physics. 

   Structural glasses are distinguished from most others by the large change in heat 

capacity which accompanies the freezing-in of a particular structural state. Considering 

the significance of the heat capacity jump and the kinetic stability of the equilibrated state 

such that it can be studied and characterized, Angell [7] defines structural glass as, “an 
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amorphous state which is capable of passing continuously into the viscous liquid state, 

usually, but not necessarily, accompanied by an abrupt increase in heat capacity”. While 

this definition puts metallic glasses in the category of amorphous solids because although 

formed from a liquid, they crystallize before ever achieving the supercooled liquid state 

while heating, it still accepts many substances as glasses which were produced intitially 

by routes that never involved a liquid state [8]. In this thesis, we focus specifically on 

structural glasses which have been formed from liquids. 

Fig. 1.2 presents an overview of the interesting and controversial problems in 

glass physics which are yet to be understood thoroughly. In this thesis, we have tried to 

look into some of these aspects in structural glasses. In the sections to follow, we discuss 

these phenomenologies of structural glasses in greater detail, which will form the basis of 

understanding the outcomes of this thesis. 

1.2 Glass formation: Supercooled liquid and the glass transition 

While cooling a liquid below its melting temperature Tm, generally two 

phenomena takes place: crystallization or glass formation. On slow-cooling, the liquid 

may crystallize by nucleation and growth mechanisms at Tm and the atoms organize 

among themselves to form a long-range periodic structure. However, if the cooling rate is 

fast enough, the crystallization can be avoided; the liquid can be supercooled below Tm 

and eventually a glass is formed [6]. Liquids at temperatures below their melting points 

are called supercooled liquids [9].  

The occurrence of these solid phases (crystal and glass) can be checked by 

looking at the temperature dependence of the extensive thermodynamic variables such as 

volume, entropy or enthalpy at constant pressure. Fig. 1.3 shows a schematic of a liquid‟s 

volume or enthalpy change during cooling. The crystallization process corresponds to an 
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abrupt jump in volume or enthalpy at Tm which marks a first-order phase transition, while 

the glass formation is characterized by a smooth decreasing behaviour. In this case, as the 

liquid is cooled below Tm rapidly enough so that detectable nucleation and growth cannot 

occur, it falls out of equilibrium and becomes supercooled. Conventionally, the crystal is 

regarded as the equilibrium state below Tm and the supercooled liquid, a metastable state. 

However, as long as no crystal nuclei are present, the supercooled liquid state can be 

regarded as the equilibrium state [9]. 

                   

Fig. 1.3 Change of volume/ enthalpy with decreasing temperature at constant pressure during 

crystallization and glass formation. (Figure from Ref. [2]). 

Upon further cooling, the liquid viscosity increases. This increase in viscosity 

eventually becomes so great that the atoms can no longer completely rearrange to the 

equilibrium structure (supercooled liquid line) during the time allowed by the experiment. 

Since these rearrangements are necessary for the liquid to find its equilibrium value at 

that temperature, the experimentally obtained value begins to lag behind  the equilibrium 

structure (see Fig. 1.3) which it would reach if sufficient time were allowed [3]. The 

enthalpy and volume begin to deviate from the equilibrium line, following a curve of 
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gradually decreasing slope until the viscosity becomes so great that the structure remains 

frozen and a glass is formed. In contrast to a supercooled liquid, a glass is continually 

relaxing, possibly too slowly to measure, toward a more stable state. Generally, 

experimental observations are made on time scales fast compared to the molecular 

motions which allow the glass to relax, and then the glass is mechanically stable for 

practical purposes, even though it is thermodynamically unstable. Thus, the glass is 

considered as a metastable state of matter. 

The temperature region lying between the limits where the volume is in between 

the equilibrium liquid and the frozen solid is called the glass transformation/ transition 

region and the temperature at which the slope change occurs in the curve is known as the 

glass transition temperature Tg. In molecular liquids, near Tg it may take minutes or hours 

for a molecule less than ~ 10 Å in diameter to reorient [9].  

The temperature at which the enthalpy departs from the supercooled liquid 

(equilibrium) curve is controlled by the viscosity of the liquid, i.e., by kinetic factors. 

Therefore, the possibility to obtain a glass does not strictly depend on the material itself, 

but rather depends on the available time allowed to a system to solidify into a disordered 

structure. Moreover, use of a slower cooling rate (curve „a‟ with Tga as shown in Fig. 1.3) 

will allow the enthalpy to follow the equilibrium curve to a lower temperature [6]. Thus, 

Tg will shift to a lower temperature and the glass obtained will have a lower enthalpy and 

volume than that obtained using a faster cooling rate (curve „b‟ with Tgb as shown in Fig. 

1.3). The atomic arrangements in each case will be different. Thus, Tg is a function of the 

cooling rate, and so are the thermodynamic and dynamic properties of a glass. However, 

practically, the dependence of Tg upon cooling rate is relatively weak: an order of 

magnitude change in cooling rate may change Tg by only 3-5 K [9,10]. Cooling at very 

high rates is called quenching; glasses formed by quenching have larger specific volume 
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because their properties are frozen-in at a higher temperature and a corresponding higher 

volume. 

It is of much importance to comprehend that glass transition is not a first-order 

phase transition. In fact, glass transition is not a thermodynamic phase transition at all. It 

is a kinetic event which depends upon crossing of an experimental time scale and the 

time scales for molecular rearrangements, i.e., they are liquids which are frozen on time 

scales of experimental observation. Thus, as depicted in Fig. 1.3, there is no unique 

glassy state for a material: the thermodynamic and dynamic properties of a glass depend 

upon how it was formed [9].  

1.2.1 Thermodynamics as Tg is approached: Entropy crisis and the Kauzmann 

temperature 

The change in slope of the thermodynamic variables (volume V and enthalpy H) 

at Tg implies a discontinuity in the corresponding derivative variables, such as thermal 

expansion coefficient αT = –[d(lnV)/dT]P or specific heat capacity CP = [dH/dT]P. Fig. 1.4 

(a) shows a schematic of a typical specific heat curve for the crystal, liquid, supercooled 

liquid and glass [9]. The specific heat is largest in the supercooled liquid and on crossing 

Tg from the liquid side, CP drops abruptly in a narrow temperature range, close to the 

value found in the crystal. The temperature at which CP drops rapidly depends on the rate 

of cooling of the liquid. The two separate curves in the figure indicate cooling at two 

different rates. The thermodynamic relation, 

 
 (1.1) 

allows one to determine entropy S from specific heat data. The slope of S versus T must 

be largest in the liquid and supercooled liquid phases since CP is largest in these phases. 

This is seen in Fig. 1.4 (b).  
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Fig. 1.4 A schematic diagram of the temperature 

dependence of (a) the specific heat, CP, and (b) 

the entropy, S, of a crystal, liquid, supercooled 

liquid and glass. (Figure from Ref.[9]). 

However, Kauzmann [11] pointed out a paradox that if the specific heat did not 

drop at Tg, and the rapid decrease of the liquid entropy were to continue to arbitrarily low 

temperature, then the liquid would eventually have the same entropy as the crystal. This 

point, obtained by extrapolation to the crystal entropy line, is known as the Kauzmann 

temperature, TK. Below this temperature the crystal would have larger entropy than the 

supercooled liquid. Although it seems unrealistic to have a liquid with entropy smaller 

than that of the ordered crystal, it does not violate any law of thermodynamics. However, 

the third law of thermodynamics would be violated if the liquid entropy continued to 

decrease much below TK without any change in slope because then S becomes negative 

well above T = 0 K [12]. This is known as the entropy crisis [13] due to Kauzmann and 

effectively puts a limiting value on Tg since the glass transition must intervene at a 

temperature above TK in order for the entropy of the glass to remain positive. Thus, in 

order that Tg ≤ TK, no matter how slowly a liquid is cooled, one should always expect a 

drop in CP at a temperature above the Kauzmann temperature [9]. 
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1.2.2 Dynamics as Tg is approached: Relaxation processes 

As depicted in Fig. 1.3, the volume (and enthalpy) of a given liquid decreases 

with decreasing temperature. This implies that whenever the temperature is decreased by 

some amount, the volume will decrease by some amount given by the thermal expansion 

coefficient. However, the volume does not reach its new equilibrium value 

instantaneously, rather the liquid equilibrates in some way over time. This process is 

called structural relaxation and refers to the typical timescales on which the density 

fluctuations relax. The associated characteristic time is called as the structural relaxation 

time or the alpha relaxation time τ .  

Most interestingly, around Tm, the typical timescales of alpha relaxations is ~ a 

few picoseconds while at Tg, the typical timescales is ~ 1000 s, i.e.,  15 orders of 

magnitude larger [14]. This increase of relaxation time is even more remarkable because 

the corresponding decrease of temperature is ~ Tm/3 only. This increasing relaxation time 

is accompanied by a concomitant increase of shear viscosity η of the liquid. The viscosity 

of a liquid is a macroscopic measure of its resistance to flow. Typical high-temperature 

value of η near Tm is ~ 10
-4

 Pa.s. The relation with relaxation times can be understood by 

a simple Maxwell model which gives η = G∞τ , where G∞ is the instantaneous (elastic) 

shear modulus which does not vary considerably in the supercooled state [14]. 

If the glass is kept below Tg it tries to approach equilibrium, though it happens 

slowly, and the volume and other properties are therefore time-dependent. This means the 

glass ages. Since the relaxation time increases very rapidly in the vicinity of Tg, this 

means that the aging processes are very slow already a few degrees below Tg. When 

considered at times shorter than the relaxation time the glass behaves like a solid in all 

senses. It is therefore possible to measure and assign meaningful values to the properties 

of the glass, including the thermodynamical derivatives. The freezing-in of the liquid at 
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Tg has the consequence that the structure of the glass is that of the liquid when it fell out 

of equilibrium at Tg. The glass is hence a disordered solid, and it cannot be distinguished 

from a liquid from a structural point of view. It displays all the salient microscopic 

features of a liquid, but has the macroscopic characteristics of a solid. 

              

Fig. 1.5 α-relaxation time (full squares) and β-relaxation time (open squares) in an organic glass former, 

sorbitol, as a function of the inverse temperature. The dashed red line indicates the glass transition 

temperature. (Adapted from Ref. [15,16]). 

Usually supercooled liquids exhibit more than one relaxation process at 

temperatures near Tg. Alpha relaxation processes are slow processes and corresponds to 

molecular motions. Secondary relaxation processes occur on shorter time scales and have 

higher frequencies. Various systems exhibit different types of secondary relaxations 

governed by different molecular mechanisms [9]. Some are trivial rotational motion of a 

small isolated group of the entire molecule and others are non-trivial as in rigid molecular 

glass formers. Among the different secondary relaxations, the most famous is the Johari-

Goldstein (JG) β-relaxation, due to its inter-molecular character and its presence in all 

types of glass formers [17,18]. The origin of this process is a matter of dispute and many 

theoretical and experimental works have been performed on this topic [9]. The 
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mechanism of the interplay between  and β-relaxations in the liquid-glass 

transformation is sometimes considered as the key to understand how and why a glass 

forms from equilibrium melt. According to Johari [18], glass-formers are generally 

considered to be composed of small groups of particles trapped in cages formed by their 

neighbours, in which the particles are entangled for a time that increases on decreasing 

the temperature due to increasing η. The β-relaxation is related to the particle vibrations 

within their local cages called as cage-rattling motion, while the structural ( ) relaxation 

time corresponds to the time necessary for a particle to escape the cage. Fig. 1.5 shows 

the relation between the α and β (JG) relaxation in the case of sorbitol [15]. While the α-

process diverges at Tg, β persists in the glassy state below Tg. The JG process can be 

described, both in the glassy and in the supercooled liquid state by an Arrhenius law, 

whereas, the α-process exhibits different behaviour in various systems which is 

elaborated in the following section. 

1.2.2.1 Different behaviour in dynamics: strong and fragile glass-formers 

One of the most challenging aspects of the glass transition phenomena is to 

understand the behaviour of the structural relaxation time or viscosity on approaching Tg. 

In Nobel laureate, P. W. Anderson‟s words, “The deepest and most interesting problems 

in solid-state theory is probably the theory of the nature of glass and the glass 

transition…Whether it will help make better glass is questionable” [9,19]. Fig. 1.6(a) 

represents the temperature-variation of the viscosity for different network glass-forming 

liquids (selenium, silica, germania, GeSe4, etc.). Another way in which glass transition is 

defined traditionally is the temperature Tg at which the viscosity reaches ~ 10
12

 Pa.s. It is 

interesting to see that for organic glass formers such as o-terphenyl (OTP) or toluene, the 

temperature decrease can lead to a change in η by several orders of magnitude under only 
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tens of degrees temperature change. Therefore, the way in which the change in η with 

temperature takes place strictly depends on the nature of the system.  

Based upon these experimental observations, Angell [20] plotted the viscosity on 

a logarithmic scale against the inverse temperature, rescaled to the corresponding Tg of 

each glass former. This plot is known as the “Angell” plot (Fig. 1.6 (b)). An immediate 

inspection of this figure leads to the conclusion that various supercooled liquids behave 

very differently. Some liquids exhibit weak temperature dependence of viscosity that can 

be described by an Arrhenius law, 

  (1.2) 

where  is the high-temperature limit of the viscosity,  is the Boltzmann‟s constant 

and  is a nearly constant activation energy, suggesting a simple mechanism for 

relaxation by locally breaking a chemical bond. The typical relaxation time is then 

dominated by the energy barrier to activate this process. Typical examples are SiO2 and 

GeO2. However, as one moves down the figure, other liquids (e.g. B2O3, 2SiO2-Na2O, 

As2Se3 or Se) exhibit a viscosity behavior that shows an important bending at 

intermediate values of Tg/T, whereas organic glass formers (OTP and toluene) display the 

most pronounced curvature and can be described by a super-Arrhenius behaviour, 

  (1.3) 

where the activation energy explicitly depends on temperature [5]. This suggests that 

glass formation is a collective phenomena for such glass-formers. With these 

observations, Angell proposed a classification of supercooled liquids depending on the 

temperature dependence of the viscosity (or τ ), and consequently on the sensitivity of 

the rearrangements in the liquid structure to temperature changes. He distinguished 

„strong‟ and „fragile‟ glass-forming liquids into systems, where the underlying relaxation 

and activation energy is independent of temperature or has an explicit dependence, 
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respectively. The terminology „strong-fragile‟ is not related to the mechanical properties 

of the glass. 

Looking at their structure, strong glass-formers present covalent (directionally-

oriented bonds) and can form networking arrangements that strongly decrease the ability 

of the system to rearrange its structure by varying temperature. On the other hand, fragile 

liquids are mainly dominated by simple, non-directional Coulomb attractions or by van 

der Waal‟s interaction forces. Their microscopic structure can be easily altered close to Tg 

and with small thermal excitations, it can be rearranged in a variety of different particle 

orientations. 

 

Fig. 1.6 (a) Behaviour of viscosity η as a function of temperature for different glass formers in supercooled 

liquid state. The dashed black line indicates the viscosity η(Tg)=10
12

 Pa.s. (b) Angell plot of (a) plotted with 

scaled temperature Tg/T. (Figure from Ref. [5]). 

To quantify the fragility behaviour, Angell [20] introduced the fragility index m 

defined as the slope of log(η(T)) versus Tg/T close to Tg, 

 
 (1.4) 
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As seen in Fig. 1.6(b), large slopes correspond to fragile glass-formers displaying a 

variable  and a rapid evolution of η as one approaches Tg, while small slopes 

correspond to strong glass-formers. The fragility ranges from m = 14.8 for network 

glasses (m = 20 for silica) up to ~ 214 for polymers [5]. 

The strong-fragile character of supercooled liquids was also found to be reflected 

in the configurational heat capacity [21]. As shown in Fig. 1.7, strong liquids display a 

small jump in CP on crossing Tg, while fragile ones present a marked discontinuity. The 

heat capacity just manifests the structural changes described by the activation energies 

related to the shape of the viscosity curve on approaching Tg. For this reason, the jump in 

CP is bigger in systems in which the activation energy increases between the melting 

point and the glass transition. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.7 Behaviour of heat capacity CP 

as a function of the reduced temperature 

T/Tg for different glass-forming liquids. 

The glass transition corresponds to a 

discontinuity in the temperature 

dependence of CP. (Figure from Ref. 

[21]). 

Apart from these interesting dynamics of glass-forming liquids close to Tg, an 

equally intriguing question is „Why do certain materials have a greater glass-forming 

ability than others?‟ and this remains one of the unsolved mysteries of glass science. This 

question is addressed in the following section. 
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1.3 Theories of glass formation 

Although many empirical theories have been developed which are reasonably 

successful in accounting for the glass-forming tendencies in certain specific cases, there 

is no general rule which may be used universally to predict glass-forming ability of a 

given material. Glass formation theories are broadly classified as: structural and kinetic. 

In Fig. 1.8, we depict a schematic of some of the most relevant theories of glass 

formation used in this thesis work, and discuss about them briefly in the following 

paragraphs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.8 Various theories of glass formation. 

1.3.1 Structural theories of glass formation 

The very first glasses known and synthesized by mankind were silicates. As a 

result, the first theories that advanced to explain why some materials form glasses while 

others do not, were based on the existing knowledge of the behaviour of silicate melts 

and the structure of silicate crystals [6]. These theories assume that some unique features 

of certain melts lead to glass-formation in them, while absence of those features prevents 

Theories of glass formation 

Based on ease of glass formation 

STRUCTURAL THEORIES 

Based on how fast to be quenched 

KINETIC THEORY 

(applicable to all glass-forming liquids) 

 
 Zachariasen‟s continuous random network theory (e.g. B2O3, As2O3, SiO2, 

GeO2 and P2O5) 

 Phillips-Thorpe‟s topological constraints theory (e.g. chalcogenide glasses) 
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glass-formation in other substances. These theories came to be known as structural 

theories of glass formation. 

1.3.1.1 Zachariasen’s Continuous Random Network (CRN) theory 

Zachariasen observed that the mechanical strengths of glasses are comparable to 

those of crystals. This gave him the idea that the atoms in glass are linked together by the 

same forces as in crystals and the atoms oscillate about the same equilibrium positions. 

From the x-ray diffraction studies of silicate glasses, he noted that they have a network as 

opposed to close-packed structures. These networks consist of tetraherda connected at all 

four corners just as in the corresponding crystals but the networks are not periodic and 

symmetrical as in crystals. These networks extend in all three dimensions such that the 

average behavior in all directions is the same, i.e., the properties of glasses are isotropic. 

Consequently, he defined [3] glass as “a continuous three-dimensional network with 

energy content comparable to that of the corresponding crystal but without periodicity 

and symmetry”. 

 

   Boron         Oxygen 

 

Fig. 1.9 Schematic of atomic arrangement in 

B2O3 glass which satisfies Zachariasen‟s rules of 

glass formation. 

Zacharisen, thus, concluded that the ability to form such networks provides the 

condition for glass-formation. Thereafter, he formulated [22] the following rules for the 

structural arrangement in oxide (A2Ox) glasses (see Fig. 1.9 for B2O3 glass as an 

example), which could produce such a network: 

(a) The co-ordination number (CN) of the cation (A) must be small (e.g. B has 

coordination number 3 in B2O3). 
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(b) An oxygen atom (O) is not linked to more than two cations (A) (e.g. an O in B2O3 

glass is linked to two B atoms). 

(c) The oxygen polyhedrons may share only corners, not edges or faces (e.g. the BO3 

planar triangular units constituting the B2O3 glass are connected by corner-shared O 

atoms). 

(d) At least three corners of every oxygen polyhedron must be shared by other polyhedra 

(e.g. three O atoms of each BO3 triangular units are shared by three other units to form a 

continuous network). 

Essentially, (a) and (b) states that sufficient network cations must be present to 

allow a continuous structure to form, (c) states that the network is an open structure and 

(d) states that sufficient bonds linking the network polyhedra exist for the formation of a 

continuous network structure [6]. These conditions are fulfilled by the oxides of B2O3, 

As2O3, SiO2, GeO2, P2O5, etc.   

1.3.1.2 Phillips-Thorpe’s topological constraints theory 

According to Phillips-Thorpe‟s theory [23,24], glass-forming ability is determined 

by comparing the number of atomic degrees of freedom with the number of inter-atomic 

force field constraints. If the number of constraints is less than the available degrees of 

freedom, then the network is considered flexible or floppy, and if the number of 

constraints is greater than the degrees of freedom, the network becomes over-constrained 

or stressed rigid. The optimum glass compositions are those in which the number of 

constraints exactly equals the degrees of freedom, in which case the glass network is 

isostatic. In the floppy regime, the atoms may easily arrange themselves into the 

minimum energy configuration of the crystalline state, whereas, in the over-constrained 

regime, rigid structures easily percolate throughout the system, also resulting in 

crystallization [25].  
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Phillips and Thorpe obtained the condition for an optimum glass network in three-

dimensional space as a system where the average coordination number of atoms is 2.4. 

This critical value of ‹r› = 2.4 is called the rigidity percolation threshold, because, at this 

composition, rigid structures percolate throughout the glass, leading to an isostatic 

network. Phillips-Thorpe‟s constraint theory has met with much success in predicting 

critical behavior of chalcogenide systems (As2S3, Se, etc.) about the rigidity percolation 

threshold. It also has been extended to oxide glasses, glassy metals and proteins [25]. 

1.3.2 Kinetic theory of glass formation 

The knowledge of a large number of non-silicate, polymeric and metallic glasses 

in recent years have made it clear that virtually any material can be formed a glass. 

Therefore, the question is not whether a material will form a glass, but rather how fast 

must it be cooled to avoid detectable crystallization. This is called as the critical cooling 

rate. Good glass formers are those which form glasses at slow cooling rates (<< 1K/min). 

Materials which form glasses at very high quenching rates (>> 100 K/min) are known as 

„marginal‟ glass formers. Hence, the emphasis in glasses have shifted from control of 

glass formation by selection of materials, to control of glass formation by changes in 

processing [6]. This has given rise to a new approach known as kinetic theory of glass 

formation.  

Crystallization requires a nucleus (nucleation) on which the crystal can grow 

(crystal growth). The nucleation may be either homogeneous (forming spontaneously 

within the melt) or heterogeneous (forming at a pre-existing surface, such as, due to an 

impurity, crucible wall, etc.). Therefore, the nucleus is precursor to the crystal. If there is 

no nucleation, there will be no crystal formation and the material will form a glass.  
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Nucleation occurs due to constant vibrations and diffusion of the atoms of the 

system because of their thermal energy at elevated temperatures. Two barriers have to be 

overcome to form a nucleus: the thermodynamic barrier ( ) is the „free-energy change‟ 

that occurred in the system after the formation of the nucleus and the kinetic barrier 

( ) is the „activation energy‟ required for an atom to pass over the liquid-nucleus 

interface to rearrange in space to form an ordered crystal from a disordered liquid. The 

rate of nucleation,  then becomes, 

 
 (1.5) 

where  is a constant,  is the Boltzmann constant and  is the absolute temperature. 

 is the actual work required to form a nucleus of critical size, i.e., one which will grow 

instead of re-dissolving into the melt [3,6]. 

 The kinetic barrier to crystallization is known to be a function of the viscosity of 

the liquid. It is very large if the viscosity is large at the nucleation temperature. Melts 

which exhibit a large barrier to nucleation also exhibit good glass-forming behaviour. 

Inhibition of crystal growth is also achieved using complex melt structures which inhibit 

rearrangement of the melt into the ordered crystalline structure by using many different 

elements into the composition, so that the redistribution of atoms to the appropriate sites 

on the growing crystals is more difficult. This approach is routinely used in commercial 

glass technology. Furthermore, elimination of heterogeneous nuclei prevents crystal 

growth in melts which crystallize from heterogeneous nucleation process. Elimination of 

heterogeneous nuclei is enhanced by the addition of strong fluxes to a batch, which 

explains the strong effect of lead oxide in enhancing the ease of glass formation [6]. 

 Just like the possibility of crystallization to occur when a melt is cooled, a glass 

once formed by avoiding this crystallization may be susceptible to devitrify or crystallize 
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again when the glass is heated through the supercooled liquid regime. This 

devitrification, is desirable for some applications, or when undesirable, is termed ageing. 

1.4 Crystallization/ Devitrification: Kinetics of phase transitions 

 Thermal crystallization occurs in many disordered solids when heated. Elemental 

glasses such as S and Se are likely to crystallize, since the material has only topological 

structural disorders. In contrast, crystallization can be appreciably suppressed in multi-

component glasses, because of the compositional disorder [12]. Stable glasses such as 

SiO2 and As2S3 do not crystallize but continuously transform to a liquid through the 

supercooled states. Crystallization may bring undesired changes in macroscopic 

properties. When a transparent oxide glass is crystallized, it tends to become frosty. 

However, crystallization (and amorphization) in Te-alloy films, accompanying optical 

and electrical changes, is a central subject of research in the recent phase-change memory 

devices [12].  

Similar to glass transition, devitrification is not a phase transition but a 

relaxational phase change. The devitrification/ crystallization temperature Tcry also 

becomes higher with the heating rate ∂T/∂t. Then the obvious question is, what is the 

difference between glass transition and crystallization? A clear difference as revealed by 

calorimetric measurements is that glass transition appears endothermic but crystallization 

is exothermic. In addition, the change between a glass and the supercooled liquid may be 

reversible, while a crystal cannot directly transform to the glass.  

The theoretical basis for interpreting the kinetics of phase transformations is 

provided by the formal theory of transformation kinetics as developed by Johnson and 

Mehl [26], and Avrami [27-29], essentially based on calorimetric experiments carried out 

under isothermal conditions. These models describe the evolution with time, t, of the 
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volume fraction crystallized, α, in terms of the nucleation frequency per unit volume,  

and the crystal growth rate, u as [30]: 

 
 (1.6) 

Here  is a geometric factor which depends on the shape of the growing crystal and a is 

an integer or half-integer related to the dimensionality of crystal growth. When u is 

independent of time for the special case of interface-controlled or diffusion-controlled 

growth, a assumes the respective values of 1, 2 or 3 for one-, two- or three-dimensional 

growth.  and u are independent of time under conditions of isothermal crystallization 

when Eq. (1.7) is integrated as 

  (1.7) 

where b = a + 1, for  ≠ 0 and ΄ is the corresponding geometric factor. Eq. (1.8) is 

taken as a specific case of the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami (JMA) transformation relation 

describing the time-dependence of the fractional crystallization as 

  (1.8) 

where b is called the Avrami (growth) exponent and represents the growth morphology, 

while the rate constant K is a function of temperature and generally depends on both the 

nucleation rate and the growth rate, and is assumed to exhibit an Arrhenian temperature 

dependence as 

  (1.9) 

Here Ko is the pre-exponential factor, E is the effective activation energy describing the 

overall crystallization process and R is the universal gas constant. Ko is considered as a 

typical vibrational frequency (~ 10
13

 Hz) and E is the barrier height between a disordered 

state and the corresponding crystal. It is intuitive that when a glass is transformed into a 

crystal, disordered bonds must be cut and reconnected to the ordered structure. 
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Accordingly, it may be plausible that E correlates with the bond strength and heating 

induces thermal segmental motion, leading to crystallization. 

 The JMA rate equation is obtained by differentiating Eq. (1.9) with respect to 

time, 

 
 (1.10) 

The JMA rate equation is strictly applicable only to isothermal crystallization conditions 

and deviations are observed if the assumptions on which the equation are based are not 

satisfied [31]. Henderson [32] pointed out that JMA analysis can be extended to non-

isothermal conditions, when the conversion rate depends only on temperature and not on 

previous thermal history, and the entire nucleation process takes place during the early 

stages of transformation.  

Once, a material is synthesized, the determination of its atomic arrangement in 

space is a key pre-requisite for any subsequent study devoted to understand any of its 

physical or chemical properties. In crystals, the determination of the structure is 

simplified by the periodicity, where the whole lattice can be considered as a periodic 

repetition of a fundamental building block, the unit cell, which is often formed by only 

few atoms.  

In glasses, the situation is completely different. The structure of glass is 

characteristic of the instantaneous structure of a liquid; isotropic and lacking long-range 

order. However, atoms are constrained to vibrate around their disordered equilibrium 

positions, so that their dynamics is characteristic of a solid. The following section 

discusses how the disorder in a glass, such as lack of long-range order, can be 

characterized. 
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1.5 Classification of structural order in glass: order within disorder 

  The glassy state is characterized by what it is not. It is not a form of matter with 

long-range order; it does not have large regions in which the atoms are arranged in a 

periodic array; there are no crystallites of a size large enough to give sharp Bragg 

diffraction spots. The key to the definition of the structure of glass is the distinction 

between long- and short-range ordering. The controversy in understanding glass structure 

remains as to „How disordered is the atomic structure of a glass?‟ Despite the lack of 

long-range translational and orientational order, glasses do possess a high degree of 

short-range order. Therefore, while discussing the structure of a glass, it is useful to 

consider the types of structural order that can exist in such materials at various length-

scales. Such categorization is convenient in two ways: the classification is hierarchial (a 

particular type of order at one length-scale can be dictated by order at a smaller scale) and 

the various experimental probes are generally sensitive to structural correlations at 

different length-scales. The possible types of structural order in glass are [33]: 

(a) short-range order (SRO) in the range 2-5 Å; 

(b) medium-range order (MRO) in the range 5-20 Å and 

(c) long-range structures (LRS) for length-scales > 20 Å.  

Short-range order involves one atom and its nearest neighbors. In the case of 

covalently-bonded glasses, where directional bonding is dominant, SRO can be 

characterized in terms of well-defined coordination polyhedra. The SRO is often very 

similar to the local ordering in crystals: the number of nearest neighbors, the bond 

distances and the bond angles are rather well-defined.  

MRO is defined as the next highest level of structural organization beyond SRO. 

It is difficult to measure experimentally and to interpret unambiguously, but a variety of 

techniques have allowed several types of structural ordering corresponding to MRO to be 
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identified. It arises from orientational correlation beyond the nearest neighbor distances. 

On a length-scale just beyond SRO, 5-10 Å, larger structural units (superstructural units) 

can be formed by aggregating basic coordination polyhedra connected together in well-

defined relative orientations to form regular rings or three-dimensional clusters [33]. In a 

larger length-scale, between 10-20 Å, a further level of MRO can be associated with the 

connection between these structural units to form layer-like or chain-like or isolated 

clusters.  

By definition, no long-range periodic structures are present in glass and hence, the 

LRS is characterized by inhomogeneities in the structure and phase separation. 

1.5.1 Medium-range order and the first sharp diffraction peak 

As understood from the previous section, in general, glassy materials are 

characterized by two length-scales: short-range structure defining the nearest neighbour 

coordination polyhedra and a medium-range order defining regions of ordering beyond 

the first nearest neighbor distance. The evidence of SRO is obtained from diffraction 

experiments. The existence of medium-range correlations in the glass structure has been 

admitted from various experimental results (vibrational spectroscopy and x-ray 

diffraction). 

A feature of diffraction data from glasses which has long been considered as the 

characteristic signature of the existence of MRO is the first peak in the total structure 

factor, known as the first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP), occurring at values of scattering 

vector Q = 1-2 Å
-1

, depending on the material [33]. This peak is anomalous in a number 

of ways. Firstly, it is considerably narrower than other peaks in the structure factor, S(Q), 

and hence its name. The structure factor is a mathematical function that describes the 

amplitude and phase of a wave diffracted from atomic planes in a material. The intensity 
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of a diffracted beam is directly related to the amplitude of the structure factor. 

Furthermore, the behaviour of the FSDP [33] as a function of temperature and pressure 

differs from that of the other peaks in S(Q): the FSDP in chalcogenides increases 

(reversibly) in intensity with increasing temperature [34], whereas other peaks in the 

structure factor decrease in intensity with increasing temperature in accordance with 

Debye-Waller behaviour. Also with increasing pressure [35], it rapidly decreases in 

intensity and shifts to higher Q, unlike other peaks. Even though, detailed microscopic 

understanding of the structural origin of FSDP has remained elusive [36], proposals made 

in literature for the MRO structural origin of FSDP can be categorized as: quasi-

crystalline structures, clusters or chemical-order pre-peak [33].  

In the quasi-crystalline model, it was assumed that pseudo-crystalline layer-like 

structural arrangements which spatially repeat at intervals D are present in glass [34]; the 

FSDP position is given as Q ≈ 2π/D. This was thought natural since the crystal structures 

of many glass-forming chalcogenides (such as, As2S3 or GeSe2) are layer-like. However, 

this model was found inconsistent with many experimental observations, such as, 

observation of FSDP even in the liquid state of chalcogenide glasses and occurrence of 

FSDP in glasses such as SiO2 where the crystalline polymorphs are not layer-like. On the 

other hand, the cluster model explains FSDP as structural correlations between ill-defined 

clusters [37]. However, the structural identity of such clusters in glasses remains obscure. 

The chemical-order pre-peak model [38] proposes that the FSDP arises from the 

clustering of interstitial voids around cation-centered clusters. This model explains the 

anomalous pressure dependence of the FSDP: increase of pressure densifies the glass 

structure by reducing the interstitial volume, thereby leading to a decrease in the FSDP 

intensity. The anomalous temperature dependence is understood as resulting from the 

decrease of density with increasing temperature which increases the interstitial volume. 
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This increase in voids with increasing temperature also explains the survival of FSDP 

into the molten state in some glasses. 

Even though, microscopic description of the FSDP is under debate, it is evident of 

the presence of medium-range order in glasses. As distinct as the structural ordering at 

different length-scales, glasses also display some universal anomalous behaviour in 

vibrational properties as discussed in the following section, which makes the study of 

glasses extremely challenging. 

1.6 Vibrational properties of glasses 

Atoms in solids oscillate around their equilibrium positions at all temperatures, 

both at 0 K (zero-point motion) and at finite temperatures (thermal fluctuations). Below 

Tg, the glass dynamics is restricted to these microscopic vibrations which are responsible 

for sound propagation, heat transfer and other thermodynamic quantities in solids. It is 

natural that glasses support sound waves within the macroscopic limit as do the 

corresponding crystalline materials. As the phonon wave vector, q → 0, the vibrational 

excitations have the characteristics of linearly propagating acoustic waves, with speeds of 

sound, Vl and Vt (the two transverse branches are degenerate because of isotropy). 

Increasing the frequency, the lack of periodicity does not allow a plane wave-description. 

However, in the long-wavelength limit, the system would be expected to appear as a 

continuum and, as a consequence, the thermal properties should behave in the same way 

for a glass or a crystal. However, experimentally, strong differences were observed in the 

low-temperature thermal properties of glasses and crystals. These aspects of glasses are 

described below. 
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1.6.1 The vibrational density of states (VDOS) 

To describe the vibrational properties in crystals as well as in glassy systems, the 

vibrational density of states (VDOS), is generally employed. The VDOS,  is defined 

as, 

 
 (1.11) 

where  is the number of vibrational states lying in between  and . The 

summation over k in Eq. 1.12 is over all the phonon dispersion curves in the case of 

crystals and covers the first Brillouin zone. The peaks present in the crystal VDOS 

represent the van Hove singularities. These singularities are associated with  where ever 

the dispersion curve flattens near a Brillouin zone boundary. On the other hand, the lack 

of periodicity in glasses does not let a Brillouin zone to be defined rigorously and the 

summation index k of Eq. 1.12 is only a label for the vibrational eigenstates. Moreover, 

the typical sharpness of the crystalline VDOS disappears, as the van Hove singularities 

are smeared out as a consequence of the finite width of the energy distribution of 

vibrational excitation about a given q value. Inspite of this, the VDOS represents the 

natural link between a microscopic description of a solid medium and its macroscopic 

properties and knowledge of  permits one to derive the thermodynamic properties of 

the system. Such a link is provided for the low-frequency limit of the VDOS by the 

Debye model. 

1.6.2 The Debye model of specific heat 

The Debye model [39] provides the quantum mechanical description of the low-

temperature specific heat behaviour of solids. In the low-temperature limit, thermally 

excited vibrational modes are the acoustic excitations having wavelengths greater than 

the inter-particle distances. The solid can thus be treated as an elastic continuum in which 
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acoustic waves can propagate. The vibrational excitations of the solid are described by 

the three acoustic branches exhibiting linear dispersion relation between frequency  and 

wave vector  of phonon as, . The Debye velocity  is obtained by averaging 

the longitudinal ( ) and transverse ( ) sound velocities as, 

 
 (1.12) 

The total number of vibrational modes in the Debye model is 3N, where N denotes the 

number of atoms in the system. This constraint on the VDOS defines a limiting frequency 

, known as the Debye frequency [39], which represents the highest frequency for the 

acoustic modes, 

  (1.13) 

where ρ is the number density. The VDOS predicted by Debye model is given as, 

 
 (1.14) 

This description of the VDOS allows a correct evaluation of the low-temperature specific 

heat, 

 
 (1.15) 

where  and is known as the Debye temperature. This is the temperature 

specific to a system, above which all the phonon modes are excited. Therefore, at low-

temperatures, the specific heat of crystals is dominated by the contribution from the 

acoustic excitations and is well-described by the Debye or continuum model, that predicts 

a T
3
-dependence for the specific heat at low-temperature (Eq. 1.16) and a ω

2
-dependence 

(Eq. 1.15) for the vibrational density of states  at low-frequencies [39]. These 

predictions have indeed been confirmed experimentally for dielectric crystals [39]. 

However, since the local atomic arrangement is not considered in this model, crystals and 

glasses can both be described within the same approximation and glasses can be expected 
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to display similar thermal properties at low-temperatures as that of crystals. However, the 

low-frequency dynamics and concurrently, the low-temperature thermal properties of 

glasses, exhibit unusual behavior that strongly differs from that of their crystalline 

counterparts and hence are considered anomalous. Glasses display a universal low-

temperature dependence of the specific heat, and a broad excess over the Debye T
3
-

prediction at temperatures of ~ 10 K and below, a region where the Debye approximation 

works well for the corresponding crystals [40]. These aspects of glasses are discussed 

below. 

1.6.3 Anomalous thermal properties of glass 

Experimental studies in glasses have established a roughly linear temperature 

dependence of the specific heat (CP proportional to T) and approximately quadratic 

temperature variation of the thermal conductivity (κ proportional to T
2
) at temperature T 

< 1 K which are in contrast to the T
3
-behaviour of these quantities in crystals [41]. Fig 

1.10 (a) shows the temperature behavior of the heat capacity CP for crystalline and glassy 

silica. It can be easily identified that CP in the low-temperature range decreases much 

slowly with temperature for glassy silica. This behavior has been found in all glasses 

[40]. Therefore, heat capacity in glasses can be described by adding a linear term to the 

Debye predictions: 

 ~ a  + b  (1.16) 

Hence, below 1 K, the heat capacity is essentially linear in temperature. These features 

have found explanation in terms of two-level systems (TLS) identified with tunneling 

states in atomic-double-well potentials [40]. This model assumes the existence of local 

structural instabilities of the glass, capable of tunneling among different configurations of 

the system. This means that the anomalous behavior below 1 K is not due to the sound 
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waves themselves, but rather to additional excitations, the tunneling states, which scatter 

the sound waves. 

 

Fig. 1.10 Temperature variation of (a) the heat capacity CP and (b) reduced heat capacity CP/T
3
 for 

crystalline quartz (orange triangles) and glassy silica (blue circles). (Figure from Ref. [16,41]). 

Above 1 K, CP starts to deviate from this quasi-linear temperature behavior and at 

about 10 K, exhibits a broad hump, as detected in the Debye-predicted cubic temperature 

dependence plot (see Fig. 1.10 (b)). The thermal conductivity exhibits a plateau at this 

temperature range [41]. The anomalies below 1 K appear to be universal in the sense that 

they are shared by a large variety of glass systems, and the TLS model is generally 

accepted in literature. However, the excess of heat capacity between ~ 1-20 K, has been 

subjected to much controversy [42]. As shown in Fig. 1.10 (b), the excess in CP/T
3
 is 

present also in crystalline quartz, however, this excess appears at higher temperatures and 

is related to the effect of transverse acoustic vibrational excitations near the boundary of 

the first Brillouin zone [41]. The increase in the heat capacity with respect to the Debye 

prediction at ∼ 10 K has been widely investigated but its origin is still poorly understood 

[43].  

The failure of the Debye model to describe the specific heat of glasses at ∼ 10 K 

temperature range should correspond to an anomalous feature in the low-frequency part 
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of the VDOS in glasses in accordance with Eq. 1.15 and Eq. 1.16. As will be discussed in 

the following section, the excess CP as depicted in Fig. 1.10(b), is indeed a manifestation 

of an excess found at ~ 1 THz in the VDOS over that of the Debye ω
2
-prediction (Eq. 

1.15) and is indeed detected as a broad hump in  of glasses [44].  

1.6.4 The excess-VDOS in glasses: the Boson peak 

The excess-VDOS observed ~ 1 THz (~ 10 meV) is a universal feature of glasses, 

appearing as a characteristic broad asymmetric peak when plotted in the reduced density 

of states /
2 

as a function of the excitation energy [42]. This broad band is referred 

in literature as the „Boson peak‟ since its intensity scales with temperature approximately 

according to the Bose-Einstein statistics [44]. Since the VDOS is directly accessible 

using inelastic neutron [45] and light scattering spectroscopies [44], the Boson peak is 

widely studied in variety of glassy systems using these techniques. Fig. 1.11 (a) shows 

the VDOS measured in glassy sorbitol by means of inelastic neutron scattering [16]. 

Comparing the experimental data (blue filled circles) to the Debye prediction (red curve), 

an excess of low-energy modes in the glass is visible. This excess becomes more evident 

when we consider the reduced VDOS, 
 
(Fig. 1.11 (b)).  

The Boson peak seems to be correlated to several properties of glass-formers as 

well. For example, it was proposed that there exists a correlation between the Boson peak 

intensity and the fragility of the corresponding supercooled liquid [43]. It was observed 

that the less fragile the melt, the higher is the intensity of the Boson peak which means 

strong liquids have a larger degree of disorder than the fragile ones when the system is 

frozen-in and the glass is formed. Furthermore, in some strong systems, such as B2O3, the 

Boson peak is still well-evident in the supercooled liquid [46]. However, despite of large 

number of theoretical and experimental reports, the microscopic origin of the excess 
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modes giving rise to the Boson peak is still controversial [47,48]. In the next section, an 

overview of the most widely used models for the origin of the Boson peak is presented. 

 

Fig. 1.11 (a) Experimental VDOS (blue circles) of glassy sorbitol measured using inelastic neutron 

scattering. The red curve depicts the Debye ω
2
-prediction and the inset shows an enlarged image of the 

low-energy data. (b) Reduced density of states 
 
depicting a Boson peak for the glass and a 

constant Debye level in red dashed line. (Figure from Ref. [16,41]). 

1.6.5 Theoretical models for the Boson peak 

There is a general agreement that the Boson peak is a manifestation of structural 

disorder in glass. What is still not agreed upon in literature is whether this peak arises 

from some peculiar behaviour of the acoustic modes present in the corresponding energy 

range or from some additional modes specific to the glassy state. Basically, three distinct 

viewpoints have been proposed to explore its origin: existence of defect modes or soft 

modes, strong scattering of sound waves from disorder, and vibrational heterogeneities 

on the nanometric scale. In the following, we briefly discuss these different approaches 

used to explain the Boson peak. It is noteworthy, that even starting from distinctly 

different assumptions, the predictions of these models are qualitatively similar on 

(a) 

(b) 
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experimental results and is therefore, extremely difficult to distinguish between the 

different models from the experimental point of view. 

1.6.5.1 Soft-potential model 

The soft-potential model (SPM) [49,50] assumes the existence of additional 

quasi-local modes, which coexist and hybridize with the sound waves, giving rise to the 

Boson peak. This model is an extension of the two-level system (TLS) model which very 

well-describes the thermal anomalies of glasses below 1 K, as mentioned earlier. SPM 

predicts that in addition to TLS, there are soft mode excitations in glasses which are 

responsible for their universal behavior especially at higher temperatures. These low-

frequency vibrations originate from localized vibrations of small groups of atoms in local 

defects of the amorphous structure or from low-lying optical modes in parent crystals. 

These excitations are described by unique anharmonic soft atomic potential. The model 

describes the quasi-local excitations as low-frequency harmonic oscillators which weakly 

couple to the sound waves of the elastic continuum medium. This coupling leads to a 

dipole-dipole interaction between different harmonic oscillators, which destabilizes the 

quasi-localized harmonic modes. The vibrational instability is controlled, under a certain 

frequency (lower than the Debye frequency) by the anharmonicity and creates a new 

stable spectrum of harmonic vibrations with a Boson peak feature and an asymmetric 

double-well potential typical of the TLS tunneling modes. In this model, the Boson peak 

energy depends on the interaction strength among the different harmonic oscillators: the 

stronger the interactions, the higher in energy will the Boson peak maximum appear.  

1.6.5.2 Model of fluctuating elastic constants 

 This viewpoint ascribes the excess modes in the Boson peak to arise because of 

strong scattering of sound waves [51] from disorder in the glass [52,53]. The model by 
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Taraskin et. al. [52] proposes that the atoms occupy ideal crystalline positions and the 

system is described as composed of coupled harmonic oscillators interacting through 

random, independent elastic force constants Kij, between atoms i and j. The strength of 

these force constants are controlled by a probability distribution P(Kij). On increasing the 

width of the distribution, the system becomes unstable with negative force constants Kij, 

and this instability gives rise to the Boson peak. This model describes the Boson peak 

from purely harmonic modes and denies the necessity of the existence of localized states 

or strongly anharmonic modes (as in SPM). More precisely, the enhancement in the 

VDOS is associated with the lowest van Hove singularity in the spectrum of the reference 

crystalline system, pushed down in frequency by disorder-induced level-repelling and 

hybridization effects [52].  

On the other hand, under the frame work of harmonic approach, Grigera et. al. 

[53] proposed a different microscopic model based on topological disorder of the atoms. 

This model forwarded the idea that the Boson peak marks the transition between 

acoustic-like excitations and a disorder-dominated regime for the vibrational spectrum. 

Schirmacher et. al. [51] proposed a macroscopic elastic and lattice-independent model 

which considers the system as an elastic continuum in which the transverse elastic 

constant is assumed to vary randomly in space. The model predicts a correlation between 

the excess VDOS and the damping of the acoustic waves present in the corresponding 

energy range. 

1.6.5.3 Model based on vibrational heterogeneities on nanometric scale 

This approach attributes the Boson peak to vibrational heterogeneities/ 

inhomogeneities of the elastic response in glasses on the nanometric length-scale [48,54]. 

It assumes the system to be inhomogeneous, consisting of aggregate of regions with 

different elastic constants. The glass is thus, characterized by more cohesive domains 
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separated by softer inter-domain zones on the nanometric spatial range and the Boson 

peak arises from vibrational modes spatially localized in such regions. A correlation 

between the size of these elastic heterogeneities and the fragility of the different materials 

has been proposed as well [43]. The idea is that stronger glasses would display a more 

inhomogeneous elastic response with respect to fragile systems. This model explains why 

the amplitude of the Boson peak is higher in strong glasses. In the case of fragile systems, 

instead, the excess of modes would become broader and less intense due to the 

disappearance of the elastic heterogeneities. 

The Boson peak has also been suggested to reflect a crossover from long 

wavelength vibrations propagating in the continuous media to localized vibrations on a 

characteristic length-scale. The long wavelength vibrations scatter strongly from elastic 

inhomogeneities in the structure due to the topological disorder in glass. The scattering 

leads to a drastic decrease in the phonon mean-free path and can increase the VDOS in 

certain energy range. These excess vibrations thus become localized by the strong 

scattering. Phonon localization may be viewed in terms of the Ioffe-Regel criterion, 

, where  and  are the magnitude of phonon wave vector and mean-free 

path at Ioffe-Regel frequency, respectively [36]. Thus, the phonon mean-free path is 

assumed to be ~ . This length has been interpreted as the correlation length for the 

disordered structure of the system [33] and can be calculated using the Boson peak 

energy. The energy of the peak is inversely proportional to the size of these spatially 

correlated regions. This correlation length has also been connected to MRO as obtained 

from FSDP [38]. 

1.7 Network glass and its modification: glass formers and modifiers 

 As described in the previous sections, understanding the interplay of dynamics 

and structure has evoked great interest in condensed matter physics owing to the variety 
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of universal phenomena linked to glass and the supercooled liquid states. In fact, glassy 

dynamics depend strongly on the network topology, i.e., the way bonds and bond angles 

are arranged to form the network connectivity. Among other glasses, the field of network 

glasses is of special interest probably because they are most familiar and are historically, 

those which have attracted early interest [1]. This is partly due to the effect of the x-ray 

determined structure at the local, intermediate or long-range which appears to be central 

to the understanding of many chemical and physical properties including those revealing 

the slowing down of the dynamics [5]. The classification of network glasses is discussed 

below. 

Zachariasen‟s random network model gives the formation of single-component 

oxide glasses, such as, B2O3, As2O3, SiO2, GeO2, P2O5, etc. Such glasses are called as 

network glasses owing to the presence of inter-connected polyhedral units resulting from 

directional covalent bonding. The disordered arrangement of such polyhedral units on 

longer scales is then representative of glasses which form a highly cross-linked network 

of chemical bonds in three-dimensions. In fact, stoichiometric mixtures of Group III-

Group IV elements (e.g. silicon, boron, germanium, etc.) with Group VI oxides and 

chalcogenides (oxygen, sulphur, selenium) indeed lead to a network structure that is 

composed at the very local level by geometrical building blocks typical of a short-range 

order, e.g. the SiO4 tetrahedron in silicates [5].  

Addition of alkali and alkaline-earth oxides alter the network structure of such 

single-component glasses and thus, create multi-component glasses, such as, M2O-SiO2, 

M2O-MO-SiO2, etc. (where M can be a monovalent or divalent alkali or alkaline-earth 

metal cation). While such elements (M) are usually present as ions, they compensate by 

attracting nearby non-bridging Group VI atoms which induce a disruption of the network 
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structure. Such a modification for the Na2O-SiO2 system which converts some bridging 

oxygen (BO) into non-bridging oxygen (NBO) is shown below (see Fig. 1.12): 

 
– – –  

(1.17) 

 

Stanworth [6] attempted to quantify such mixed-bond concept by the use of the partial 

ionic character model of Pauling. He classified oxides into three groups on the basis of 

electronegativity of the cation [6]. Cations which form bonds with oxygen with a 

fractional ionic character near 50% have small difference in electronegativity between 

cation and oxygen, thus having greater strength of covalent bond, should act as network 

formers and produce good glasses. Network formers generally have coordination 

numbers between 3 or 4, and electronegativity between 1.8 to 2.1, such as, B, Si, Ge, P, 

As, Sb, V, etc. Cations with slightly lower electronegativity (1.5 to 1.7) which form 

slightly more ionic bonds with oxygen, cannot form glasses by themselves, but can 

partially replace cations from the first group and are known as intermediates. 

Intermediates generally have coordination number between 4–6, such as, Al, Ti, etc. 

Cations with very low electronegativity (0.7 to 1.3) form highly ionic bonds with oxygen 

and never act as network formers. Since these ions only serve to modify the network 

structure created by the network forming oxides, they are termed as modifiers. Network 

modifiers generally have coordination number ≥ 6, such as, Li, Na, K, Ca, Sr, Ba, etc.  

The presence of NBOs in the network glasses lowers the relative number of 

strong bonds in the glass and this leads to an important modification of the melt viscosity, 

relaxation time and various dynamic quantities in the liquid state. Of course, an 

appropriate alloying of such components permits one to tune dynamic quantities of glass-

forming liquids in an almost systematic fashion, allowing for the detection of anomalies 

which provide a greater insight into the glass transition phenomenon [5]. 

(BO) (NBO) 
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Fig. 1.12 Typical network-forming glasses: (a) two-dimensional representation of a single-component SiO2 

glass, whose network connectivity can be depolymerized (b) by the addition of a network modifier (Na2O). 

(Figure adapted from Ref. [5].) 

1.7.1 The composition-structure-property relationship in modified glasses 

Just as any other material, the physical and mechanical properties of network 

glasses are determined by the atomic-level structures: the atomic configuration and 

chemical bonding. To understand the intriguing properties of glasses both in the 

supercooled and glassy states, the underlying structural origins need to be unraveled. 

Furthermore, the evolution of these properties as a function of chemical composition or 

temperature relies on a correct understanding of the structure of the single component 

glass and the changes induced in the structure upon the addition of a modifier.  

The structural models of multi-component glasses rely on the combination of 

experimental data, such as, diffraction of x-rays and neutrons, along with various 

spectroscopic methods and numerical modeling. Glass structures are modeled for 

determination of cation coordination, inter-atomic distances and bond angles at various 

length-scales of ordering. The short-range order, which concerns the cation-oxygen 

polyhedral units, is accessible by spectroscopic methods. As for example, the short-range 

order in a typical alkali-modified borate glass involves quantification of coordination 

(a) (b) 
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numbers and symmetries of the network former (B2O3) structural units, and site 

quantification of the modifier (see Fig. 1.13). 

 

Fig. 1.13 Typical modified borate glass showing directly bonded neighbours in network formers and 

network sites containing modifier cations, which denote the short-range order in such a network glass. 

 

Fig. 1.14 MRO in a typical network glass can be depicted by connectivity of the network former (green 

lines), correlations between cations of network former and modifier (blue lines), and spatial distribution of 

modifiers (red line). 

Medium-range order involves the ordering of polyhedral and cationic modifier 

sites. As depicted in Fig. 1.14, for an oxide glass containing B, Si or P atoms as network 

former, the correlations in connectivity of network former, correlations between cations 

of network former and modifier, and spatial distribution of modifiers, can all depict 

medium-range order. Insight on such ordering is again obtained using diffraction studies 

and inelastic scattering techniques. It is natural to assume that the short-range structure 

Modifier 
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governs the structural properties which are possibly modified by the medium-range 

structures. Examples of structure-related properties are density, bulk modulus, specific 

heat, thermal conductivity, linear thermal expansion coefficient, glass transition 

temperature, Debye temperature, etc. 

Some properties of glasses derive their origin from the general glass structure 

itself. Whether the bonding is ionic, covalent, van der Waals, metallic or a mixture of 

these, the inherent disorder in the glass gives rise to slightly more open packing than 

found in the corresponding crystal. Owing to the absence of dislocation mechanism for 

deformation, glasses mostly display a brittle failure mechanism. The randomness is 

clearly responsible for the liquid-like isotropic nature of glass properties. Unlike crystals, 

glasses do not have a sharp melting point and rather exhibit glass transition in a range of 

temperature. This is because they lack unique bond lengths and dissociation energies 

unlike crystals. Moreover, properties like viscosity may be expected to increase with the 

degree of connectivity. Also, the creation of NBOs leads to increased fluidity in glass-

formers. This is the reason for lowering of viscosity at a given temperature on increased 

addition of a modifier like Na2O to silica glass [6]. On one hand, the increased cross-

linking (increase of average coordination number) in network glasses such as 

chalcogenides is responsible for increasing the rigidity properties, glass transition 

temperatures and hardness; on the other hand, an increase of NBOs in the glass structure 

generally leads to an increase in the thermal expansion coefficient [1]. This is because the 

average atomic separation between the NBO and the ionically bonded interstitial cation 

can increase with temperature more rapidly. Owing to much open volume, the interstices 

in glass structure act as sieves through which mass can move and hence conduction of 

charge predominantly occurs by ionic movement through such interstices. Network-

modifying ions (alkali ions, in particular), carry the bulk of the charge conduction in 

glasses.  
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Since there are no stoichiometric requirements for glass compositions, one can 

produce a continuum of multi-component glass compositions and expect the physical 

properties to vary continuously with composition. For many glasses, such as silicates, the 

addition or substitution of a component results in smooth monotonic transition of 

properties from one composition to the other [1]. While in many other glass systems, 

such as borates or borosilicates, properties do not change monotonically with 

modification. These are governed by the changes induced in the microscopic network 

structure upon addition of the modifier and the dependence of the physical property on 

the specific aspect of the structure. In the following sections, the network structure of 

three systems of glasses is described: borates, tellurites and phosphates. Changes in the 

SRO upon glass modification are also discussed. These glasses are considered strong 

according to Angell‟s classification. The interplay of structure and dynamics at different 

length-scales, and the structure-property relationship in these glasses upon modification, 

forms the primary theme of this thesis. 

1.7.2 The structure of modified-borate glasses 

Borates are very important glass-forming materials. A number of physical and 

chemical properties make borates one of the outstanding components in the commercial 

glass industry: borate (B2O3) glass can be considered to possess the highest glass-forming 

tendency because molten B2O3 does not crystallize by itself even when cooled at the 

slowest rate (it crystallizes only under pressure [55]); boron is highly soluble in silicate 

melts and it lowers the Tg, Tm, viscosity and thermal expansivity of borosilicate melts and 

provides them with high chemical durability.  

Boron (B) has only three electrons in its valence shell, leading to a planar (sp
2
 

hybridized) BO3 triangular structural unit (Fig. 1.15 (a)) for glassy B2O3 and a vacant pz 

orbital perpendicular to the plane of the triangle. The size of B
3+

 ion is very small and it 
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can fit into the trigonal void created by three oxide ions in mutual contact to form a BO3 

unit. These units are the primary building blocks in all borate glasses. Several structural 

studies have been performed on B2O3 [56] and it is considered that boroxol (B3O6) rings, 

which consist of three BO3 units in hexagonal planar arrangement of six B–O bonds is a 

major constituent of the glass structure (see Fig. 1.16). Boroxol is very much stable 

because of the possible delocalization of the electrons among the π-bonded p-orbitals of 

B and O perpendicular to the B–O–B plane. The B2O3 glass structure is considered to be 

made up of ~ 70% of boroxol units which are connected through simple BO3 units. 

 

                     

 

 

Fig. 1.15 Typical two-dimensional 

representation of (a) BO3 triangular and (b)   

tetrahedral structural units depicting all bridging 

oxygen atoms (red circles) found in modified 

borate glasses. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.16 A two-dimensional schematic 

representation of vitreous B2O3 depicting the 

formation of the network structure from a 

combination of BO3 units and boroxol (B3O6) 

rings. Boron atoms are depicted by the cyan 

circles and oxygen atoms by red circles. (Figure 

from Ref. [57]). 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 1.17 Bray & O‟Keefe‟s NMR data [57] depicting B4 for alkali-borate glass systems: Li2O-B2O3 (blue 

filled circles), Na2O-B2O3 (red filled squares), K2O-B2O3 (green filled triangles), Rb2O-B2O3 (magenta 

inverted filled triangles) and Cs2O-B2O3 (cyan asterisks). The black curve (Eq. 1.20) denotes the value of 

B4 if the entire added network modifier leads to the formation of  tetrahedra with no NBO atoms. 

The vacant pz orbital in B can accept a donor (dative) bond from an oxygen lone-

pair (e.g. on a NBO atom), so that both B and O achieve the stable octet configuration 

[57]. This happens when an oxide ion is available as the B2O3 glass is modified (by the 

addition of alkali or alkaline-earth or transition metal-oxides) for such additional 

bonding. In the simplest binary-borate glasses, the modifier oxide initially converts the 

trigonal borons (BO3 units) to tetrahedral borons (  units) by the coordination of O
2-

 

to two trigonal borons, 

  (1.18) 

 tetrahedral units, as shown in Fig. 1.15 (b), are thus readily formed in borate glasses 

upon addition of modifier oxide. The negative charge on the  basic structural unit is 

delocalized over the whole unit and hence there is an energy penalty if they are 

immediate neighbours. It was observed [58] from numerous 
11

B NMR (nuclear magnetic 

resonance) experiments on various modified-borate glasses that as the mole fraction, x, of 

B4 

x 
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the network-modifying oxide increases, B4 (mole fraction of  units) first increases, 

then passes through a maximum and finally decreases, the variation with x being similar 

for all glass systems. These results are shown for alkali-borate glasses in Fig. 1.17. The 

solid black line in the figure denotes the value of B4 if whole of the added modifier 

results in the formation of  tetrahedra, 

 
 (1.19) 

that is, there are no NBO atoms. In the crystalline state, the formation of NBO atoms first 

occurs at the diborate composition (x = 0.33), in -Na2O.2B2O3 [57]. When the modifier 

concentration increases further, the concentration of  units decreases rapidly. Beyond 

the composition corresponding to the maximum in Fig. 1.17, the reconversion of  

units to BO3 units starts and B4 drops rapidly. This has consequences on various observed 

properties of borate glasses as they exhibit extrema at specific values of x. Since such 

behaviour is not observed in alkali-silicate glasses (properties vary monotonically with 

the fraction of modifier oxide), which has been the subject of numerous earlier studies, 

this behaviour was considered anomalous for borate glasses and the effect has been 

described as the „borate anomaly‟ [55].  

Another special characteristic of borate glasses is the presence of superstructural 

units in them. Superstructural units (Fig. 1.18) are rigid combinations of the basic borate 

structural units (BO3 and  units) with no internal degrees of freedom in the form of 

variable bond or bond torsion angles and are based on three-membered rings of the basic 

structural units (six-atom rings), which with the exception of the diborate group are 

rigidly planar, as revealed by crystallography, and by the sharp Raman lines arising from 

their breathing modes, as observed for the boroxol group (Fig. 1.18 (a)) in the Raman 

spectrum for vitreous B2O3 at 808 cm
-1

 [58]. Krogh-Moe proposed a model which 

explains the structure of borate glasses by the formation of such superstructural units and 
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this could aid to resolve the structures of borates in accordance with the borate anomaly 

[1,58]. The relative concentrations of these superstructures are strong function of the 

glass composition and network modifying cation [59]. Thus, two special features that 

characterize borate structures and set them apart from those of other glasses are: (a) the 

addition of a network modifier to B2O3 initially results in the conversion of BO3 

triangular into  tetrahedral structural units, rather than in the formation of NBOs, 

which only occur at higher network-modifier fractions, x and (b) up to the diborate 

composition (x = 0.33), the structures of borates are dominated by superstructural units. It 

is these two aspects of the structures of borates that are primarily responsible for their 

unusual behavior in physical properties. 

                               

                 

Fig. 1.18 Commonly occurring borate superstructural units: (a) boroxol group, (b) pentaborate group, (c) 

triborate group, (d) di-pentaborate group, (e) diborate group and (f) di-triborate group. 

1.7.3 The structure of modified-tellurite glasses 

Unlike good glass-formers such as, SiO2 and B2O3, pure tellurium oxide (TeO2) 

does not get completely vitrified, but binary tellurite glasses formed by combining metal-

oxide modifiers such as, monovalent alkali cations M2O (M = Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs) or 

(e) 
(f) 

(d) 

(c) 
(b) 

(a) 
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divalent metal cations MO (M = Mg, Sr, Ba, Zn, Pb), yield stable network glasses 

possessing interesting properties [60]. The most intensively studied among these, is their 

excellent infra-red transmittance and large refractive indices [61]. In addition, these 

glasses have been shown as having very high third-order non-linear optical 

susceptibilities in comparison to other industrially used silicate, borate or phosphate 

glasses [62]. Owing to these properties, tellurite glasses are being considered as 

promising materials for optical amplifiers and non-linear optical devices. In order to gain 

insights to the origin of these properties in TeO2-based glasses, much attention has been 

focused to understand their structure [63]. The short-range structure [64,65] of these 

glasses has been widely studied using x-ray absorption, Raman and NMR spectroscopies.  

The structure of tellurite glasses is generally suggested as a network of TeO4, 

TeO3+1 and TeO3 polyhedra sharing corners. Numerous reports describe the structure of 

tellurite glasses as being similar to the crystalline phase of paratellurite ( -TeO2), which 

is a three-dimensional network of TeO4 trigonal bipyramids (tbp) [63]. Since the short-

range atomic order of both crystalline and glassy phases obey the same principles of 

atomic bonding, the crystalline lattice is regarded as the parent compound of the glass 

[64]. Each TeO4 unit has two types of Te–O bonds: two shorter equatorial Te–Oeq bonds 

and two longer axial Te–Oax bonds oriented at larger angle in a plane perpendicular to the 

Oeq–Te–Oeq plane, with the lone electron pair at the tellurium atom located in the 

equatorial plane (see Fig. 1.19). The TeO4 tbp connect with each other forming Te–eqOax–

Te linkages. Using Raman spectroscopic investigations [63], it has been shown that the 

introduction of a network modifier (M) elongates one of the Te–Oax bonds and results in 

the gradual formation of the deformed TeO3+1 units and subsequently with the addition of 

more metal-oxide, the weakly bonded oxygen in TeO3+1 gets disconnected to form TeO3 

trigonal pyramids (tp) with terminal Te=O bond [63], as depicted in Figs. 1.19 and 1.20.  
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Fig. 1.19 Ball and stick representation of the 

structural units present in tellurite glass. Left: 

Trigonal bipyramidal TeO4. Center: Distorted 

trigonal bipyramidal TeO3+1. Right: Trigonal 

pryamidal TeO3. Dots represent lone pair 

electrons. Bond lengths (in nm) are taken from 

[66]. (Fig. from Ref. [67]). 

 

 

Fig. 1.20 Network structure of a modified 

tellurite glass. The entry of a modifier cation 

(grey circles) induces distortion in the tbp units 

and creates NBOs in the structure. 

In both the tbp and tp structures, Te bonds to oxygen through its sp
3
d hybridized 

orbitals. In tbp, it involves hybridisation of 5s, 5p and dz
2
 orbitals. As shown in Fig. 1.19, 

the lone pair on Te is accommodated in an equitorial orbital in tbp and the other four 

orbitals are used in bonding to the bridging oxygens. On the other hand, in the formation 

of tp, there is first the formation of sp
3
 hybridised orbitals, of which, one is used to 

accommodate the lone pair, two for bonding to bridging oxygens, and the other one is 

bonded to an oxygen whose p-orbital overlaps with one of the d-orbitals of Te, forming a 

π-bond. This oxygen is therefore double bonded to Te (terminal oxygen). It has been 

reported that modification of TeO2 glass induces a preference for tp units, although both 

tbp and tp units are present in the structure [63]. While tp units can only form chains, tbp 

units can give rise to 3-dimensional network structures. Thus, the fraction of tp and tbp 

units can make a big difference for the final glass structure. 
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The lone electron pair in Te complicates the short-range atomic arrangement in 

TeO2, making the first coordination sphere around Te highly asymmetric and variable. 

The excellent optical properties of tellurite glasses have their origin in the polarizability 

of the tellurite units that can be controlled by glass modification. The primary role of a 

network modifier is to cause negatively charged NBOs to be formed at the expense of 

bridging oxygen. Therefore, the three-dimensional network of the glass former, TeO2, is 

depolymerized by modifier addition [61] and creation of variable coordinated units 

determine the special properties of tellurite glasses. 

1.7.4 The structure of modified-phosphate glasses 

Phosphate (P2O5) forms both single and multi-component glasses. The basic 

building block in phosphate glass is a 3-connected and 4-coordinated PO4 tetrahedral 

unit. One of the coordination arises from P=O, which has distinctly shorter bond distance 

compared to the other three bonds. Thus, the structure of phosphate glasses can be 

described as a network of phosphate tetrahedra that are linked through covalent bonding 

of corner shared oxygen atoms, referred to as bridging oxygen (BO) atoms. Oxygen 

atoms that do not link two phosphate tetrahedra are called non-bridging; the ratio of 

bridging to non-bridging oxygens (NBO) depends on the glass composition. Phosphate 

glasses typically consist of long polymer-like phosphate chains. The linked phosphate 

tetrahedra have one, two, three, or four non-bridging oxygens. These units can be 

classified using the Q
n
 terminology, where the superscript n represents the number of 

bridging oxygen atoms per tetrahedron (Fig. 1.21). For example, a Q
2
 tetrahedron links to 

two others through bridging oxygens in a phosphate chain anion, with Q
1
 tetrahedra 

terminating the ends of the chains. The role of network modifying oxides in the glass is to 

break up or depolymerize the phosphate chains as the [O]/[P] ratio increases [68]. The 

phosphate chain and ring anions are linked by bonds between various modifying metal 
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cations and the non-bridging oxygen; these bonds are more ionic in nature. Therefore, 

with increasing ratio of modifier oxide to P2O5 glass, the structural species gradually 

change from Q
3
 to Q

0
 (ultra-phosphate → meta-phosphate → pyro-phosphate → ortho-

phosphate) in the modified-phosphate glasses as shown in Fig. 1.21.  

 

Fig. 1.21 Phosphate tetrahedral units: oxygen atoms (pink) connected to phosphorus atoms (blue); ultra-

phosphate Q
3
 (cross-linking) units; meta-phosphate Q

2
 (middle) units; pyro-phosphate Q

1
 (terminal or end) 

units; ortho-phosphate Q
0
 (isolated) units. (Fig. from Ref. [68]). 

In the three above glass systems (borate, tellurite and phosphate), the modification 

of the primary network in the glass results in the formation of chemically different types 

of oxygens in the network. For example, in phosphates, it can be a bridging oxygen (BO) 

or a non-bridging oxygen (NBO) or an oxygen double bonded to P, often called the 

terminal oxygen. In borates, it could be a BO attached to trigonal boron or a BO attached 

to tetrahedral B or an NBO associated only to trigonal borons. These structurally and 

chemically different oxygens can be identified and quantified by using x-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy [55].  

1.7.5 PbO as a modifier 

The behaviour of lead (Pb
2+

) as a modifier cation is also unique in oxide glasses. 

It plays a dual role. In some concentration regions it enters into the network structure 

when it is referred as a network former. In other concentration regions it stays as Pb
2+ 

allowing the O
2-

 ion of PbO to break the oxygen bridges, when it is described as a 

modifier. The composition at which the role of lead changes from that of a network 
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former to a network modifier is associated with the changes in the trends of elastic 

properties [55]. The composition-dependent role of lead is dependent on the availability 

of oxygen coordination that it can get from the host.  

1.8 The scope of the present thesis 

The performance of every glass product is governed by the underlying properties 

of the glass at the atomic scale. Many aspects of the microscopic behavior of glass-

forming systems, both in the supercooled and in the glassy state, remain poorly 

understood despite the efforts done in the last decades [9]. The properties of a glass are 

controlled by the microscopic structure and dynamics, which in turn depends on the 

composition of the glass. Thus, investigating the inter-relationship between composition, 

network structure and dynamics is important as it enables one to prepare glass 

compositions with desired properties. 

The aim of the present thesis is to investigate the dynamics and structure of strong 

network glasses and to monitor structural changes at short-range, medium-range and bulk 

scale by using inelastic light scattering techniques of Raman and Brillouin spectroscopy. 

By „strong network glasses‟ we mean „strong glasses‟ as a counterpart of „fragile 

glasses‟. As discussed above, covalently bonded oxide glass systems, such as SiO2, B2O3, 

P2O5, form network glasses which exhibits „strong‟ characteristics according to Angell‟s 

classification. In general, modification with alkali or alkaline earth oxides enhances the 

fragility. In this thesis, three systems of network glasses have been chosen based on the 

constituent structural units: borate, tellurite and phosphate glasses. The basis for the 

choice of these systems is the unique response of these glasses to structural modification. 

The corresponding unmodified glass systems have coordination number of three, mixture 

of three and four, and four, respectively for the borate, tellurite and phosphate glasses, as 

discussed in the previous sections. In this thesis, iron and lead have been used as modifier 
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cations which replace some of the parent network cation and form new linkages that alter 

the glass properties. Borate glasses exhibit a unique structure where some fraction of the 

initial three-coordinated units convert to four-coordinated borons with increasing 

modifier amount up to a certain concentration of doping. Tellurite glasses are formed of 

four-coordinated units which gradually reduce to higher fraction of three-coordinated 

units with increased modification. Phosphates form four-coordinated polyhedral networks 

which do not change coordination but exhibit changes in connectivity with modification. 

This thesis explores the implications of glass modification on the network structure by 

varying the concentration of modifier and focuses on its consequences on glass structure 

and properties. Using temperature as a thermodynamic parameter, the dynamics of the 

glass-forming systems are also studied across the glass transition. 

Raman spectroscopy is a sensitive probe of local order, structure and coordination 

through an analysis of mode-wavenumbers, line-widths and relative intensities of the 

spectral features [69]. Acoustic modes are captured using Brillouin spectroscopy which 

gauges elastic deformations that are sensitive to the connectivity of structural elements. A 

combined use of these two techniques have allowed us to capture vibrations that span 

different frequency regimes and probe different length-scales for understanding the 

structure and dynamics in these glasses across and around Tg.  

This thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter 1 provides a brief introduction 

to the phenomenology of glasses and introduces most of the physical concepts used in the 

thesis. It highlights the different vibrational modes in glasses, the significance of the 

medium-range order and the Boson peak. It also provides a detailed description of 

network glasses with focus on borate, tellurite and phosphate glasses. Chapter 2 presents 

the details of glass synthesis procedures and experimental techniques used for 

investigation of their structure and dynamics. Chapter 3 presents the effect of 
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modification by lead oxide on the medium-range order in lead-borate [xPbO:(1-x)B2O3] 

glasses from a detailed composition-dependent study of the Boson peak using low-

frequency Raman scattering. A comparison of the length-scales of medium-range order 

obtained from the Boson peak and FSDP (measured using synchrotron x-ray source) 

helped to understand the origin of these features. Effect of glass modification on fragility, 

determined from heating rate-dependent differential scanning calorimetry, has also been 

studied in this chapter. Moreover, using high-temperature Brillouin scattering on the 

lead-borate glasses from 300-1150 K, a drastic decrease of network rigidity above Tg was 

observed. Chapter 4 explores the effect of structural modification at different length-

scales in lead-tellurite [xPbO:(1-x)TeO2] glasses using Raman and Brillouin scattering. 

Temperature dependence of elastic response above Tg has been monitored to infer relative 

change of fragility appearing as a consequence of glass modification. Temperature-

dependent Raman scattering has been carried out to monitor the short-range structural 

changes both in the glass and supercooled states. This chapter also reports crystallization 

kinetics on a modified-tellurite glass where microstructural evolution was studied. 

Chapter 5 presents Raman spectroscopic studies on iron-phosphate glass 

[40Fe2O3:60P2O5] where changes induced in the local structure was studied when it is 

taken from glass to supercooled liquid and across Tg. The effect of temperature on VDOS 

was studied to understand structural relaxation in glass and supercooled liquid states. 

Chapter 6 provides a summary of the results obtained, highlights of the inferences drawn 

and the conclusions from the various studies. It also discusses possible directions for the 

future studies. The important findings from these studies are as follows: 

 Dynamic properties such as Boson peak and fragility in xPbO:(1-x)B2O3 glasses 

behave similar to short-range structural properties except an anomalous dip at x = 0.3. 

This anomalous behaviour is found to be connected to the common origin of these 
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properties in the intermediate-range ordered structures and reflects the critical role of 

Pb
2+

 in tuning the intermediate-range structure of the vitreous network [70].  

 Longitudinal acoustic mode frequency in lead-tellurite glasses shows a scaling 

behaviour in the glassy state. PbO was found to affect the tellurite network by 

stiffening the molecular units at a microscopic scale, while reducing the network 

rigidity on a macroscopic length-scale, upon increasing the temperature [71]. 

 0.3PbO:0.7TeO2 glass is found to crystallize into PbTeO3 phase while heating, while 

anomalous crystallization into Pb2Te3O8 phase is observed when the devitrified melt 

was cooled. This interesting observation is explained using amorphous phase 

separation inherent to the tellurite glass system owing to the presence of unique 

asymmetric structural units in the melts [72]. 

 Raman mode-wavenumbers and line-widths of iron-phosphate glass were found to 

exhibit anomalous behaviour and discontinuous changes were observed across Tg. 

These anomalies are attributed to structural relaxations in the glass [73]. 
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This chapter discusses the various experimental techniques employed in this 

thesis for the synthesis of glass samples and study of their structure, dynamics and 

thermal properties. Bulk glass preparation by mixing and melting the powder oxides is 

discussed. A detailed theoretical background and instrumentation describing the 

characterization technique, the measurement schemes and methods of analysis for the 

chosen techniques are presented. Vibrational spectroscopy was carried out using inelastic 

light scattering techniques (Raman and Brillouin scattering). Vibrational dynamics of the 

synthesized network glasses was investigated and the structural units that form the 

vitreous network were identified using Raman spectroscopy. Elastic properties of the 

glasses were determined using Brillouin spectroscopy. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used 

to establish the amorphous phase of the samples. Glass transition and heat capacity were 

measured using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Refractive indices of some of 

the glasses were determined using ellipsometry.  

2.1 Glass Synthesis 

It was once thought that relatively few materials could be prepared as amorphous 

solids, and such materials (mostly, oxide glasses and organic polymers) were called 

glass-formers. It is now known that the amorphous solid state is a universal property of 

condensed matter [10]. Glass formation is understood as a matter of bypassing 

crystallization. Therefore, nearly all materials can be prepared as glass, if cooled fast 

enough [10]. Besides the conventional method of melt-quenching, glasses and amorphous 

solids are also prepared using melt-spinning, splat-quenching or by vapour condensation 

techniques [1]. In this thesis work, synthesis of three different glass systems, (a) lead-

2 
SYNTHESIS OF GLASSES AND 

CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES 
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borate, (b) lead-tellurite and (c) iron-phosphate glasses were prepared using melt-

quenching and splat-quenching techniques. The detailed synthesis procedures are 

described in the following sections. 

2.1.1 Melt-quenching technique 

The melt-quench method is the earliest discovered technique for the preparation 

of glasses. In this process, the inorganic raw materials are accurately weighed according 

to composition, mixed and homogenized thoroughly before being put into high-grade 

alumina or platinum crucible. Then the mixture is melted at a temperature depending 

upon the melting points of its constituents. Thereafter, the melt is rapidly cooled by 

pouring on copper or stainless steel plates/ moulds. This is known as melt-quenching.  

The rate of cooling required for the formation of glassy phase is different for 

different materials. Good glass formers like silica (SiO2) and borate (B2O3) glass form 

glassy phase even under very slow cooling rates (<< 1 K/s), whereas, preparation of 

metallic glasses require cooling rates ~ 10
5
 K/s [74]. Typical cooling rates attainable 

using the melt-quench method are 10-10
3
 K/s. This method is industrially used for 

obtaining large-sized materials compared to single crystals or polycrystalline ceramics. 

Various phosphates, borates and silicates are prepared by the melt-quench method where 

the sample is taken to its melting point (Tm) and quenched, and this is sufficient to obtain 

a glass. For the present thesis, lead-borate and iron-phosphate glasses were prepared by 

melt-quenching.  

Lead-borate [xPbO:(1-x)B2O3] glasses were prepared for x = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 

0.7, 0.8 using lead oxide (PbO) and boric acid (H3BO3) as starting materials. A 10 g batch 

of well-mixed and homogenized materials were heated in alumina crucibles at 523 K for 

24 h and further heated at 723 K for another 24 h. Finally, the mixture was melted at 
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1223 K for 1 h in a furnace. The melts were then poured on a stainless steel quenching 

plate kept at 300 K. The glasses thus obtained, were transparent colourless to pale-yellow 

(on increasing PbO). The glass samples were powdered for XRD measurements, and 

pellets were polished to optical quality for light scattering measurements. 

Synthesis of iron-phosphate [40Fe2O3:60P2O5] glass was carried out using iron 

oxide (Fe2O3) and ammonium dihydrogen phosphate (NH4H2PO4) [75]. The mixture was 

homogenized by grinding thoroughly using mortar and pestle. This batch mixture was 

calcined in a platinum crucible at 873 K for 1
1
/2 h in an electric furnace for facilitating 

decomposition of NH4H2PO4. The temperature was then increased to 1423 K where the 

melt was maintained in air for homogenization. The melt was then air-quenched on a 

stainless steel plate and glass was formed from rapid solidification of the melt. The glass 

pellets were polished for Raman scattering measurements. 

2.1.2 Splat-quenching technique 

Splat-quenching is very much similar to melt-quenching. The principle remains 

the same as the melt is brought into contact with a cold metallic substrate and the heat is 

extracted by conduction. However, in order to achieve a sufficient cooling rate, the 

thickness of the sample has to be minimized. Splat-quenching typically involves pouring 

the melt between two cooled stainless steel/ copper rollers that are circulated with water 

to transfer the heat away from the melt, causing it to solidify instantaneously [76]. This 

technique enables achieving quenching rates ~ 10
3
-10

5
 K/s. In this thesis, splat-quenching 

was employed to synthesize lead-tellurite glasses, since tellurites have low glass-forming 

tendency and require higher quenching rates compared to phosphates and borates, in 

order to form homogeneous glasses. The rapid quenching was achieved here by pouring 

the melt in between two stainless steel plates.  
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Lead-tellurite [xPbO:(1-x)TeO2] glasses were prepared for x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 using 

lead oxide (PbO) and tellurium oxide (TeO2) as starting materials. A 5 g batch of well-

homogenized powders were ground and melted in alumina crucibles at 1008 K for 1 h 

and at 1073 K for 10 min in an electric furnace. The melts were then poured on to a 

stainless steel plate at ambient temperature, and immediately pressed on by another plate. 

The glasses obtained were homogeneous and pale yellow in color. 

The lead-borate, lead-tellurite and iron-phosphate glasses synthesized using the 

above methods were characterized for their structural, dynamical and thermal properties 

using the following characterization techniques. In the sections to follow, we describe in 

detail, the theory and instrumentation of inelastic light scattering and its relevance to the 

study of glass structure at different length-scales. We also describe XRD, DSC and 

ellipsometry techniques which have been used to study these glasses. 

2.2 Characterization techniques 

2.2.1 Inelastic light scattering in solids 

When electromagnetic waves propagate through a medium, most of the radiation 

is either transmitted or absorbed. A very small fraction of light is scattered by 

inhomogeneities in the medium. These inhomogeneities may be static or dynamic. 

Defects in crystals act as static scatterers and scatter light elastically (Rayleigh 

scattering). However, a small fraction of the photons (approximately, 1 in 10
7
) scatter at 

optical frequencies different from that of the incident light. This is inelastic light 

scattering, produced by time-dependent fluctuations associated with acoustic waves, 

optical phonons or other elementary excitations in the solid. Optical processes such as 

reflection and absorption, are usually much stronger than scattering since they involve the 

lowest order of interactions between radiation and excitations in the medium. The light 
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scattering processes are weak since they involve either higher-order optical interactions 

or other processes such as electron-phonon interactions. 

Inelastic light scattering by sound waves (acoustic waves) of long wavelength in a 

medium was proposed theoretically by Brillouin (1922) and independently by 

Mandelstam (1926) [77]. These theories were refined quantum mechanically by Smekal 

(1923) who developed the theory of light scattering by two discrete levels, and 

subsequently by Kramers and Heisenberg (1925) [78]. The breakthrough in light 

scattering was made by Raman (1928), who along with Krishnan, reported the first 

experimental evidence of inelastic light scattering by molecular vibrations in solids and 

liquids [79]. Landsberg and Mandelstam independently observed the effect in quartz in 

the same year [78]. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.1 Energy level diagram of Rayleigh and Raman (or, Brillouin) scattering. 

The shift in frequency of the inelastically scattered radiation provides information 

on the interaction process of the incident light with the material and infers the structure of 

the material. The inelastic scattered light has two components: (a) Brillouin scattering: 
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due to long wavelength acoustic phonons and (b) Raman scattering: due to internal 

vibrations of molecules or optical phonons (short wavelength vibrations) in crystals. 

Basically, Raman and Brillouin scattering are governed by the same effect: the scattering 

of light by phonons; either acoustic or optical. But the equipment required to detect 

acoustic phonons using Brillouin spectroscopy is different, since one has to approach a 

few GHz to the incident light in order to detect the very long wavelength (low frequency 

shift) acoustic phonons. 

The inelastic light scattering process can be understood in a simplified manner 

from an energy level diagram (see Fig. 2.1). A laser beam with frequency (ωo), typically 

in the visible region is incident on the sample. The light excites the atoms/ molecules in 

the sample to a virtual state and then decays back to a lower energy state. When the decay 

is to the initial state, it is called as Rayleigh scattering, and the emitted photons are of the 

same frequency ωo. When the decay is to a different state, it is either called Stokes 

scattering (when the final energy state is higher than the initial state) with emitted photon 

of energy ωS, or anti-Stokes scattering (when the final energy state is lower than the 

initial state) with emitted photon of energy ωAS. The light emitted in the de-excitation is 

collected and studied. The shift in frequency (ωo – ωS or ωAS – ωo) is measured and is 

equal to the vibrational frequency (ωV) of the corresponding phonons. Thus, both 

Brillouin and Raman spectroscopy are extended to the generation (Stokes) or annihilation 

(anti-Stokes) of any elementary excitation (phonons, magnons etc.) in the solid state. The 

ground state population is much higher compared to that of the excited states, owing to 

the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. This makes the Stokes lines stronger than the anti-

Stokes lines. Hence, measuring the Stokes side of the Raman spectrum is more popular 

since both the lines provide same information of exactly same difference in frequency 

ωV.  
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The light scattering process is governed by the energy conservation equations, 

  (Stokes process)  

or,   
(2.20) 

and momentum conservation laws, 

  (Stokes process) 

or,  ( ) 

(2.21) 

where, and  are the wave vectors of the incident and scattered photon and q is the 

phonon wave vector. q has a dependence on the scattering angle θ as, 

 
 (2.22) 

The inelastic scattering of light by matter can be described by the classical and 

quantum mechanical theory. From the classical theory point of view, an incoming photon 

is scattered by the lattice. This process induces a phonon in the solid and reduces the 

energy of the photon by the energy lost in the scattering event. On the other hand, the 

approach carried in the quantum theory involves the photon-phonon interaction mediated 

by an electron. 

2.2.1.1 Classical theory 

Electromagnetic radiation E can induce dipole moment, µ = E, in a material, 

where  is the polarizability. Selection rule of the Raman effect is a change of this 

polarizability of a bond in the lattice upon interaction with light. The classical method 

involves individual atomic dipole moments which combine to form a macroscopic 

polarization vector ( ). The material‟s response to an electromagnetic field is expressed 

through the dielectric susceptibility χ. Therefore, the classical theory describes inelastic 

light scattering in terms of the macroscopic polarization induced in a polarizable solid by 

the electric field  of the electromagnetic radiation, 
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  (2.23) 

where,  is the dielectric susceptibility, which is a second rank tensor. For any one 

normal coordinate of the solid (i. e., for one dimension), it can be written as, 

  (2.24) 

where, E0 is the vibrational amplitude and  is the frequency of the incident laser. It can 

be observed from Eq. (2.5) that the induced polarization oscillates with the frequency of 

the incident field. If the vibration is simple harmonic with frequency , the nuclear 

displacement r is written as, 

  (2.25) 

where r is called the normal coordinate of the vibration and r0 is the vibrational 

amplitude. The atomic vibrations will modify the susceptibility, and therefore, expanding 

χ as a Taylor series in terms of normal coordinates and assuming small displacement 

(since the amplitudes of atomic vibrations are small compared to the lattice constants), χ 

becomes a linear function of r and is expressed as, 

 
 (2.26) 

where χ0 is the susceptibility at equilibrium position and is the rate of change of χ 

with respect to the change in r, evaluated at the equilibrium position, represents an 

oscillating susceptibility. Combining Eq. (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7), the polarization is 

obtained as, 

 

or, 
 (2.27) 

According to the classical theory, the first term represents a static polarization, oscillating 

with the incident field and radiating light of frequency ω0 (Rayleigh scattering), while the 
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second term represents the polarization induced by the lattice displacement (phonon), 

which contains both positively shifted (anti-Stokes) and negatively shifted (Stokes) 

components with respect to the incident light frequency. Furthermore, for the vibration to 

be Raman-active, should be non-zero, i.e., the rate of change of susceptibility with 

the vibration should be non-zero. 

The above derivation is a simplified way to understand the Raman effect in a 

polarizable bond. The important converging point of light scattering experiments and 

theory is the scattering cross-section. The classical theory [80], as described above, states 

that the scattered light is produced by a polarization determined by a second order 

susceptibility χ, an excitation amplitude X and the incident field E, 

 ( )  (2.28) 

In a solid, light penetrates only a certain amount from the surface depending on 

the wavelength and the properties of the material, so that it makes no sense to work with 

the scattering cross section since not all volume is emitting a Raman signal. Instead, a 

spectral differential cross section, which has dimensions of area divided by frequency, is 

defined as the rate at which energy is removed from the incident radiation because of its 

scattering in volume  into a solid angle  with a scattered frequency  and 

. The spectral differential cross-section for scattering by an excitation is related to the 

power spectrum of quasiparticle excitations in the medium by, 

 
 (2.29) 

Here  is the fractional volume of that part of the sample which contributes to the 

scattered light,  is the total volume of the sample,  is the frequency factor,  

is the refractive index ratio that arises to treat the intensities of the light beams inside the 
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scattering medium,  is the unit vector parallel to the scattered (incident) field 

direction.  is the second order susceptibility derivative, , which is 

related to an appropriate macroscopic property of the scattering medium and is a function 

of the incident frequency and the frequency of the quasiparticle excitation. The excitation 

of the medium responsible for inelastic light scattering gives rise to a power spectrum of 

fluctuations , which depends on the relevant fluctuations of the scattering 

excitations. Assuming the medium is at a finite temperature, there are thermally excited 

fluctuations present. This  is the Fourier amplitude of  which can be density 

fluctuation caused by atomic vibrational displacement or normal mode coordinate. If 

there are free carriers present, there can be fluctuations in their charge density or spin 

density. The power spectrum plays a central role in the classical theory of light scattering. 

It can be calculated by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [80]. This theorem relates the 

power spectrum of amplitude fluctuations to the imaginary (dissipative) part of the linear 

response function, 

 
 (2.30) 

where  is the Bose-Einstein factor and  is the linear response function. A 

classical calculation of linear response function is demonstrated by considering  to be a 

molecular vibrational coordinate, represented by a damped harmonic oscillator equation, 

  (2.31) 

where for the σ mode of vibration, measures the vibrational displacement,  is its 

natural frequency, is the damping constant and f is the amplitude of force. The 

interactions between N identical molecules of the medium are assumed weak and the 

linear response function for such an equation is, 

 
 (2.32) 
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and, 
 (2.33) 

where, 
 (2.34) 

which has a Lorentzian frequency dependence and a full width  at half its peak 

maximum. Thus, the power spectrum for the Stokes line is given by, 

 
 (2.35) 

The symmetry properties of the second order susceptibility for the particular 

excitation determine the symmetry properties of the scattering cross section. The 

symmetry of the vibrational modes are obtained from site symmetries of atoms in the unit 

cell. Group theory ascertains that a particular vibrational mode is Raman active, only if 

its symmetry is same as that of . Using these selection rules, the symmetry of the 

susceptibility tensor and hence the symmetry of the underlying phonon can be identified 

by Raman experiments with different scattering geometries. 

The classical theory provides correct frequency dependence for Rayleigh and 

vibrational Raman scattering. It depicts how Stokes and anti-Stokes lines arise, but, it 

does not throw light as to why anti-Stokes lines are weaker than Stokes, or what govern 

the Raman line intensities. A quantum mechanical treatment is required for this. 

2.2.1.2 Quantum theory 

The quantum theory of light scattering involves the excitation of an electron by 

the incoming photon and the scattering event includes photon-electron and electron-

lattice interaction. This method treats the atom quantum mechanically. The classical 

harmonic oscillator variables are replaced by the atomic energy levels and wave 

functions, and the interaction Hamiltonian of the molecule or solid with light, which 
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enters in the expression for the scattering cross-section, is expressed in terms of the 

matrix elements of the susceptibility operator. 

 In accordance with the above assumption, in solids, a virtual electron-hole pair is 

created which can interact with the lattice. The quantum mechanical treatment of inelastic 

light scattering process is based on time-dependent perturbation theory. For light 

scattering from phonons, we need to consider two types of perturbation terms in the 

Hamiltonian in order to calculate the transition electric susceptibility. The contribution of 

electrons to the transition electric susceptibility involves a two-photon process in which 

the scattering medium, through the electron-radiation interactions, annihilates the 

incident photon and creates a scattered photon. This occurs with creation (Stokes process) 

or annihilation (anti-Stokes process) of a crystal excitation. The scattering process can be 

viewed as the mixing of three waves, which occurs in three steps of photon or phonon 

induced electronic transitions as described with the aid of a Feynman diagram (Fig. 2.2) 

in the following sequence: 

1. The first electronic transition to an intermediate electron-hole pair state takes place 

with the annihilation of the incident photon ωo. This state is referred to as the 

intermediate state | . The process is mediated by the Hamiltonian which describes the 

coupling of electron to the radiation, He–r.  

2. The second electronic transition to another electron-hole pair state occurs with the 

creation of a phonon. Therefore, the electronic intermediate state |  is scattered by the 

lattice. A phonon is created and the intermediate state is converted into another 

intermediate state | . This is an electron-lattice interaction, hence related to the He–ion. 
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3. The third transition to the electronic ground state takes place with the creation of the 

scattered photon. Thus, the electron-hole pair of state |  decays radiatively as a photon 

ωS is emitted via He–r. 

 

Fig. 2.2 Feynman diagram of the Raman process. 

This sequence of the light scattering process depicts the Stokes scattering (Fig. 

2.2). Energy is conserved only in the total process, where as wave vector is conserved in 

each step. Owing to the time reversal invariance, the Feynman diagram can also be read 

from the right to the left. This order of time represents the anti-Stokes process. A phonon 

is annihilated and its energy is added to the energy of the incoming photon. 

Each vertex in the Feynman diagram represents an interaction. The first-order 

Raman process is described by a third-order time-dependent perturbation theory. Using 

Fermi‟s golden rule we can derive the transition probability, 

 

 (2.36) 

Here,  and  are the intermediate electronic energy levels in the process,  and  are 

their corresponding widths. The states |  and |  can be real or virtual states. The 

functional form of  contains the Raman selection rules. These rules are given by 

group theory and contain the tensor properties of , which follows the symmetry of 

the crystal lattice. Selection rules for inelastic light scattering in glasses is discussed 

below. 

He–r He–r

He–ion
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2.2.1.3 Selection rules and Raman scattering in glass: Reduction schemes 

 In a bulk crystal, the phonon eigen state is a plane wave and the wave vector 

selection rule for first-order Raman scattering requires q ≈ 0, where q is the phonon wave 

vector. This is known as the Raman selection rule for crystals. From Eq. 2.3, the 

maximum wave vector q transferred to a phonon takes place for the back-scattering 

geometry (θ = 180
o
) where q = 2k0. This is the maximum value of q that can be accessed 

in a light scattering experiment. An important consequence of this momentum 

conservation rule is that using visible electromagnetic radiation, q ~ 10
5
 cm

-1
 can be 

excited. This is very small compared to the Brillouin zone boundary in a typical crystal (~ 

10
8
 cm

-1
). Therefore, inelastic light scattering using visible radiation can probe phonons 

with q ≈ 0, i.e., only near the centre of the Brillouin zone. This argument is valid for first-

order Raman scattering. 

 Depending on its intrinsic structure, every crystal has different number of normal 

modes of vibration (phonons). Their number, type and symmetry depend on the number 

of atoms in the primitive cell of the crystal and the symmetry of the lattice. As discussed 

in Sec. 2.2.1.1, the selection rules for Raman scattering requires that components of the 

susceptibility tensor χ
ij
 transform by the same symmetry operations as the normal modes. 

The number of Raman active modes determines the number of bands that can be 

observed in the spectrum of a specific material. The limitation to q ≈ 0 phonons means 

that phonons excited in Raman or Brillouin spectroscopy are of very long wavelength (q 

= 2π/λ) and their wavelength is comparable to the order of magnitude of the crystal size 

(large number of unit cells). This means neighbouring unit cells oscillate in phase and the 

determination of the normal mode symmetry for the crystal is same as treating the unit 

cell as a molecule. 
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 In the case of disordered crystals, however, the q = 0 selection rule is relaxed 

because of the lack of translational symmetry, and activation of phonons is possible 

within π/d of the centre of the Brillouin zone, where d is the spatial length of periodicity. 

Thus, scattering also takes place from phonons with q ≠ 0. Therefore, phonons other than 

zone centre can also take part in the Raman process. This is known as selection rule 

breaking and also permits a different number of modes than that predicted by group 

theory. 

Much of the study of Raman scattering in crystalline materials focuses on the few 

allowed single-phonon processes. The corresponding interest in glassy materials is on the 

breakdown of selection rules and the broad range of allowed scattering processes. In 

glass, Brillouin zone is not defined and momentum conservation can be achieved even 

when the wave vector of the incident photon interacts with any part of the defective 

Brillouin zone. Because of the absence of a well-defined crystal momentum, a larger 

wealth of information about vibrational spectra can be extracted from Raman scattering 

in glasses. The results on the structure of glasses obtained from the Raman spectra are 

both supplementary and complementary to information obtainable by the traditional 

structural analysis techniques of x-ray, electron and neutron diffraction. Thus, Raman 

spectroscopy is a powerful tool for the determination of the structure, environment and 

dynamics of glasses. The chemical composition and structure of molecules forming the 

glass network influence the Raman scattering and no two spectra are exactly the same. 

Thus, the Raman-shifted signal is very useful in distinguishing the structures of different 

compositions of glasses. 

Shuker and Gammon [81] have demonstrated how to go from the concept of a 

disorder-induced breakdown of selection rules to a quantitative representation of the 

vibrational density of states (VDOS) as measured by Raman scattering. They assumed 
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that: (a) the vibrations are harmonic, so that they can be analyzed into normal modes; (b) 

the vibrations couple to light through the displacement dependence of the electronic 

polarizability of the material; and (c) the coherence length L, which characterizes the 

spatial extent of a normal mode vibrational state, is short compared with optical 

wavelengths [81]. Naturally, any density of states, so derived, is only a Raman-effective 

VDOS, which is a convolution of the true vibrational spectrum with mode-dependent 

matrix elements. It is obvious that in a perfect harmonic crystal L → ∞ and a vibrational 

normal mode is a true phonon with a plane wave envelope to its wave function and hence 

a well-defined wave vector. In glasses, vibrational modes can be viewed as being nearly 

localized; then in terms of the correlation length, the eigen vector envelope may be 

represented by a plane wave factor exp(iq.r) times a spatial damping factor exp(–r/L). 

This means that the vibrational eigen vector envelope for a mode with a given energy will 

include many q‟s. Thus q is not a good quantum number in these systems and there is a 

disorder-induced breakdown in the selection rules for scattering. The exponential 

damping mixes the formerly distinct q states. The eigen vector envelope can then be 

represented as  for the jth mode. Its Fourier transform is proportional to the 

scattered Raman intensity of the jth mode. Summing over all modes and allowing all qj‟s 

to contribute to the sum, the Stokes scattered light can be expressed as [77]: 

 
 (2.37) 

where, 
 (2.38) 

is the Bose-Einstein distribution function, with ħ and  being the Planck and Boltzmann 

constants, respectively. Each band of vibrational states b is assumed to have a photon-

phonon coupling constant  with the superscripts αβ and γδ describing the 

polarizations of the incident and scattered photons. This is also called as the Raman 
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coupling coefficient that is proportional to the scattering cross section of a vibrational 

mode at frequency ω. There is an extra multiplication factor of (ω0–ω)
4
, where ω0 is the 

incident photon frequency. The expression in Eq. 2.18 is the principal result of the 

calculation of Shuker and Gammon and depicts how the Raman spectrum of an 

amorphous solid is composed of the Bose-Einstein factor, the harmonic propagator 1/ω, 

the transition probabilities which are contained in the coupling constant, and the VDOS. 

If I
expt

(ω) is the measured Stokes Raman intensity for a particular polarization geometry, 

then the reduced Raman spectrum is given as, 

 
 (2.39) 

Thus, the reduced Raman spectrum simply involves the density of states and 

frequency dependent matrix element factors , which are assumed to be smoothly 

and slowly varying. Thus, the reduced Raman spectrum reflects the basic features of the 

VDOS, indicating that Raman scattering is useful to study the VDOS in glasses. 

 In an inelastic neutron scattering experiment, one measures the dynamic structure 

factor S(q,ω), where q is the momentum transfer and ω is the energy transfer to the 

medium. Three main scattering mechanisms contribute to S(q,ω): the elastic part, the one-

phonon scattering mechanism, and the multiphonon background. In the incoherent 

approximation, the one-phonon term is related to the VDOS through, 

 
 (2.40) 

where 2W is the exponent of the Debye-Waller factor. It can be easily observed that Eq. 

2.18 and Eq. 2.21 are similar with respect to the frequency dependence of the measured 

quantities, i.e., first-order vibrational Raman intensity (Raman scattering) and dynamic 

structure factor (neutron scattering); the significant difference is that the Raman data are 

weighted by the coupling coefficient . 
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 Eq. 2.18 is the basic equation for the introduction of various reduction approaches 

to the experimental Raman spectral intensity I
expt

(ω). The reduction scheme depicted in 

Eq. 2.20 is called as the reduced Raman spectrum. This approach isolates the VDOS 

weighted by the coupling coefficient. It filters out the trivial effects of the thermal 

population factor in the low-frequency part of the spectrum [42]. Another useful reduced 

form is, 

 
 (2.41) 

This form is known as the susceptibility representation. It is used for analyzing 

relaxational effects in depolarized light scattering spectra dealt with in the mode coupling 

theory [42].  

 

Fig. 2.3 A comparison of the various reduction schemes by Eq. 2.20, 2.22, 2.23 applied to the depolarized 

low-frequency Raman spectrum of vitreous silica. The arrow denotes the energy of the Boson peak. The 

figure has been reproduced from Ref. [42]. 
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The Debye theory predictions of the low-frequency VDOS in crystalline solids gives 

. The Boson peak, as discussed in Chapter 1, appears exclusively for glassy 

materials in the low-frequency part of VDOS and appears as an excess over the Debye 

prediction. The Boson peak reduction scheme considers this excess as  and 

restores the experimentally measured well-resolved Boson peak in Raman scattering as, 

 
 (2.42) 

An illustrative example of the various reduction schemes depicted through Eqs. 

2.20, 2.22 and 2.23 is shown in Fig. 2.3 applied to the room temperature depolarized 

Raman spectrum of vitreous silica [42]. This comparison reveals that the -

modulated VDOS obtained by the reduced representation of Eq. 2.20 is featureless in the 

region (indicated by arrow) where the experimental data shows the Boson peak. The 

transformation by Eq. 2.23 leaves the frequency dependence of the experimentally 

measured spectrum almost intact. Thus, to retain the Boson peak, the reduced 

representation of Eq. 2.23 is usually employed in the analysis of Raman data. The 

schemes presented in Eq. 2.20 and Eq. 2.23 have been used in the present thesis for 

eliminating temperature effects and frequency reduction of the Boson peak, respectively. 

The experimental details of Raman spectrometer are discussed below. 

2.2.1.4 Raman scattering instrumentation 

A typical Raman spectrometer has four major components as discussed below: 

(a) Excitation source: Prior to the development of lasers in the 1960s, mercury lamps 

were used as excitation sources for Raman spectroscopy. Continuous wave (CW) lasers 

emitting in the visible range are now commonly used. Lasers are ideal excitation sources 

for Raman spectroscopy as they are (a) highly monochromatic and extraneous lines are 

much weaker, (b) highly collimated making it ideal for measurement on micron-sized 
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samples, (c) possess high output power and (d) are highly polarized, making it ideal to 

study symmetry properties. Typical commercially available gas lasers are Ar
+
 (351.1–

514.5 nm), Kr
+
 (337.4–676.4 nm) and He-Ne (632.8 nm). More recently, solid state lasers 

such as Nd:YAG and diode lasers are also being used for Raman spectroscopy. In this 

work, we have used the 514.5 nm line from an Ar
+
 laser and a diode pumped solid state 

laser (DPSS) of 532 nm (second harmonic of the 1064 nm line) for all Raman studies. 

(b) Sample illumination and light collection system: Raman scattering being a very 

weak process, the laser light has to be focused well on to the sample and the scattered 

light has to be collected efficiently. The small diameter of the laser beam (~ 1mm) aids in 

proper focusing of the laser on the sample. Appropriate scattering geometries and optics 

are essential to collect the scattered light efficiently. Commonly used scattering 

configurations are 180
o
 and 90

o 
geometries. As can be seen from Eq. 2.3, the maximum 

wave vector transfer to the phonon takes place in the case of 180
o
 geometry. We have 

used the 180
o
 backscattering geometry in all the Raman scattering measurements. The 

collection optics consists of a system of lenses and mirrors. The light gathering power of 

a lens is expressed by its F-number, 

 
 (2.43) 

where f is the focal length of the lens and D is its diameter. The smaller the F-number, the 

larger is the light gathering power. It is important to match the F-number of the collection 

optics to that of the monochromator. This is to ensure that there is no under-filling or 

over-filling of gratings and mirrors and hence to maximize the total light throughput. 

(c) Light dispersive and wavelength selector unit: Both prism and grating 

monochromators and spectrographs have been used extensively to measure Raman 

spectra. In a single monochromator, extraneous or stray light that bounces around the 

spectrometer overlaps the weak Raman scattered signal. This stray light is caused mainly 
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by undiffracted light being scattered from the face of the grating. Such stray light can be 

reduced considerably [78] by arranging two spectrometers in tandem so that the Raman 

output of one is filtered by the second. With this idea, the construction of double 

monochromators began. In this thesis, we have used a single monochromator with high 

throughput (Renishaw (InVia) micro-Raman spectrometer) for recording Raman spectra 

at high wavenumber. We have also used a double monochromator with high stray light 

rejection and high resolution (Horiba U1000 Raman spectrometer) for recording Raman 

spectra in the low-wavenumber region. 

(d) Detection and data processing system: Earliest detection methods employed 

prolonged exposure on photographic plates to record Raman spectra. Presently sensitive 

detection is possible using photon counting (photomultiplier tubes) and photodiode array 

(charge coupled device) detectors. The photomultiplier tube (PMT) consists of a 

photocathode that emits electrons when photons strike it; it has a series of dynodes, each 

of which emit secondary electrons when an electron strikes it; and an anode which 

collects these electrons as an output signal. Background noise is the primary limiting 

factor in the performance of a PMT. This is known as dark current which is caused by the 

spurious emission of electrons from the photocathode and dynodes. A large fraction of 

dark current is of thermionic origin and can be reduced if the tube is cooled by water, 

liquid nitrogen or thermoelectrically (Peltier-cooled). The Raman signal is processed by 

photon counting method, where electron pulses generated by individual photons reaching 

the photocathode are measured. 

 In recent years, detection of Raman signal using charge coupled devices (CCDs) 

has increased. A CCD is a silicon-based semiconductor array of photosensitive elements, 

each one of which generates photoelectrons and stores them as charge. Each element is 

called a pixel. Typically pixel size is 25 µm
2
. On command, the charges on pixels in a 
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row are shifted from one end to the other and read by a single analogue-to-digital 

converter, where they are recorded. 

 We have used two Raman spectrometers for measurements reported in this thesis: 

a Renishaw micro-Raman and a Horiba Jobin-Yvon U1000 high-resolution Raman 

spectrometer. 

2.2.1.4.1 Renishaw micro-Raman spectrometer 

The Renishaw micro-Raman spectrometer (model InVia) is a high-throughput 

single monochromator-based system. It comprises of one or more lasers as excitation 

source, a microscope unit coupled to a monochromator and a CCD camera detector. The 

working of this spectrometer is briefly discussed below with the help of Fig. 2.4. 

(a) Excitation source: For all Raman measurements using this spectrometer, the 514.5 

nm line from an Ar
+
 laser has been used as excitation source. The laser unit is mounted 

on an optical table along with the system unit. The laser unit contains several neutral 

density filters in a filter wheel, which are used to attenuate the laser power and select 

appropriate power for a specific measurement.  

(b) Sample illumination and light collection system: The laser light entering the system 

unit passes through a rejection filter F1, whose purpose is to reject all but the desired 

lasing line from the laser for excitation of the sample. Then a plasma filter for eliminating 

the plasma lines corresponding to the desired wavelength is used. For our measurements, 

we have selected the 514.5 nm line from an Ar
+
 laser which emits a range of wavelengths 

from 351.1–514.5 nm. Thereafter, the laser beam passes through a spatial filter which 

comprises of a set of objective O1 and pinhole P1 to converge the beam to a 10 µm spot. 

The purpose of this optical arrangement is to spatially filter the beam and shape it into a 

Gaussian shape. A second objective lens O2 is used to make a well-collimated parallel 
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beam. Two mirrors M1 and M2 are used to reflect the laser beam on to the edge filter F2. 

The angle of the edge filter is adjusted in such a way that the laser beam falls on mirror 

M3 and is directed into the optical path of the microscope. The light falls on the 

microscope objective lens O3 which focuses it on the sample to illuminate it. The sample 

is placed on a piezoelectric transducer-controlled mechanical stage which helps in 

positioning and focusing the beam on the sample. The light scattered from the sample is 

collected back in the back-scattering geometry by the same microscope unit which 

incidents it on the edge filter F2. This filter blocks the Rayleigh component of the 

scattered light and passes the Raman signal into the monochromator unit through slit P2.  

 

Fig. 2.4 A schematic of the Renishaw micro-Raman spectrometer. 

(c) Light dispersive and wavelength selector unit: Inside the monochromator unit, the 

scattered light strikes the prism mirror T1 which directs it to the grating. The grating 

disperses the light and sends it back to T1 which directs it to the detector through lens O4. 

For the present studies, 1800 grooves/mm grating was used that results in an instrument 

resolution of ~1.5 cm
-1

 per pixel. The lower wavenumber limit of detecting Raman signal 

using this spectrometer is 65 cm
-1

. Below this range, the edge filter eliminates Raman 
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intensities also along with Rayleigh background. All measurements in this thesis 

involving Raman modes > 65 cm
-1

 were carried out using this spectrometer. 

(d) Detection and data processing system: The detector is a Peltier-cooled (upto 197 K) 

CCD camera where the dispersed light is focused. The CCD converts light into charges 

which is read by the readout electronics. Data acquisition is carried out using the WiRE 

3.2 software (data analysis software of Renishaw) which allows the user to set the 

spectral range, accumulation time and laser power.  

2.2.1.4.2 Horiba U1000 Raman spectrometer 

To study the vibrational spectra of glasses below 100 cm
-1

 and specifically to 

study the Boson peak, we have used the Horiba U1000 Raman spectrometer, which is a 

high-resolution, double monochromator-based system. It comprises of a laser as the light 

source, two monochromators in tandem and a PMT detector. The working of this 

spectrometer is briefly discussed below with the help of Fig. 2.5. 

(a) Excitation source: For all Raman measurements using this spectrometer, a 

frequency-doubled 532 nm line from a Nd:YAG laser was used as excitation source. The 

laser unit is mounted on an optical table along with the system unit. Using suitable 

delivery optics, the laser beam is sent into a macro chamber. 

(b) Sample illumination and light collection system: The macro chamber contains the 

sample. The laser light that enters the macro chamber is incident on the sample. The 

backscattered light from the sample is directed into the spectrometer through entrance slit 

S1. 

(c) Light dispersive and wavelength selector unit: Inside the spectrometer chamber, the 

scattered light enters the first monochromator mono 1, strikes the spherical mirror M1 and 

is directed to grating G1. Gratings determine the resolution of a spectrometer to a large 
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extent. The more the number of grooves per mm in the grating, the more is the dispersion 

and the higher is the resolution. The signal loss caused by improved resolution can be 

compensated by widening the slit width. The grating disperses the light and sends it to 

spherical mirror M2 which sends it to the second monochromator mono 2 through the 

intermediate slit S2. Only a portion of the spatially dispersed and ordered spectrum is 

communicated to mono 2 by G1 and M2 of mono 1. Using a similar arrangement, the 

second monochromator disperses the light again using grating G2 and finally the 

dispersed light exits the spectrometer through the exit slit S3. The spectrometer has a long 

2×1000 mm focal length with a high precision drive mechanism. The double 

monochromator technology is ideally suited for very high spectral resolution (using PMT 

detection) and to very high stray light rejection. The monochromators work in the double 

additive mode and renders an instrument resolution of ~ 0.15 cm
-1

 with PMT using very 

small exit slit before PMT. The lower limit of detecting Raman signal using this 

spectrometer is typically 5 cm
-1

 with PMT. 

 

Fig. 2.5 A schematic of the Horiba U1000 Raman spectrometer. 
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 (d) Detection and data processing system: The dispersed light obtained at exit slit S3 

is focused on to the PMT detector. The movement of the gratings is motorized and 

software controlled which aligns the dispersed light at specific angles to the 

corresponding wave number. The PMT records the spectra by mono-channel detection.  

Data acquisition is carried out using the LabSPEC software (data analysis software of 

Horiba). 

 2.2.1.5 Theory of Brillouin scattering 

 Brillouin scattering, which is similar to Raman scattering, is inelastic scattering of 

light by acoustic phonons in a solid. Brillouin spectroscopy is thus, a valuable probe to 

measure acoustic phonons near the centre of the Brillouin zone. Very small volumes of 

sample may be probed and it is a non-contact measurement technique. Acoustic phonons 

are vibrations in the lattice associated with translations of the centre of mass in the unit 

cell. These phonons propagate through the lattice at the speed of sound. Thus, Brillouin 

scattering results from sound waves caused by thermal fluctuations in the lattice [80]. The 

velocity of sound can be determined directly from the Brillouin shift and hence elastic 

constants, relaxation processes and phase transitions can be accurately studied. A high-

resolution measurement of the spectral width of the scattered light enables one to obtain 

information on acoustic attenuation arising from anharmonicity, structural relaxations or 

other possible mechanisms [77]. Brillouin spectroscopy of glasses directly gauges the 

complex elastic modulus which can be estimated from monitoring the acoustic mode 

frequency and its line-width. It gives information on the integration of the structural units 

on a mesoscopic length scale. 

 Some of the concepts developed in the study of fluids are relevant to solids and 

since sound waves studied by visible light scattering are of long wavelength, the 

microscopic structure of fluids can be ignored to a first approximation. Therefore, a 
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hydrodynamic medium can be regarded as a continuous isotropic medium. A 

thermodynamic treatment of its fluctuations leads to a spectrum consisting of two types 

of scattered light components [80]: (a) a quasi-elastic Rayleigh component centered at  

due to non-propagating entropy fluctuations and (b) a Brillouin doublet symmetrically 

located about the unshifted Rayleigh line and separated from it by a frequency as that of a 

sound wave propagating through the solid. This Rayleigh-Brillouin scattering arises from 

fluctuations in susceptibility which is due to variations in the thermodynamic quantities, 

such as density and temperature. The state of a fluid in thermodynamic equilibrium 

consisting of a single constituent can be described by two variables, such as the pressure 

and the entropy  so that the effect of fluctuations in these variables on the 

susceptibility can be expressed as [80], 

 
 (2.44) 

In this thesis,  is used both for dielectric and elastic susceptibility at appropriate places. 

Using Eq. 2.10, the differential cross section for light scattering by a fluid can be written 

as, 

 
 (2.45) 

where θ is the scattering angle. Evaluation of  gives an expression of the form, 

 
 (2.46) 

where  is the adiabatic compressibility,  is the density and  is the specific heat. 

Sound waves can be treated as pressure (density) fluctuations at constant entropy to a 

good approximation. The first term in the square brackets in Eq. 2.27 is associated with 

the excitation of the Brillouin doublet corresponding to two sound waves travelling in 

opposite directions but having same frequency. The second term is associated with the 
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Rayleigh component and corresponds to non-propagating temperature (entropy) 

fluctuations. Therefore, a hydrodynamic treatment of fluids predicts the existence of 

Brillouin lines with frequency of the sound wave, placed symmetrically about the 

Rayleigh line. 

 The kinematics of the scattering process follows directly from the conservation of 

frequency (energy) and wave vector (momentum) as depicted in Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2, 

respectively. Using visible light as an excitation source, the maximum wave vector 

transferred to the phonon is q ~ 10
5
 cm

-1
. For this q, the acoustic phonon frequency is 

very small (~1-2 cm
-1

). In this limiting value of q, the wavelengths of the phonons are of 

the order of hundreds of unit cells. This allows the lattice to be modeled as an elastic 

continuum and the acoustic phonon frequency depends linearly on q, i.e.,  = q, where 

 is the sound velocity. Using Eq. 2.3, the dependence of the Brillouin mode frequency 

on the scattering angle can be written as, 

  
 (2.47) 

where , where  is the refractive index and  is the velocity of light in 

vacuum. Classically, this relation is identical to Bragg reflection from a grating of 

spacing 2π/q moving with velocity . If the density variation caused by the sound waves 

is assumed to produce a well-defined diffraction grating for the incident light, the 

Brillouin components are regarded as a Doppler shift of the incident light caused in the 

process of Bragg reflection by the moving sound waves.  

The sound velocities obtained from the above relation can be used to determine 

the elastic constants of the medium. From the longitudinal and transverse sound 

velocities in an isotropic medium the corresponding elastic constants can be estimated 

using the relation  when the density  is known. For an isotropic solid, its elastic 

behavior is fully described by the longitudinal modulus (L = C11) and shear modulus (G = 
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C44). Between the components of the related elastic stiffness tensor, the isotropic relation 

C11 = C12 + 2C44 holds [82]. Hence, two independent elastic constants exist in an 

isotropic solid such as, glass which corresponds to two Brillouin (longitudinal and 

transverse acoustic) modes in a Brillouin spectrum.  

Moreover, the spectral line-shape of the Brillouin spectrum contains information 

on the bulk structure of the material. It contains contribution from instrumental function 

and phonon life-time. The line-shape of the scattered light is in general a combination of 

Gaussian (instrumental) and Lorentzian (phonon) functions. Study of these line-widths 

provides information on the life-times of phonons and various damping mechanisms in 

the material. The phonon life-time refers to the time taken by a phonon to scatter or be 

attenuated. In conjunction with its group velocity, the phonon life-times define how far a 

phonon can carry its energy, i.e., the phonon mean free path.  The reason for attenuation 

may be either collision with impurities or defects within the sample or the boundaries of 

the sample, or the intrinsic anharmonicity of the lattice even in perfect crystals. Using Eq. 

2.25, = 1-2 cm
-1

 for the back-scattering geometry, the relative shift  is 

very small. To obtain an accurate measurement of the acoustic phonon, the resolving 

power of the spectrometer should be ~10
7
. This cannot be achieved in a dispersive 

instrument like conventional Raman scattering based up on gratings. Hence, a Fabry-

Pérot interferometer, which can achieve such resolution, is used. This is discussed in 

detail below. 

2.2.1.6 Brillouin scattering instrumentation 

 The inelastically scattered light form acoustic phonons undergo an extremely 

small change in frequency from the unshifted Rayleigh line and a high-resolution 

spectrometer is required to detect these phonons. We have performed the Brillouin 
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measurements using a high-contrast 3+3 pass tandem Fabry-Pérot interferometer (JRS 

Scientific Instruments) which consists of two Fabry-Pérot interferometers in series. 

2.2.1.6.1 Principle of Fabry-Pérot Interferometer 

 A Fabry-Pérot Interferometer (FPI) is an ideal choice for high-resolution 

spectroscopy where a resolution of MHz to GHz, and a high throughput, is required. A 

Fabry-Pérot interferometer is made of two plane mirrors mounted exactly parallel to one 

another, with a spacing L1 between them, where multiple reflections between the two 

surfaces result in light wave interference. When two waves with the same frequency 

combine, the resulting pattern is determined by the phase difference between the two 

waves. Depending on the wavelength of light, the angle of incidence, the thickness of the 

mirrors and the refractive index of the material, waves that are in phase will experience 

constructive interference (transmission maxima), while waves that are out of phase will 

experience destructive interference (transmission minima). In an interferometer a single 

incident beam of coherent light is split into two beams by a partially-reflecting mirror. 

The two beams will travel different paths until they are recombined before arriving at a 

detector. The difference in the distance traveled by each beam creates a phase difference 

between them, which creates an interference pattern. For a given spacing L1, the FPI will 

transmit only certain wavelengths λ as given by the transmittance [83], 

  
(2.48) 

where  is the maximum possible transmission determined by losses in the system, λ is 

the wavelength of transmitted light and F is the finesse, a quality factor depending 

primarily on the mirror reflectivity R and flatness, 

 
 (2.49) 
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F is, thus, also related to the spacing between successive transmitted wavelengths  

known as the free spectral range (FSR) and determines the width  (resolution) of a 

given transmission peak. Eq. 2.29 shows that only those wavelengths satisfying, 

  (2.50) 

for integral values of  will be transmitted. The FSR is given as, 

 
 (2.51) 

where  is the velocity of light. The FPI is used as a spectrometer by varying the spacing 

L1 so as to scan the light intensity at different wavelengths. However, it is apparent that 

the measured light intensity at a given spacing is the sum of the intensities at all 

wavelengths satisfying Eq. 2.31. Therefore, an unambiguous interpretation of the 

spectrum requires a-priori knowledge that the spectrum of light lies within the 

boundaries of a wavelength spread < . However, the outstanding difficulty is that when 

the mirror plates are separated far enough to give high resolution, the successive orders 

are so close together that the patterns overlap. The FSR of the FPI can be increased by 

decreasing L1 (Eq. 2.32). However,  also increases with increase of FSR and the 

resolution decreases. Eq. 2.30 connects these two quantities with F. But in practice, due 

to limitations on the quality of mirror and reflectivity, F cannot be made greater than ~ 

150. Therefore, the limiting value of FSR and resolution is fixed by the limits of 

achievable values of F. In order to increase FSR without compromising resolution, a 

tandem combination of two interferometers came into use. 

2.2.1.6.2 Working of Tandem Interferometer 

To increase the FSR at a fixed , two FPI‟s are used in series. The wavelengths 

transmitted by the combination must individually and simultaneously satisfy the 

interference conditions, 
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  (2.52) 

for integral values of n and m. When the spacing of  and  are set so as to individually 

transmit wavelength λ (see Fig. 2.6 for FP1 and FP2), the light passing through the 

combination of FP‟s will have a transmission spectrum as shown in Fig. 2.6 for the 

tandem arrangement. The neighbouring peaks do not coincide, and they coincide only 

after several times the FSR of FP1. Small ghost peaks remain because of the intervening 

transmission peaks of each interferometer. The FSR of the tandem arrangement is thus 

increased considerably over that of a single FPI, while the resolution remains same. 

 

Fig. 2.6 The transmission spectra of individual interferometers FP1 and FP2, and a tandem system (adapted 

from Ref. [83]). 

In order to use the tandem interferometer system as a spectrometer, the two FPI‟s 

have to be scanned synchronously with simultaneous change of spacing  and , and 

the system should satisfy, 

 
 (2.53) 
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where  and  are the incremental changes in mirror spacing in FP1 and FP2 

simultaneously, for their respective spacing of  and . A typical spacing of the mirrors 

is such that  and typical values of  and  is ~ 1 to a few µm. However, 

practical operation of a tandem FP requires (a) the establishment and (b) the maintenance 

of strict parallelism of the mirror plates throughout the course of the experiment. To 

combine the two interferometers and obtain synchronization in scanning, the concept of 

mechanical scanning on a single scanning stage is used. 

 The principle of tandem scan is shown in Fig. 2.7. FP1 is located in the direction 

of the translation stage movement. One of its mirrors sits on the translation stage while 

the other on a separate angular orientation device. FP2 lies with its axis at an angle ϕ to 

the translation stage direction. Again one mirror is mounted on the translation stage and 

the second mirror of the pair lies on an angular orientation device which can also allow a 

small translation of the mirror for adjustment purposes. In this arrangement, when the 

translation stage is moved to the right, the mirror spacing in FP1 and FP2 are set to L1 

and L1 cosϕ, respectively. Hence, Eq. 2.34 is satisfied and the two interferometers scan 

synchronously.  

 

Fig. 2.7 A mechanically scanning tandem Fabry-Pérot. 
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The movement of the translation stage is achieved by attachment of the plate to 

the moving platform of a deformable parallelogram that is driven by a single 

piezoelectric transducer. Such mechanical scanning enables fast and repetitive scanning. 

The important features of this system are: (a) complete dynamic synchronization [correct 

relative spacing] over a large scanning range of several µm and (b) good static 

synchronization [relative spacing of the FP‟s do not deviate from the correct relative 

value by ~20Å] due to compact design which enables both FP‟s to share the same 

environment. 

2.2.1.6.3 Concept of 3+3 pass Fabry-Pérot Interferometer 

 Since finesse is restricted to limitation of ~150 owing to the limitations in the 

reflectivity achieved, there is an upper limit on the maximum possible contrast. Contrast 

C is defined as the maximum to minimum in transmittance T and is given as, 

 
 (2.54) 

The required contrast depends on the nature of the sample and the elastic scattering 

strength. In opaque materials, the elastic scattering increases by a factor of ~ 10
5
 

compared to the Brillouin component. For single pass of transmitted light through the FP, 

contrast C ~ 10
3
. This contrast is not sufficient for unambiguous detection of Brillouin 

signal. For transparent and strongly scattering samples, a contrast ~ 10
7
–10

9
 is required, 

whereas for opaque and strong surface scattering sample, C ~ 10
10

–10
12

 is essential. 

Multi-pass operation is a way to increase the spectral contrast. For n-passes the contrast 

increases as Cn ~ (C)
n
. Thus, for the present 3+3 pass system, a theoretical contrast C6 ~ 

10
18

 is achievable. For practical purposes, maximum contrast ~ 10
14

 is achievable using 

this instrument. This is sufficient for Brillouin scattering experiments on opaque samples. 
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2.2.1.6.4 Brillouin spectrometer set-up 

 The Brillouin spectrometer consists of a laser as an excitation source, a 3+3 pass 

tandem Fabry-Pérot interferometer, an avalanche photodiode detector and control 

electronics. 

(a) Excitation source: The excitation source is a diode-pumped solid state laser 

(InnoLight Diabolo 500), with a free space wavelength of 532 nm. It is a narrow line-

width, extremely long coherence length (1 km) laser operating in true single frequency. 

The laser light is split into two beams with the help of a glass plate. One of the beams is 

used as reference beam to align the spectrometer. The other beam is used to excite the 

sample and the scattered light is collected from a backscattering geometry and focused on 

to a camera lens, which collimates the light. Another lens is used to focus the collimated 

light into the entrance pinhole of the spectrometer. For aligning the spectrometer, a 

typical power of ~ 1 mW is sufficient. Remaining power is incident on the sample. 

 

Fig. 2.8 Schematic of the Tandem Fabry-Pérot interferometer (manufactured by JRS Instruments) showing 

the light path. The figure has been adapted from Ref. [84]. 

Detector
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(b) 3+3 pass tandem Fabry-Pérot interferometer: The spectrometer box contains the 

two FP‟s in series. It consists of two sets of optical arrangements: (a) alignment optics 

and (b) tandem optics. The interferometer is normally used in a multi-pass tandem mode 

if both FP‟s have been pre-aligned parallel and with correct relative spacing. The 

alignment mode is based on the idea that when the FP is transmitting, the reflected 

intensity should approach zero. Therefore, a correct alignment will give a minimum value 

of reflected intensities, whenever either FP1or FP2 transmits. 

After this pre-alignment procedure, the optical system is switched to multi-pass 

measurement configuration, which is called the tandem mode. In this mode, transmission 

will be observed with only minor adjustments to optimize the transmission. Fig. 2.8 

depicts the optical arrangement in this mode to facilitate the 3+3 pass of the transmitted 

light. Scattered light from the sample is focussed into the input pinhole of the 

spectrometer using external optics. The aperture A1 directs light to mirror M1, which 

after collimation using lens L1, sends it to mirror M2. M2 reflects the light, which passes 

through FP1 and reaches mirror M3, which reflects it to prism PR1. On this path, it 

passes through FP2. This path is shown by white arrows in the figure, which makes 1+1 

pass. PR1 reflects the light which retraces the path and reaches M1. This path of light is 

indicated by the blue arrows, which again makes 1+1 pass. M1 transmits the light to 

mirror M4, which reflects it. The light falls on L1 again and passes through FP1 and FP2, 

thereby completing the 3+3 passes. This path is indicated by the red arrows. The light 

then strikes mirror M5 and passes through a set of optics and through the output pinhole, 

reaches the detector. 

(c) Avalanche photodiode detector: Given the low intensity of Brillouin signals, single-

photon counting is necessary for detection. An avalanche photodiode (APD) is a highly 

sensitive semiconductor electronic device that exploits photoelectric effect to convert 
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light to electric voltage pulses. APDs can be thought of as photo-detectors that provide a 

built-in first stage of gain through avalanche multiplication. They have low-background 

noise, single-photon detection capability with quantum efficiency higher than a typical 

PMT. The single-photon signals are then passed to an amplifier, a pulse shaper, and then 

counted and stored by a multichannel analyzer. 

(d) Control electronics: A scanning stage consisting of a deformable parallelogram rides 

on top of a roller translation stage for the tandem action of the interferometers. The 

scanning stage is actuated by a piezoelectric transducer and the roller translation stage 

enables the mirror spacing to be set to a desired value. A parallel-plate capacitor is then 

used to measure the scan displacement and this information is used in a feedback loop to 

make the scan displacement linear with respect to the applied scan voltage. This ensures 

that the same frequency band is always added to the same store channel of the APD with 

successive repetitive scans over the spectrum. For Brillouin spectroscopy, a particular 

store channel has to correspond to a particular frequency shift rather than the absolute 

frequency. A trigger derived from the elastically scattered light (laser frequency) starts 

the APD. This trigger pulse at the peak of the laser line, from the zero-crossing 

discriminator, starts the repetitive-scanning operation. 

In order to avoid the noise caused by building vibrations (typically having 

maximum amplitudes at ~ 10-20 Hz), the optical table is rigidly mounted on the floor and 

the spectrometer is isolated from the optical table by means of a dynamic isolation 

system, using feedback control.  

For easy operation of the interferometer, a simple procedure for obtaining mirror 

alignment is needed. This is achieved in the JRS-interferometer by a motorized variation 

of the position of the optical components, which permits operation in reflection mode 
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from the two FPs, instead of in the transmission mode. Switching between the two modes 

is also motorized. 

2.2.2 X-ray diffraction 

X-ray diffraction is a primary technique for the identification and characterization 

of compounds based on their diffraction pattern. When a monochromatic beam of x-rays 

interact with a target material, the atoms in the target scatter the x-rays. When the 

material possesses a regular structure (crystalline), the layers of atoms act like a 

diffraction grating for the x-rays, and the scattered x-rays undergo constructive and 

destructive interference. The condition for constructive interference relates the 

wavelength (λ) of x-ray to the diffraction angle, θ, and the lattice spacing of each set of 

planes  in the crystal, and is given by the Bragg‟s law, 

  (2.55) 

Here, ( ) represents the corresponding Miller index of the particular plane. Thus, the 

diffracted beam carries information about the inter-planar spacing and the underlying 

symmetry of a crystalline solid. The characteristic x-ray diffraction pattern is a 

fingerprint of a crystalline material. For unknown structure, a detailed analysis using 

Rietveld refinement method is done. The angles of possible diffractions depend on the 

size, shape and orientation of the unit cell of the solid. The intensities of the diffracted 

waves depend on the kind and arrangement of atoms in the crystal structure. If the 

detection angle is systematically changed, all possible diffraction peaks from the 

powdered sample will be detected. 

2.2.2.1 X-ray diffraction in glass 

Due to the disordered arrangements of atoms, x-ray diffraction pattern of glass 

consists of one or more broad diffuse patterns [85]. It is distinctly different from the 
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powder pattern of a crystalline material, which shows a large number of fairly sharp 

peaks. This tells us that glass does not have a unit of structure that repeats itself 

periodically in three dimensions [39]. Although there is no long-range order, the 

diffracted intensity shows broad humps at low angles indicating short-range order. It was 

realized that x-ray scattering pattern of glass showing maxima and minima can be 

produced solely by the existence of a few fairly definite inter-atomic distances in the 

material. The x-ray scattered intensity from a glass is given by the Debye equation [85], 

 
 (2.56) 

where  is the form factor,  is the scattering vector and  is the distance 

from any atom m to n. This scattered intensity is used to determine the structure 

factor  which gives the structural correlations of the atoms in the glass, 

 
 (2.57) 

where N = number of atoms. The quantity  is very important for glass since it is 

related to the real-space pair distribution function  by a Fourier transform, 

 
 (2.58) 

where  is the atomic density. Thus, from a Fourier analysis of the x-ray scattering 

profile, one can directly obtain the radial distribution function ( ), which 

provides the inter-atomic distances in the glass and the number of neighbouring atoms 

about each kind of atom. 

For this thesis work, both lab source and synchrotron radiation x-ray sources were 

used. Room temperature powder x-ray diffraction patterns of samples were recorded 

using a computer-controlled x-ray diffractometer (STOE, Germany). The diffractometer 

consists of a flat pyrolitic graphite secondary monochromator that selects the Cu K  
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(1.5418 Å) radiation from a copper target source and a NaI:Tl scintillation counter 

detector. The diffraction patterns were recorded in a θ–2θ geometry, where the sample 

plane is fixed and the source and detector move simultaneously. 

2.2.2.2 Synchrotron x-ray diffraction 

 A synchrotron light source is a source of electromagnetic radiation, usually 

produced in a storage ring, for scientific purposes. Synchrotron light is produced by 

accelerating high energy electrons or other charged particles. Once the high energy 

electron beam has been generated, it is directed into auxiliary components such as 

bending magnets and insertion devices in storage rings. These supply strong magnetic 

fields perpendicular to the beam and in the process the circulating electrons generate 

photons. These photons comprise the synchrotron radiation. The radiation is projected at 

a tangent to the electron storage ring and captured by beamlines. These beamlines may 

originate at the positions of bending magnets, which mark the corners of the storage ring; 

or insertion devices, which are located in the straight sections of the storage ring. The 

beamline includes x-ray optical devices which control the band-width, photon flux, beam 

dimensions, focus and collimation of the rays. The optical devices include slits, 

attenuators, crystal monochromators and mirrors. A high photon flux in a small area is 

the most common requirement of a beamline. The design of the beamline will vary with 

the application. At the end of the beamline is the experimental end station, where samples 

are placed in the line of the radiation, and detectors are positioned to measure the 

resulting diffraction, scattering or secondary radiation. Several experimental methods 

take advantage of the high intensity, tunable wavelength, collimation and polarization of 

synchrotron radiation at beamlines which are designed for specific kinds of experiments. 

X-ray diffraction measurements at ambient on lead-borate glasses [xPbO:(1-

x)B2O3] were performed using a synchrotron radiation source at the beam line (BL-12) of 
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INDUS II at the Raja Ramanna Centre for Advanced Technology (RRCAT), Indore, 

India with 17 keV x-ray photons. Energy selection was done using a Si(111) single 

crystal. The Debye-Scherrer rings were detected using a high-purity Germanium (HPGe) 

image plate detector with 3450×3450 pixels. The diffraction image from the detector was 

integrated into two-dimensional patterns using FIT2d software for further analysis.  

2.2.3 Density measurement 

 The density ρ of an object is defined as the ratio of its mass to its volume; ρ = 

m/V. Mass and volume are extensive (extrinsic) properties of mater. This means they 

depend on the amount of matter. Density is an intensive (intrinsic) property and reflects 

how much mass is packed into a given three-dimensional space. Experimentally, mass 

and volume measurements are required to calculate density. Masses are measured on 

electronic balances. An analytical balance (accuracy ±0.0001 g) has been used for precise 

measurement of mass of the glasses.  

Density determination is performed by Archimedes' principle (buoyancy method), 

which states that a body immersed in a fluid apparently loses weight by an amount equal 

to the weight of the fluid it displaces. This method allows determination of the density of 

solids, as well as liquids. However, precise determination of volume of the sample is not 

always straight forward. Simple and precise methods of mass determination can eliminate 

the need to measure volume. The buoyancy method involves weighing of a solid sample 

in both air ( ) and a liquid ( ) of known density ( ) at constant 

temperature, to measure the density of the solid, 

 
 (2.59) 

Densities of the glasses were measured with randomly chosen glass pieces using 

glycerine as the liquid medium. The error in density measurements is ±0.005 g/cc. 
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2.2.4 Differential scanning calorimetry 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a thermal analysis technique to study 

thermal transitions in a substance. A material is heated and the changes taking place are 

recorded. Glass transition, crystallization, melting, etc. are examples of thermal 

transitions. DSC measures the difference in heat absorbed or released by a sample as 

compared to an inert reference, as both are heated, cooled or kept at constant temperature. 

The temperature program for a DSC is designed such that the sample holder temperature 

increases linearly as a function of time and the reference sample should have a well 

defined heat capacity over the entire temperature range to be scanned.  

The instrument can be of two types: (a) power-compensated DSC, which keeps 

the power supply constant and, (b) heat-flux DSC, which keeps the heat-flux constant. In 

power-compensating DSC, the sample and reference are provided with different heating 

units with a temperature sensor and controller. The temperature difference between the 

sample and reference is maintained zero with the aid of a control loop mechanism. 

Whenever the sample or reference lags behind the expected programmed heating due to 

thermal transitions in the sample, excess heating power is given either to sample (during 

endothermic transition) or to reference (during exothermic transition) to maintain the 

temperature difference as zero.  

In heat-flux DSC, the temperature difference between the sample and reference is 

recorded as a direct measure of the difference in heat flow to the sample and reference. 

Using calorimetric calibration, this signal is correlated to the difference in heat flow. In 

the present work, experiments were carried out using a heat-flux DSC. 

The result of a DSC experiment is a curve of heat flux versus temperature or 

versus time. It is generally used to measure glass transition temperature (Tg), 
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crystallization temperature (Tc) and melting temperature (Tm). Glass transition occurs as 

the temperature of a glass is increased. This will appear as a step in the baseline of the 

recorded DSC signal. No thermodynamic phase transition occurs during a glass transition 

and the step is only due a change in heat capacity. As the temperature increases, the glass 

structure relaxes and becomes less viscous. At some point, the molecules may obtain 

enough freedom of motion to spontaneously arrange themselves into a crystalline form. 

This is known as devitrification and the temperature at which it occurs is called the 

crystallization temperature (Tc). This transition from glass to crystalline solid is an 

exothermic process and results in a peak in the DSC signal. As the temperature increases 

the sample eventually reaches its melting temperature (Tm). The melting process results in 

an endothermic peak in the DSC curve. Thus, the ability to determine transition 

temperatures and enthalpies of reactions makes DSC a valuable tool. 

Glass transition temperatures of the lead-borate and lead-tellurite glass samples 

were determined by a heat flux DSC (M/s. Mettler Toledo model 821e/700, United 

States) with a heating rate of 10 K/min. For all measurements, nearly 30 mg of sample 

was taken in a Pt crucible. Empty Pt crucibles were used as reference and accuracy of 

measurement was ±1K. Kinetics of the glass transition was studied in lead-borate glasses 

[xPbO:(1-x)B2O3] at 2, 5, 10 and 15 K/min to estimate the activation energy of glass 

transition.  

Furthermore, since DSC allows performing a thermal analysis of the system by 

monitoring the enthalpy variations on varying the temperature across Tg, it was possible 

to collect information on the heat capacity, CP = (∂H/∂T)P. Tg is generally measured as the 

temperature corresponding to the change of curvature in the rise of CP. The heat capacity 

for the glassy and supercooled phase of the lead-borate glasses were obtained by heating 

at a constant rate of 10 K/min, from the amorphous solid state. The jump in heat capacity 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glass_transition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystallization
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across Tg was measured as the difference between the CP of the two states ΔCP. Kinetics 

of crystallization was studied in a lead-tellurite glass [30PbO: 70TeO2] at 2, 4, 6 and 10 

K/min heating rates. The variation of the weight of samples used for crystallization 

studies was ~ ±1µg. 

2.2.5 Ultrasonic pulse echo technique 

Ultrasonic pulse echo method is a nondestructive technique to study elastic 

properties of materials by determining the velocities of sound propagation. In this 

method, a very short ultrasonic pulse is created at the surface. When the wave reaches a 

boundary between two media, one part of energy is transmitted through the boundary and 

another part is reflected. This reflection/ backscatter from the internal structure or edge of 

the sample is analyzed. A transmitter generates an ultrasonic pulse wave which is 

reflected by the back wall of the specimen and obtained by the receiver.  

The ultrasonic method uses two types of waves: longitudinal and transverse. In a 

longitudinal wave, the particle motion is in the same direction as the propagation of the 

wave, while in a transverse wave, the particle motion is perpendicular to the direction of 

the wave propagation. The delay time between the incident and reflected wave is 

measured. With a prior knowledge of the thickness of the sample, i.e., the path of traverse 

of the wave, the sound velocity can be estimated. The accuracy of estimation of sound 

velocities depends on the accuracy of thickness measured. In the present work, glass 

samples were polished by standard procedures and made optically flat. The thickness was 

measured using a screw gauge. The longitudinal and transverse sound velocity 

measurements were performed at room temperature using the ultrasonic pulse echo from 

a 15 MHz delay line contact transducer (Accu-Tron, United States). The accuracy of the 

measurement was ±15 m/s. 
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2.2.6 Ellipsometry and refractive index 

Ellipsometry is an optical technique for determining the dielectric properties of a 

material by measuring the change of polarization of light upon reflection/transmission 

and comparison to a model. It is important to ensure the polarization of incoming light is 

known, in order to successfully characterize the sample by measuring the polarization of 

the reflected light. For the present measurements, the ellipsometer uses a rotating 

compensator technique, which means that the incoming light is first linearly polarized 

and then there is varying phase difference added to the polarized light with a rotating 

angle. There is another polarizer on the detector side, which measures the actual 

polarization of the reflected light beam. Using white light sources and monochromators, 

spectral information can be obtained about the sample. 

 Ellipsometry measures the ratio of the complex Fresnel reflection coefficients. As 

this is a complex number, it can be divided into an amplitude term and a phase shift term, 

which correspond to the ellipsometric angles, amplitude ratio Ψ and phase difference Δ. 

These parameters contain the physical properties of the layer structure, such as the layer 

thickness and refractive index. The polarization state of light obtained by these 

parameters forms a highly nonlinear equation which needs to be solved by numerical 

methods, on a model-based approach. These models assume that the sample is composed 

of a number of homogeneous layers, with certain approximate thickness and optical 

functions. The relative phase shift, thus calculated, is compared with the measured 

quantities in a numerical regression procedure. The refractive indices of lead-tellurite 

glasses [xPbO:(1-x)TeO2] at 532 nm were obtained using a rotating polarizer-type 

ellipsometer (SOPRA, France). 
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3. 1. Introduction 

Borate (B2O3) glass is a very good glass-former with an intriguing structure that 

has posed enormous fundamental challenges owing to its being completely different from 

the conventional silicate glasses [56]. B2O3 glass has a layered structure of boroxol 

(B3O6) rings, where each boron atom is three-coordinated (B3) [86]. Borate glasses are 

extensively studied for their non-monotonic variation of properties upon the introduction 

of a modifier (the borate anomaly) [87]. This unique behaviour of borates is attributed to 

the presence of superstructural units at low modifier concentration and the conversion of 

some of the boron atoms from three- to four-coordinated species, when a modifier cation 

is added to the glass structure [86]. The negative charge on the created  tetrahedron 

gets delocalized over the entire structural unit, which makes it energetically unfavourable 

for these tetrahedra to be immediate neighbours [88]. A large number of alkali, alkaline-

earth and transition metal oxides have been used as modifier and the fraction of four-

coordinated boron species (B4) have been studied [87] across a large range of 

compositions using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and optical spectroscopies, and 

several structural models have been proposed to corroborate these results [88]. It has been 

shown that small, divalent cations are not compatible with borate glass formation. 

Moreover, larger divalent cations also do not form single phase glasses at low modifier 

concentrations owing to the fact that two  tetrahedra in close proximity are required 

to balance the charge on a divalent cation. Among other divalent cations, large and more 

3 
COMPOSITION AND TEMPERATURE-

INDUCED STRUCTURAL AND DYNAMICAL 

CHANGES IN LEAD-BORATE GLASSES AT 

DIFFERENT LENGTH-SCALES 
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easily polarized cations (Ba
2+

 and Pb
2+

) form single phase glasses even at very slow 

quenching rates as the large coordination shells of these cations help separate two  

tetrahedra by at least one  unit [88]. 

The differences in properties between the various modified borate glasses with the 

modifier oxide concentration, x, is due to the influence of the modifier cation on the 

borate network [56]. The critical role of the modifier cations in tuning the local network 

packing while they occupy cages within the network, has not been given enough attention 

in published literatures [86]. This occupancy of modifier cations further influences the 

distribution of superstructural units in the network. Therefore, it is important to consider 

the glass structure as a whole, which includes the superstructural units and the modifier 

cations, and the interplay between these constituents determines the variation of a 

particular property with x. Among the divalent modifiers, Pb
2+ 

forms glasses over a broad 

glass-forming region [87]. The local structure of lead-borate glasses has been extensively 

investigated using various techniques such as neutron [89] and x-ray diffraction [90], 

Raman spectroscopy [91] and NMR [92] to understand the structural unit groups and 

their distribution, the coordination number of boron and lead, and the Pb–O bonding 

character. 

Though these aspects reveal their short-range structure and influence properties 

like density, glass transition and sound velocities, the dynamical properties of glasses are 

often ascribed to structural correlations over an intermediate-range scale [93]. The 

manifestation of these correlations is found in two peculiar characteristics inherent to 

glassy systems: the first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) [94] in the x-ray or neutron 

diffraction and the Boson peak [95] in the low-frequency vibrational spectra, which are 

based on static and dynamic properties, respectively. There are many reports which have 

correlated [96] the Boson peak and the FSDP, while others have contested [97] such 
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correlations. Although the appearance of the Boson peak [95] is a signature of the lack of 

long-range order, its frequency position and intensity depends strongly on the structure of 

the investigated system. Borate and modified-borate glasses exhibit substantial 

intermediate-range order [98] (~20 Å) arising from the superstructural units. Network 

modifiers [99] play an important role in defining the length-scale of the intermediate-

range order. Furthermore, the change of viscosity near Tg is governed by the flow unit 

size, and hence fragility characteristics of glass formers is also related to the 

intermediate-range structure [100]. B2O3 is a strong glass former and addition of modifier 

significantly changes its fragility [101]. The fragility of alkali-modified [102] and Sn-

modified [103] borate glasses also exhibits the borate anomaly. Apart from viscosity 

measurements, calorimetric and spectroscopic techniques have been reliably utilized to 

quantify fragility in glasses [104].  

Existing literature on borate glass modification using alkali or divalent metal 

oxides largely focus on the coordination change of boron and the ionic linkages formed in 

the network. PbO acts differently as it plays the dual role of modifier at low x and glass 

former at higher x [92]. Hence, lead-borate glasses can be expected to behave distinctly 

different from alkali-modified glasses. Most studies [105] on PbO-modified glasses have 

investigated the short-range structure [92] and found it to be similar to alkali 

modification. The valency of the cation will also affect the local packing of borate groups 

to satisfy the charge balance around it. This is expected to have an impact on the 

intermediate-range order, even though the local order may remain similar. Moreover, the 

study of the elastic properties over a wide temperature range is important to understand 

the nature of the supercooled liquid as it approaches the glass transition. Thus, the 

objective of this study is to present the nature of dynamic and structural behaviour in 

lead-borate [xPbO:(1-x)B2O3] glasses in a wide variation of x (20-80 mol% PbO) and 

their elastic properties above Tg. A detailed study of the borate structure using density, Tg, 
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sound velocity, elastic constants and high-frequency Raman scattering have been 

reported. While these properties are governed by the local atomic structure, the dynamic 

properties are sensitive to the intermediate-range order. Low-frequency Raman 

spectroscopy was carried out to study the composition dependence of the Boson peak and 

to determine the dynamic correlation lengths. X-ray diffraction was carried out to detect 

the FSDP and to study its correlation with the Boson peak. Fragility was determined from 

the rate-dependent differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The results are discussed in 

the context of anomalies in the behaviour of dynamic properties like Boson peak and 

fragility. The average coordination number <r> has been estimated for the various glasses 

and has been compared with fragility. Thus, the changes induced by the lead oxide 

modifier and the evolution of the structure with composition have been understood at 

different length-scales by combining calorimetric, spectroscopic and diffraction 

techniques. We have further discussed correlations among the various properties to 

elucidate the effect of Pb
2+

 on the borate glass network in the short- and intermediate-

range length-scales. We have also investigated the elastic properties at high temperature 

up to 1150 K using Brillouin spectroscopy to study the evolution of the structure as a 

function of temperature and to elucidate the structural differences between the glassy and 

supercooled lead-borates. 

3. 2. Experimental 

Lead-borate glasses with compositions xPbO:(1–x)B2O3 (x = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 

0.6, 0.7, 0.8) were prepared by melt-quenching technique. Details of the synthesis 

procedure are discussed in Chapter 2. The values of Tg and heat capacity change at Tg 

(ΔCp) were measured by a heat flux DSC at a heating rate of 10 K/min. Heating rate-

dependent DSC was carried out at 2, 5, 10 and 15 K/min to determine the fragility values. 

The longitudinal and transverse sound velocity measurements were performed at room 
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temperature using ultrasonic pulse echo technique from a 15 MHz delay line contact-

transducer (Accu-Tron).  

All the samples used for the Raman scattering measurements were optically 

polished under same conditions and obtained with the same thickness. The high-

frequency Raman spectra were collected using Renishaw (model Invia) micro-Raman 

spectrometer using 514.5 nm line from an Argon ion laser. In order to eliminate the 

trivial temperature effects, the raw spectra were corrected for the thermal population 

factor using, I
red

(ω) = ωI
expt

(ω)/[1+n(ω,T)], as described in Eq. 2.20, where I
expt

(ω) is the 

measured Raman intensity, ω is the Raman shift in cm
-1

 and n(ω,T) = [exp(ћω/kT) –1]
-1

 

is the Bose-Einstein occupation number. The low-frequency Raman spectra were excited 

with a diode-pumped solid state (Elforlight) laser (λ = 532 nm) and were recorded in the 

spectral range 5-325 cm
-1

 in the backscattering geometry using a Jobin-Yvon U1000 

double monochromator and detected using a cooled photomultiplier tube (PMT). The 

focal point of the sample in these Raman measurements was first fixed by measuring 

real-time acquisition of the 521 cm
-1

 peak of a standard silicon crystal placed in a sample 

holder and adjusted for maximum counts. Silicon was used since the lead-borate glass 

samples do not have any sharp and intense Raman mode which could be used to adjust 

the maximum counts. The holder was fixed in that position of maximum counts such that 

every time a new glass sample was placed in it, the sample came automatically in focus. 

This made the focussing and optical alignment exactly same for each sample. All the 

measurements were made with same slit size of the spectrometer and for exactly same 

acquisition time per channel of PMT. The slit widths were so adjusted that the resulting 

spectral resolution was 0.25 cm
-1

. The raw Raman intensity I
expt

(ω) was corrected for the 

reduced Raman intensity I(ω) to determine the frequency of the Boson peak using the 

first-order approximation for disordered solids, I(ω) = I
expt

(ω)/ω[1+n(ω,T)], as described 

in Eq. 2.23. The line shape of the Boson peak is well-fitted using a log-normal function 
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[106] to estimate the peak position. X-ray diffraction was measured using synchrotron 

source at INDUS II with 17 keV photons and detected using image plate detector. The 

data was recovered using FIT2d. To analyze the intensity of the FSDP, the asymptotic of 

intensity was fixed at large q. Treating this as I(q) = 1, the diffraction patterns were 

normalized with this intensity, so that asymptotically the pattern intensity goes to 1. This 

scaled intensity is used to fit a Lorentzian at the FSDP to evaluate its intensity, position 

and width. 

Brillouin scattering experiments were performed in a 180° back-scattering 

geometry with a Sandercock (3+3)-pass tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer using a 

wavelength of 532 nm from a single-mode DPSS laser. The spectra were recorded 

between 300 and 1150 K using a commercially available heating stage with a stability of 

± 0.1 K. The sample temperature was measured using a thermocouple placed adjacent to 

the sample inside the heating stage, while measurements were performed with increasing 

temperature. The Brillouin spectra were analyzed for mode frequencies and line widths 

through curve fitting. 

3. 3. Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Composition dependence of density, Tg and sound velocities 

Fig. 3.1 shows the dependence of glass density and Tg on PbO in the lead-borate 

glasses. The values for B2O3 are taken from Kojima et al. [107]. It can be observed that 

the increase in the mole fraction of PbO in lead-borate glasses leads to a significant 

increase in density, while the Tg exhibits a broad maxima ~ x = 0.3. This is in good 

agreement with Tg data reported for alkali-borate glasses [108] and tin-borate glasses 

[109] and demonstrates the borate anomaly. The conversion of some boron atoms from 

B3 to B4 with the addition of PbO makes the bond character three-dimensional from the 
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previously layered borate glass structure and hence makes the glass structure tighter, 

which is responsible for the initial increase in Tg. Upon further addition of modifier, the 

conversion does not proceed and O/B ratio drops. The additional oxygens added from the 

modifier create non-bridging oxygens and weaken the structure, thereby reducing the Tg. 

 

Fig. 3.1. The density and glass transition temperature (Tg) in lead-borate glasses of various composition x. 

Dashed lines are guides to the eye. Values for pure B2O3 (shown in open symbols) are from Ref. [107]. 

Fig. 3.2 shows the longitudinal (Vl) and transverse (Vt) sound velocities in the 

lead-borate glasses. These are used to estimate the Debye velocity,  

 
 (3.60) 

It can be seen that the sound velocities also exhibit a maxima at x = 0.3. This reflects the 

initial increase in network connectivity and later disruption of covalent bonds with 

increase of PbO. The composition dependence of the elastic modulii can be estimated 

from the sound velocities of these glasses using the following expressions: 
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 (3.63) 

 
 (3.64) 

where L, G , K and E are the longitudinal, shear, bulk and Young‟s modulus, 

respectively. These values are shown as an inset in Fig. 3.2. It can be seen that the elastic 

properties exhibit a broad maxima ~ x = 0.4. The elastic modulii represent the ability of 

the structure to transmit elastic energy. Structural imperfections like disintegrated 

networking reduce the elastic constants. The increase in elastic modulii represents the 

enhancement in structural integration with increasing PbO, while its decrease indicates 

breakage of the borate glass network structure and rise in the number of non-bridging 

oxygens by formation of polyanions, which act as centres for energy dissipation of the 

elastic wave propagation. 

 

Fig. 3.2. The longitudinal (squares), transverse (circles) and Debye (triangles) velocities of the lead-borate 

glasses. Values for pure B2O3 (shown in open symbols) are from Ref. [107]. Inset shows the variation of 

the longitudinal (L), shear (G), bulk (K) and Young‟s (E) modulus. Dashed curves are guides to the eye.  
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The variation of properties based on cross-linking in the network of lead-borate 

glasses should be reflected from the composition dependence of the average coordination 

number <r>. The Phillips-Thorpe topological constraint theory [24] predicts that a glass 

network is optimal (glass forming ability is maximized) if the number of mechanical 

constraints are just balanced by the number of atomic degrees of freedom. It establishes 

that a covalent network of discrete bonds undergoes a transition from floppy to stressed-

rigid configuration near a rigidity percolation threshold, which occurs when the average 

number of covalent bonds per atom reaches <r> = 2.4. The network is flexible or floppy 

for <r> < 2.4 and over-constrained with <r> > 2.4, while it is isostatic and stable at <r> = 

2.4. This deviation from the threshold has been associated with increase in fragility of 

many glassy systems [102]. Although, the theory was originally established for purely 

covalent systems, it has demonstrated similar results for oxide systems with some 

fraction of ionic bonding [102]. As PbO has been found to act as a glass modifier at low x 

and former at high x, we have calculated <r> considering the Pb–O bond as either purely 

ionic where only B–O bonds are considered for the calculation of <r>, or as purely 

covalent where both Pb–O and B–O bonds are taken for the calculation. We have 

calculated the individual coordination numbers of the structural units ( , BO3, 

, , ) according to Hayashi et al. [109]. The average coordination 

number <r> = ∑c<n>, where <n> is the coordination number of a structural unit and c is 

its fraction at that composition. The fraction of a structural unit at a particular x has been 

estimated from the Gupta model [88] of structural units in borate glasses. Fig. 3.3 shows 

the composition dependence of the average coordination number calculated for (a) purely 

ionic and (b) purely covalent bonds. Pure B2O3 glass has <r> = 2.4 which is the most 

stable glass topologically. For (a), the <r> value increases, maximizes at x = 0.3 and then 

decreases rapidly. It shows glasses with x > 0.4 are floppy. The same trend is followed in 

(b), except that the floppy regime starts with x > 0.6. The <r> values of the lead-borates 
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will be somewhere between these two extreme cases. It can be seen that for pure covalent 

bonding, the values for higher x are more close to the rigidity threshold and hence are 

expected to be stronger glasses compared to those with only ionic bonding. In either case, 

<r> is maximized at x = 0.3. This confirms the results obtained from Tg and the elastic 

properties. However, it has to be realized that this considers the borate network structure 

only and at higher x, PbO itself forms PbO4 tetrahedra which may further increase the 

cross-linking in the glass. 

 

Fig. 3.3. Average coordination number calculated by considering (a) purely ionic bonds (black squares) and 

(b) purely covalent bonds (red circles). 

3.3.2 Composition dependence of high-frequency Raman modes 

In order to understand the changes in structural coordination along with bond 

behaviour in the glasses, Raman spectroscopy was carried out for the high-frequency 

modes. Fig. 3.4 exhibits the high-frequency Raman spectra of the lead-borate glasses for 

various x. The spectrum of pure B2O3 glass [110] exhibits a sharp intense peak at 806 cm
-

1
. It corresponds to the symmetric breathing mode of the six-membered boroxol rings. It 

shifts to lower frequencies (780 cm
-1

) for x = 0.2, as seen in Fig. 3.4, lowers in intensity 

and gradually vanishes at x = 0.4. A nearby peak appears at 752 cm
-1

 for x = 0.2, rises in 
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intensity at the expense of the boroxol peak, then softens and finally disappears at x = 0.5. 

The decrease in intensity of this peak is simultaneously occupied by the growth of a peak 

at 695 cm
-1

, which continues to pick up intensity with increasing x. A small hump 

appears at 600 cm
-1

 at x = 0.5 and rises in intensity as x increases. Another adjacent band 

appears ~ 560 cm
-1

 at x = 0.6 and grows in intensity with x. The band at 890 cm
-1

 is very 

weak for low x and grows intense with increasing PbO. The band at 1060 cm
-1

 grows in 

intensity up to x = 0.4 and then disappears with the appearance of a new band at 990 cm
-1

 

from x = 0.5, which rapidly shifts to lower frequencies with increasing x. A broad band is 

present ~ 1350 cm
-1

 for all the spectra which shifts to lower frequencies with increasing 

x. A shoulder is present on its low-frequency side and a high-frequency shoulder appears 

at x = 0.7.  

 

Fig. 3.4. High-frequency Raman spectra of lead-borate glasses corrected for the Bose factor. 
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A peak appears at 110 cm
-1

 for x = 0.5 and rises in frequency and intensity with 

increasing x. This peak has been assigned to the symmetric Pb–O stretch in the PbO4 

tetragonal pyramid [111]. Two more peaks appear at 300 and 450 cm
-1

 at x = 0.5 and 

increase in intensity with x and are assigned to vibrations of crystalline PbO [112]. The 

appearance of these bands for x ≥ 0.5 confirms the role of PbO as a glass former for 

higher concentrations. 

Table 3.1. Mode wavenumber and assignment of the high-frequency Raman bands in lead-borate glasses. 

Wavenumber 

(cm
-1

) 

Band assignment 

110, 300, 

450 

Pb–O vibrations in PbO4 tetragonal pyramid 

560 Vibrations of loose  tetrahedra 

600 In-plane bending mode of orthoborate units ( ) 

695 Ring-breathing vibration of ring-type metaborates 

752 Symmetric breathing vibrations of six-membered rings containing BO3 

triangles and  tetrahedra 

780 Symmetric breathing mode of boroxol rings 

890 Due to pentaborate groups; vibrations of diborate groups;  symmetric 

stretching of B–O–B bridges in pyroborate ( ) groups 

990 Symmetric stretching vibration of planar orthoborate units 

1060 Vibrations of diborate groups 

1220 Symmetric stretching vibration of terminal B–O
-
 bonds in pyroborate 

units 

1350 Stretching vibration of the terminal B–O
-
 bonds in metaborate 

triangular units 

1500 Out-of-plane bending mode of orthoborate units 

Since Raman spectra of crystalline PbO does not have bands > 500 cm
-1

, all the 

other bands have been assigned to the borate network structural units [59]. Assignment of 

the Raman mode wavenumber is given in table 3.1. The peak at 752 cm
-1

 is assigned in 

literature [110,113] to the symmetric breathing vibrations of six-membered rings with 
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one (triborate, tetraborate or pentaborate) or two (diborate, ditriborate or dipentaborate) 

 tetrahedra. Crystalline α-K2O.5B2O3 contains only pentaborate groups and produces 

Raman bands at 765 and 885 cm
-1

. Raman frequency for tetraborate and triborate groups 

is ~ 770 cm
-1

. This is indicative of the presence of pentaborate units [59] in the present 

lead-borate glasses owing to the simultaneous occurrence of the band at 890 cm
-1

. The 

increase in intensity of the 752 cm
-1

 peak with concurrent decrease of the 780 cm
-1

 peak 

demonstrates the conversion of B4 at the expense of B3. The peak at 695 cm
-1

 is attributed 

to ring-type metaborate units [114]. Its increase with the simultaneous decrease of the 

752 cm
-1

 peak indicates the disruption of pentaborate groups with increasing x. However, 

the 890 cm
-1

 band increases in intensity implying that some other units also have a 

Raman band in that region. The bands at 890 and 1060 cm
-1

 have been assigned to 

diborate groups in lead-borate glasses [59]. This implies the growth of diborate units as 

the concentration of PbO increases. Hence, above x = 0.3, diborate units are the 

predominant superstructural units containing four-coordinated boron atoms. The 1060 

cm
-1

 band disappears around x = 0.5 and the 695 cm
-1

 peak grows more intense. This 

shows that diborate units are destroyed along with formation of metaborate rings or loose 

diborate groups at higher PbO concentration. The band at 890 cm
-1

 represents pentaborate 

units at low x and diborate units at x > 0.3. However, diborate groups disappear at x = 0.5 

and yet the 890 cm
-1

 band continues to increase. For x > 0.5, the 890 cm
-1

 band is 

assigned [113] to the symmetric stretching of B–O–B bridges in pyroborate ( ) 

groups, indicating back-conversion of B4 to B3. The band at 990 cm
-1

 is assigned to the 

symmetric stretching vibration of planar orthoborate units ( ). The two low-intense 

bands at 600 and 560 cm
-1

 are assigned to the in-plane bending mode of orthoborate units 

and loose  tetrahedra, respectively [91]. The intense high-frequency envelope at 

1350 cm
-1

 downshifts in frequency to 1225 cm
-1

 for x = 0.8.  This band has been assigned 

to the stretching vibration of the terminal B–O
-
 bonds in metaborate triangular units 
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[114]. The low-frequency shoulder is assigned to the symmetric stretching vibration of 

terminal B–O
-
 bonds in pyroborate units [113] while the high-frequency shoulder 

represents out-of-plane bending mode of orthoborate units [91].  

Therefore, the evolution of the Raman spectra with increasing PbO indicates the 

depolymerization of the borate network through the formation of borate structural anions 

which are detached from the covalent network. PbO acts as a glass former from x = 0.5. 

Boroxol groups exist up to x = 0.4, while  tetrahedra appear in ring structures from x 

= 0.2 with the formation of pentaborate units and disappear at x = 0.5. The disruption of 

pentaborate units result in the formation of ring-type metaborates. Diborate units are the 

major B4 containing groups from x = 0.3 to 0.5. Above x = 0.5, pyroborates, orthoborates 

and loose  tetrahedra form the major components of the borate structural units in the 

lead-borate glasses. 

3.3.3 Composition dependence of low-frequency Raman spectrum 

The low-frequency (10-200 cm
-1

) vibrational spectra of glasses exhibit a universal 

characteristic feature called as the Boson peak. This peak arises due to an excess of low-

energy vibrational states, not accounted for in the continuum elastic prediction of the 

Debye model and appears as an asymmetric broad band in the low-frequency Raman 

[43,115] or neutron [45,116] scattering. Fig. 3.5(a) shows the Boson peak in lead-borate 

glasses for various x. Even though, the intensity of the Boson peak is considered as a 

measure of disorder of the glassy network, it is actually quite difficult to compare 

absolute intensities of different Raman spectra, especially, when glasses of variable 

composition are involved. In order to normalize the effect of focussing and optical 

alignment on the Raman intensities, careful experiments were carried out as described in 

section 3.2. After obtaining the Raman spectra, a background corresponding to the value 

of Raman intensity at the highest investigated frequency (325 cm
-1

) was subtracted from 
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each spectrum. It was then found that the high-frequency tail of the Boson peak gets to 

the same value in all samples as depicted in Fig. 3.5(a). From this, it was found 

reasonable to compare the Boson peak intensity of the different samples, discussed later 

in this work, as it is also expected that addition of more amount of highly polarizable 

Pb
2+

 cations will affect the Raman intensity. The Boson peak has been fit with a log-

normal function [106] as shown in Fig. 3.5(b), to obtain the peak frequency and intensity: 

 
 (3.65) 

where ωBP is the Boson peak frequency, W is related to the width of the Boson peak and 

B =  and  is the amplitude factor. The Boson peak shifts in position and 

grows in intensity as PbO is increased. A second peak develops in the high-frequency 

wing of the Boson peak for glasses with x > 0.4. This peak at 130 cm
-1

 for the glass with 

80 mol% PbO is assigned to the symmetric Pb–O stretch in PbO [111]. The Raman 

spectrum of β-PbO also has a strong peak in this frequency [117], which indicates that Pb 

atoms in these glasses are arranged in the same structural arrangement as in the 

crystalline oxide. This peak was also observed in the high-frequency Raman spectra in 

Fig. 3.4. 
207

Pb NMR [92] affirms the presence of such pyramids in lead-borate glasses 

with higher x. This peak increases in frequency and intensity with increasing x, indicating 

stiffening of Pb–O stretching vibrations due to increased covalency and increase in the 

number of such PbO4 pyramidal units which enhance the role of PbO as a glass former.  

The Boson peak positions extracted from the fits are shown in Fig. 3.6. It can be 

observed that the Boson peak also exhibits a behaviour similar to the borate anomaly, 

apart from an anomalous dip at x = 0.3. This is in contrast to the composition dependence 

of other structural features where a maxima was observed at x = 0.3. The composition 
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dependence of the Boson peak frequency in alkali-borate glasses were found to increase 

with x and so did their transverse sound velocities [113]. The shift of Boson peak in lead-

borate glasses is therefore, different from other modified borates. Owing to the transverse 

character and acoustical energy range of the Boson peak, it can be thought to originate 

merely from the variation of the elastic constants and density. If it is so, it should vary 

like the Debye frequency, 

 D D  (3.66) 

where ρ is the density. Inset to Fig. 3.6 shows a comparison of ωBP and ωD where the 

frequencies have been normalized to 1 for x = 0. It can be seen that the relative shift of 

the Boson peak is very much different from that of the Debye frequency. ωD shows a 

maximum at x = 0.3 and varies according to the short-range structural change induced by 

PbO in the vitreous structure as mentioned earlier. But the evolution of the Boson peak 

does not follow this pattern and therefore must originate from orderings beyond the 

atomic distances. 

Several models have been proposed to interpret the excess vibrational 

contribution leading to the appearance of the Boson peak. The explanations in these 

models can be roughly grouped into three classes: (a) soft potential or defect models, (b) 

models with spatially fluctuating elastic constants that strongly scatter sound waves, and 

(c) models associated with nanometric heterogeneities. In the present study, we have tried 

to understand our experimental results based on the concepts of these different models. 

Table 3.2 summarizes the inferences drawn using these models, discussed below in the 

context of lead-borate glasses. However, as discussed in Chapter 1, it is extremely 

difficult to ascertain experimental results to a particular model and establish its 

applicability. In this thesis, we have not carried out analysis of the Boson peak to 

establish any of these models. 
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Fig. 3.5. Low-frequency Raman (reduced) spectra for the lead-borate glasses (a) depicting the background-

corrected Boson peak with the high-frequency tail reaching the same value in all samples, which aids for a 

reasonable comparison of intensities from (b) the log-normal fits shown by the red curves. The blue arrow 

is a guide to the eye for the growing peak assigned to lead oxide polyhedra. 
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Fig. 3.6. Boson peak frequency of lead-borate glasses. Value for pure B2O3 are from Ref. [107]. Inset 

shows the Boson peak frequency and the Debye frequency normalized to 1 for x = 0. 

Defect models [118] demonstrate that defects with very small elastic constants, 

near which anharmonic interactions are important (soft potentials), can generate quasi-

local states, which if hybridized with acoustic excitations, results in a Boson peak 

[49,119]. Detailed information about the short- and intermediate-range structure of 

glasses is frequently obtained by comparing vibrational spectra of glasses and crystals 

precipitating from these glasses. The increased electrostatic interactions of the rattling 

guest cations hosted in the low atomic density regions of alkali-borate glasses were 

assumed to be responsible for shifting of the position of the Boson peak [44,120]. Intense 

bands in the far-infrared spectra were observed in lead-phosphate glasses which were 

assigned to the vibrations of the localized metal cations [121]. Also, the low-frequency 

vibrational modes of the corresponding crystalline samples correlate well with the range 

of localization of the Boson peak of the lead-containing glasses [121,122]. Pb
2+

 is a 

heavy cation and the rising polarization power of Pb
2+

 with increasing content of PbO 

enhances the rattling motion in the lead-borate glasses and causes the Boson peak to shift 
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to higher frequencies. Decrease in intensity of the Boson peak is a natural consequence of 

the mode shifting to higher frequencies [44]. Upon further increasing PbO, the Pb–O 

bond length decreases as the bonds acquire increasing covalent character (x ≥ 0.5). At 

these compositions, Pb is no longer weakly coupled in the network. Therefore, the 

electrostatic interactions decrease with simultaneous reduction in the rattling and shifting 

of the Boson peak to lower frequencies and concurrent increase of intensity. 

In the models [51,123] with spatially fluctuating elastic constants, the Boson peak 

marks the low-frequency bound of a band of randomly hybridizing delocalized states 

[118]. Localized states were only found [118] near the Debye frequency, i.e., in the high-

frequency regime of the vibrational spectrum. Schirmacher et. al. [124] solved a 

fluctuating force-constant scalar-vibration model using a Gaussian distribution of nearest-

neighbour force constants, with a lower cutoff, which was allowed to extend into the 

negative force constants regime. The disorder in this model was found to give rise to a 

Boson peak. They showed that shifting the cutoff of the truncated Gaussian distribution 

down (increasing the disorder), leads to a downshift of the maximum of the Boson peak 

with a concurrent increase in intensity, and further showed that shifting the cutoff below 

a critical (negative) value led to an instability and concluded [125] that the Boson peak is 

a precursor of an elastic instability [126]. This implies that the degree of disorder 

decreases and then increases with increasing x for the lead-borate glasses, as depicted by 

the position of the Boson peak in Fig. 3.6.  

From the point of view of the defect (local oscillators) models, the vibrations 

giving rise to the Boson peak arise as a result of quasilocal excitations supposed to be 

connected with some correlation length of the vitreous structure. These models associate 

the Boson peak with the characteristic frequency of vibration of nanometer-sized clusters 

[127]. Models associated with nanometric heterogeneities attribute the Boson peak to 
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phonon localization by glass disorder through the mechanism of strong scattering of 

phonons by density fluctuations [128,129]. All of these models associate the Boson peak 

with a dynamic correlation length L, which represents a range over which the system is 

homogeneous for phonons and for the light that they scatter, 

 t BP (3.67) 

corresponds to dynamic correlations or density fluctuations in the intermediate-range and 

hence is an estimation of the intermediate-range length-scale in these glasses. Here, t is 

the transverse sound velocity and  is the velocity of light in vacuum. On the other hand, 

assuming spatially fluctuating shear modulus in the model of fluctuating elastic constants, 

it emerges that the transverse vibrational degrees of freedom, affected by the structural 

disorder are responsible for the Boson peak, which occurs at the frequency at which the 

mean free path of the transverse waves becomes equal to their wavelength (Ioffe-Regel 

limit [36]). Schirmacher [130] made a comparison of the fluctuating elasticity model with 

the local oscillator model and showed that the quasi-local disorder-induced oscillators 

described in the soft-potential model if coarse-grained in a mesoscopic volume, will lead 

to spatially fluctuating elastic constants, and thus, a combination of both models provide 

a fair description of the VDOS of network glasses. Fig. 3.7 shows the composition 

dependence of L in lead-borate glasses. The correlation L decreases with increasing PbO, 

except for an increase at x = 0.3. However, since the density also increases with x, the 

decrease in L does not necessarily mean the decrease in intermediate-range order. To 

understand the true behaviour of these correlations, we compare L with the average inter-

particle length, 

 
 (3.68) 

where M(x) = xM(PbO) + (1–x)M(B2O3) is the molar mass of the respective glass 

composition. The variation of a with x is shown in inset „a‟ in Fig. 3.7. Even though, it 
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exhibits a non-monotonic decreasing trend, the ratio L/a as shown in inset „b‟ in Fig. 3.7 

depicts an exactly similar trend to the variation of L. This demonstrates an absolute 

decrease in the correlations with increasing x, apart from the anomalous rise at x = 0.3. 

Table 3.2. Summary of the various models for the Boson peak. 

Model Basis of the model Inference on lead-borate glasses 

1. Defect models 

 Soft potentials 

 

 

 

 Rattling ions 

 

 

 Anharmonic soft potentials 

generate quasi-local states, 

which hybridize with acoustic 

modes to give rise to a Boson 

peak 

 Increased electrostatic 

interactions of the rattling 

cations shift the Boson peak 

spectrum 

 

 

 Characteristic frequency of vibration of 

nanometer-sized clusters define a 

dynamic correlation length which exhibits 

a monotonic decrease with a peak at x = 

0.3 

 Initial increase of PbO increases the 

rattling motion of Pb
2+

 and shifts the 

Boson peak to higher frequencies, while 

further increase of PbO increases the 

covalency in the network and the peak 

shifts to lower frequencies 

2. Models with 

spatially fluctuating 

elastic constants 

Boson peak marks the low-

frequency bound of a band of 

randomly hybridizing delocalized 

states 

The degree of disorder decreases and then 

increases with increasing x for the lead-borate 

glasses 

3. Models 

associated with 

nanometric 

heterogeneities 

Nanometric inhomogeneities cause 

mean free path of the transverse 

phonons to become equal to their 

wavelength (Ioffe-Regel limit) 

Phonon localization by nanometric density 

fluctuations result in the dynamic correlations 

given by L 

In order to understand the anomalous behaviour of the Boson peak at x = 0.3, the 

other unique feature of borate glasses, i.e. the presence of superstructural units at low 

values of x has to be invoked. The idea of a random network structure of borates 

comprising superstructural units was initiated by Krogh-Moe [131] and further supported 

by Bray [132]. The largely open structure of a network with more of superstructural units 
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compared to the basic  and  structural units results in a low-density structure. 

There is evidence of the presence of superstructural units in the borate melts which 

inhibits crystallization and promotes glass forming ability of borate systems [88]. These 

units are made of well-defined arrangements of the basic borate structural units with no 

internal degrees of freedom. A systematic formation and then destruction of 

superstructural units (pentaborate, tetraborate, diborate, pyroborate and orthoborate 

groups) with increasing Li2O, which comprise the main components of the borate 

network was found in Li2O-B2O3 glasses [133].  

 

Fig. 3.7. Dynamic correlation lengths in lead-borate glasses. Insets show the variation of (a) the average 

inter-particle distance, a and (b) the ratio of the dynamic correlation length L to a with increasing x. 

The origin of the Boson peak in B2O3 glass has been attributed to the vibrational 

motion of boroxol rings from inelastic neutron scattering [116] and hyper-Raman 

scattering studies [134]. The boroxol units are thus considered to give rise to the 

intermediate-range order in B2O3 glass. The introduction of PbO, which acts as a glass 
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modifier at low concentrations, increases coordination number of some borons and results 

in formation of superstructural units with four-fold coordinated borons. NMR 

investigations on modified borate glasses depict that fraction of boroxol and loose  

units decrease, while tetraborate, diborate and loose  units increase at their expense 

with increasing x. Raman analysis of the high-frequency vibrational modes also present a 

similar picture (Fig. 3.4). This coexistence of different types of structural units reduces 

the length-scale of the intermediate order and hence the dip in L at x = 0.2. Moreover, the 

fraction of pentaborate and tetraborate units, which are much bigger units in comparison 

to other borate superstructural units maximizes [135] at x = 0.3, and then decreases (also 

confirmed from Raman analysis). This makes the correlation length to increase at x = 0.3. 

Similar viewpoint was demonstrated by Uchino et al. [136] using molecular orbital 

calculations depicting the Boson peak in B2O3 as arising from standing waves formed 

from the localized vibrations over a pair of boroxol rings. The normal mode analysis 

exhibited out-of-plane bending motions of the whole skeleton of the cluster, whose 

wavelength became shorter with increasing frequency of the modes. The mean-free path 

of the low-frequency mode was found to be limited to the intermediate-range order by 

virtue of the phase cancellation process induced by the disorder [136]. Thus, the increase 

of correlation length at x = 0.3 in the lead-borate glasses derives from the growing length-

scales of the superstructural units predominant at that composition. Furthermore, as 

pointed out earlier, the effective radius and charge of the network-modifying cation, and 

the degree of iconicity in its bonding is an important stereochemical consideration in the 

glass network. Krogh-Moe [88,137] observed that the structures of crystalline SrO.2B2O3 

and PbO.2B2O3 (x = 0.33 for glass) consist of a network of corner-sharing  units 

where one of the oxygen atoms in the asymmetric unit is 3-coordinated by boron ( ) 

unit. This structure demonstrates a precarious balance of boron coordination number 

between 3 and 4, along with low activation energy for activating states with 4-
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coordinated boron and 3-coordinated oxygen. The dynamic correlation length of lead-

borate glass at x = 0.3 could be high owing to such a bond-switching mechanism in the 

glassy state. Beyond x = 0.3, non-bridging oxygens are formed in the structure which 

reduces L. However, the diborate fraction continues to increase till [138] x = 0.5 and PbO 

acts as a glass former [92] for x > 0.5. There is a competition between these opposing 

factors and hence decrease in L slows down and saturates ~ x = 0.7. 

3.3.4 Composition dependence of FSDP 

Intermediate-range order in glasses is also captured by another almost universal 

feature in glasses, the FSDP. This feature of the diffraction data which appear for 

network-forming glasses and liquids, is supposed to be related to the presence of a non-

random structural ordering beyond the short-range order. Since, by definition, every 

diffraction pattern must have a first peak, the term FSDP is reserved for those pre-peaks 

to the main diffraction pattern that behave in an anomalous way compared with other 

diffraction peaks, as a function of temperature, pressure or composition; such FSDPs are 

characteristic of cross-linked network-forming glasses [139]. Fig. 3.8 shows the scaled 

intensity of the x-ray diffraction patterns of the lead-borate glasses. These results are in 

good agreement with those of Takaishi et al. [92]. The first feature in the structure factor 

of pure B2O3 [140] is a peak at Q1=1.61 Å
-1

. On the addition of just 20 mol% PbO to the 

B2O3 network, a new peak arises at Q0=1.19 Å
-1

, implying ordering on a larger length 

scale. This peak shifts to higher Q values and lowers in intensity with increasing x. It is 

not discernible above x = 0.6. However, the FSDP observed in B2O3 at 1.61 Å
-1

 is 

replaced by a second peak at larger Q (Q1 ~ 1.95 Å
-1

) in the lead-borate glasses. The 

intensity of this peak increases with x but it exhibits almost no change in position. 

Therefore, two clear peaks, Q0 and Q1 are observed in all the low-lead glass 

compositions, one below and one above the position of the FSDP in pure B2O3 glass. 
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Their position and intensity appear to be strongly dependent on the concentration of the 

modifier oxide. 

 

Fig. 3.8. X-ray diffraction of the lead-borate glasses depicting the first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) in 

glasses with low x in the shaded region.  

From a combination of neutron and x-ray diffraction, Price et al. [141] could 

correlate the contributions from different atom pair-correlations to the first two peaks in 

the structure factor of rubidium-germanate glasses. These glasses have shown the 

evidence of a similar pre-peak in the static structure factor after the addition of rubidium 

oxide. Furthermore, a modifier atom with positive scattering length will reduce the 

contrast between the structural units and the filled void and therefore will reduce the 

FSDP intensity, while a modifier atom with negative scattering length will have the 

opposite effect and increase the intensity of the FSDP [142]. On similar lines, we ascribe 

Q1 to the cation-cation correlations arising from structural voids resulting from the 

arrangements of BO3 or B3O6 units present in the boron matrix. On the other hand, we 
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ascribe Q0 to the correlations arising from rings of wider size originating from the 

structural modifications of the network by the lead cations. 

 

Fig. 3.9. FSDP (a) position, (b) width and (c) intensity for various x. 

 Fig. 3.9 shows the position, width and intensity extracted from fitting the pre-peak 

Q0. As can be observed, the position and width increase with increasing x. The increase in 

width signifies the decrease in correlations while its position reflects some repetitive 

characteristic distance between structural units. The decrease in its intensity as shown in 

Fig. 3.9(c) indicates that the structural units leading to the intermediate-range ordering 

are poorly defined. Elliot [33] ascribed the FSDP to a chemical-order pre-peak arising 

from the clustering of interstitial voids around cation-centred clusters, where the FSDP 

position is given by, 
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where D is termed as the static correlation length [143]. The FSDP in B2O3 glass thus 

corresponds to a correlation length ~ 3.90 Å, while the peak Q1 corresponds to a length 

scale ~ 3.14 Å. This is slightly smaller than the characterisctic length for the 

intermediate-range order in B2O3 glass. Also Q0 shows a decrease in correlation length 

from 5.30 Å at x = 0.2 to 4.41 Å at x = 0.6, as depicted in Fig. 3.10. This pre-peak is 

assigned as the FSDP in the modified-borate glasses as its behaviour can be explained in 

terms of a chemical ordering of Pb and B with a period given by D. The FSDP in pure 

B2O3 glass arises from the succession of network cages, while in the lead-borate glasses, 

Pb
2+

 cations enter the larger cages and displace the oxygen atoms on their boundaries. 

This peak is, therefore, associated with strong oxygen correlations and with a chemical 

order arising from the alternate arrangement of B and Pb. As more and more Pb replace 

B, decaging of the Pb
2+

 cations occur and the topological ordering of oxygen atoms 

around Pb
2+

 is hindered; also the chemical ordering of the two cations is broken. This 

decreases the length scales of Q0 and reduces the number of such voids, thereby reducing 

its intensity with increasing x. Moreover, as the increase in molar concentration of PbO 

simultaneously increases the coordination number of boron from 3 to 4 and decreases the 

coordination number of lead cation [92] from 6 to 3, the length-scales of the correlations 

[143] arising from the structural voids decreases and the FSDP position shifts to larger Q. 

PbO acts as a network former possessing PbO4 pyramidal units for x > 0.5. The cation-

cation correlations in these structures add to the intensity of Q1 without shifting its 

position. 

 Fig. 3.10 depicts a comparison of the dynamic and static correlation lengths 

obtained from Boson peak and FSDP, respectively. It can be observed that the values of 

D are small compared to L. Inset to Fig. 3.10 shows that these correlation lengths are not 

related linearly and hence refer to different spatial regions in the structure. Unlike L, D 

does not exhibit an abrupt rise at x = 0.3. The dynamic correlation length (L) signifies an 
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intermediate-range order arising from the superstructural units. Since D decreases with 

increasing x, it implies that the distance between the cation-centred voids reduces. This in 

turn shows that the characteristic length of the structural units also decreases with a 

concurrent increase in their number density. This is also affirmed by the increase in 

Boson peak intensity (Fig. 3.14 inset (b)) with increasing x, which shows that the number 

of such units giving rise to L increases. Fig. 3.12 depicts a schematic of the two different 

correlation lengths present in the lead-borate glass network and their variation in the low-

lead glasses. 

 

Fig. 3.10. Dynamic and static correlation lengths. Inset shows that these correlation lengths are not related 

linearly. 

3.3.5 Composition dependence of fragility 

 The fragility m of glass forming liquids is obtained from the slope of log η vs. 

Tg/T plots as, 
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 (3.70) 

where η is the viscosity, E is the activation energy of viscous flow at Tg and R is the gas 

constant. This is also known as the kinetic fragility. For most inorganic liquids, the 

activation energy for glass transition, Ea, is indistinguishable [144] from the activation 

energy E of viscous flow at Tg. Therefore, determining the values of Ea is often 

undertaken to understand the strong-fragile characteristics of the glass forming liquids. Ea 

can be determined from the specific heat measurements across Tg or from the dependence 

of Tg on the heating rate β of the glass [104]. According to the structural relaxation model 

of the glass transition [144], 

 
 (3.71) 

where Tg(β) is the glass transition temperature measured at heating rate β. The slopes of 

the plots of log β vs. 1/Tg(β) gives the activation energy values as Ea/R. Inset to Fig. 3.11 

shows these plots for the lead-borate glasses. The fragility is then estimated as, 

 
 (3.72) 

where  is the mean Tg measured for various heating rates β. The m values for the lead-

borates are presented in Fig. 3.11. Value for x = 0 is taken from Novikov et al. [145]. The 

fragility dependence on PbO also behaves similar to the Boson peak, as it increases and 

then decreases with a similar anomalous dip ~ x = 0.3. This shows that the fragility first 

increases with addition of PbO. Fragile liquids comprise of structures that fluctuate over a 

variety of orientations and coordination states. The lead-borate glass at x = 0.2 exhibits 

coexistence of different superstructural units emerging from the conversion of some B3 to 

B4 units and the introduction of Pb
2+

 changes the intermediate-range order by forming 

constrained sites [136] that are unstable and promote structural reorganization that leads 
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to increased fragility. Hence, the presence of different groups like boroxols, triborates, 

pentaborates aids to fragility in this glass. Fragility decreases thereafter for x = 0.3 which 

shows that the corresponding liquid gains characteristics of a strong glass former. This is 

due to the increase in the fraction of pentaborate and tetraborate groups at this 

composition, which show simultaneous increase in L. It is important to note that since 

this behaviour of L is different from that observed in alkali-borate glasses [107], Pb
2+

 

cations are responsible for this anomaly. Alkali oxides form borate glasses even at very 

low concentration of modifier. Superstructural units begin to form with the slightest 

increase of x, and the size of these units gradually decreases with increasing x, thereby 

decreasing L effectively [138]. The situation is different with PbO as a modifier as small 

concentrations of x do not yield stable glass. Glass formation begin at x = 0.2 with 

coexistence of triborates and pentabortates as B4-containing units, which reduces L 

initially. With further increase of PbO, bigger units of penta- and tetraborates comprise 

the majority of B4 units which increase L and make a stronger glass. Upon addition of 

more PbO, m increases again at x = 0.4. At this composition of glass, the fragility is 

maximum. Similar observation was noted in SnO-B2O3 glasses [109] where the glass 

fragility increased to maximum at x = 0.4, decreased with further addition of x, and 

increased again at x = 0.8. For the lead-borate glasses with x = 0.4, the non-bridging 

oxygens start forming in the glass and pentaborate groups diminish. Hence, the 

intermediate order reduces with concurrent increase in weaker ionic bonds. It is also well-

known that ionic liquids are more fragile compared to covalently-bonded structures 

[104]. Beyond x = 0.4, the fragility monotonically decreases with increasing x. This is 

because even if the dynamic correlation length L decreases slowly owing to the decrease 

in superstructural units and destruction of the borate network structure, yet PbO starts 

behaving like a glass former with reduction in Pb–O distances, increased covalency and 
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cross-linking for x ≥ 0.5. This induces strong character in the flow units which makes the 

glass formers stronger for x > 0.4. 

 

Fig. 3.11. Fragility (m) of lead-borate glasses. Value at x = 0 is taken from Ref. [145]. Inset shows the log β 

vs. 1000/Tg plots for the calculation of the activation energy Ea/R. Lines are linear fits to the data for 

various x. 

 Fig. 3.12 presents a schematic of the lead-borate glass network for low x 

compositions (x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.3) depicting the dynamic correlations L in pink shaded 

regions showing the correlations from the superstructural units, and static correlations D 

in blue encircled regions showing the correlations among the cation-centered voids . The 

top panel of the plot in the figure shows the dynamic properties (ωBP and m) scaled at 

their respective highest values while the bottom panel exhibits similar scaling for the 

short-range structural properties (<r>, Tg and Vl). As observed from the gray shaded 

region in the plot, the anomalous dip in dynamic properties occurs at the compositon (x = 
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0.3), where the structural properties exhibit a maxima. This clearly shows that these 

dynamic properties owe their origin at the correlations among the superstructures in the 

lead-borate glasses. 
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Fig. 3.12. Schematic representation of the lead-borate glass network for low x compositions (x = 0.0, 0.2, 

0.3) depicting the dynamic correlations L in pink shaded regions and static correlations D in blue encircled 

regions. The top panel of the plot shows the dynamic properties (ωBP and m) scaled at their respective 

highest values while the bottom panel shows similar scaling for the short-range structural properties (<r>, 

Tg and Vl). The gray shaded region in the plot indicates the anomalous dip in dynamic properties at the 

compositon (x = 0.3) where the structural properties exhibit a maxima. 

With the increase of temperature in a glass, the atomic packing fraction decreases 

owing to thermal expansion, which results in a decrease of atomic connectivity. This 

results in softening of the glass causing a decrease of the shear modulus with 

temperature. Krausser et al. [146] have demonstrated that the rate of this process is 

controlled by the steepness of the repulsive short-range interatomic interaction potential. 
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This mechanism propagates to the viscosity, controls its temperature dependence, and in 

metallic glasses, leads to fragile behaviour when interatomic repulsion is steep and to 

strong behaviour when the repulsion is softer [146]. In the modified borate network 

glasses, the lead-cations are surrounded by a number of neighbouring oxygen atoms, 

forming a disordered cage, whose stability is governed by the repulsive interaction 

between the particles. With increasing temperature, atoms move farther apart and the 

stabilizing energy decreases. For glass compositions with steeper interatomic repulsion, 

this process of destabilization is more abrupt [146], leading to faster variation of the shear 

modulus and viscosity with temperature above Tg, and hence results in a more fragile 

glass. It is seen from Fig. 3.11 that m increases with x and then decreases, with a clear dip 

at x = 0.3. Incorporation of atoms with d-shell orbitals have been found to effectively 

soften the interatomic repulsion, while s-shell electrons are associated with steeper 

repulsion [146]. This can also be a reason for the decrease of fragility with increasing Pb 

content for glasses with x > 0.4, while an increased fragility for x = 0.2. The Pb cross-

linking increases in these high-lead glasses and it can be thought as if smaller B atoms 

added to a network of larger Pb atoms, thereby rendering a softer average 

pseudopotential. The sudden decrease of fragility for the glass with x = 0.3 may owe to its 

high value of <r> and larger superstructures. 

The jump in specific heat capacity across Tg also indicates the strong-fragile 

character of glass formers. This is known as the thermodynamic fragility, to distinguish it 

from the kinetic fragility determined by Eq. 3.11. For kinetically strong liquids such as, 

SiO2 and GeO2, the viscous flow occurs by a defect mechanism involving oxide jumping, 

in contrast to a cooperative rearrangement mechanism found in fragile liquids, because of 

the rigid covalent bonding that opposes changes in the short- and intermediate-range 

ordering with changing temperatures [147]. The heat capacity jump at Tg reflects the 

additional energy required to activate the degrees of freedom necessary for each new 
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configuration. The strong bonding in the network glasses minimizes the configurational 

degeneracy which results in a small jump in heat capacity for strong liquids whereas, 

fragile liquids contain non-directional bonding that allows many new particle 

arrangements resulting in a large jump in heat capacity.  

Inset to Fig. 3.13 shows the heat capacity jump in the lead-borate glasses for 

various x. The value of Cp at Tg, Cpg, is the heat capacity of the glassy state while Cpl is 

the heat capacity of the liquid state. The difference ΔCp = Cpl – Cpg gives the change in 

heat capacity from the transition from glass to supercooled liquid [148]. The quantity 

ΔCp/Cpg is used to classify strong-fragile behaviour [4]. ΔCp/Cpg is smaller for stronger 

liquids. This ratio is a relative measure of fragility. Fig. 3.13 depicts the ΔCp/Cpg values 

for the lead-borate glasses at different x. It can be seen that the ratio increases to x = 0.4 

and then decreases indicating that the glass at x = 0.4 is the most fragile. A clear dip at x 

= 0.3 is not observed even though the initial rise and then decrease of fragility for x > 0.4 

is clearly seen. Glasses with composition x > 0.4 become more strong with increasing 

PbO incorporation. It needs to be mentioned here that kinetic and thermodynamic 

fragilities do not exhibit a positive correlation in all glass-formers [149], and specifically 

for polymeric glass-formers, they exhibit negative correlation [150]. Similarly, P2O5 is an 

example [147] of a strong inorganic glass-former which also shows large heat capacity 

jump at Tg. We observe a similar response for the lead-borate glass with x = 0.3, which is 

kinetically strong but exhibits intermediate behaviour for the thermodynamic fragility. 

The connection between the thermodynamic and kinetic data which can solve this 

discrepancy in correlation is still not clear yet. The observation simply implies that the 

configurational degeneracy present in the liquid with x = 0.3 above Tg which is 

responsible for a larger ΔCp/Cpg is somehow not available for the structural relaxation 

[147].  
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Fig. 3.13. The dependence of ΔCp/Cpg for various x. Inset shows the rise in heat capacity across the glass 

transition.  

 

Fig. 3.14. Correlation of  and average coordination number. Insets show (a) correlation of fragility and 

average coordination number and (b) dependence of  on x. 
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Fig. 3.14 (a) shows a linear correlation exists in these glasses between the average 

coordination number <r> and m. Inset (b) shows the dependence of  on x. The Boson 

peak amplitude exhibits a dip at x = 0.3 and then increases for increasing x. Fig. 3.14 

shows the correlation of  and average coordination number. It shows that the intensity 

decreases linearly with increasing <r>. The decrease of the intensity with <r> implies 

that the number of such units decrease with increase of coordination. This is 

understandable since the increase of cross-linking in the network structure will reduce the 

number of units responsible for the intermediate order. 

 

Fig. 3.15. Correlation between Boson peak frequency and fragility. 
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common origin in the intermediate-range length scale. The difference in behaviour with 

alkali-borate glasses is because of the divalent Pb
2+

 cations which aid in formation of 

larger superstructures and increase the intermediate-range order at x = 0.3. 

3.3.6 Composition dependence of longitudinal acoustic mode 

Fig. 3.16 (a) shows the composition dependence of the room temperature 

Brillouin spectra of the lead-borate glasses. The spectra shows Brillouin doublet of a 

longitudinal acoustic (LA) mode. Fig. 3.16 (b) depicts the longitudinal acoustic (LA) 

mode frequency (vB) of lead borate glasses for increasing x. The initial increase in glass 

network rigidity is manifested in the increase in LA mode frequency which owes its 

origin to a modification in the amount of cross-linking borate units, as indicated earlier in 

the increase in sound velocities and Tg.  

 

Fig. 3.16. (a) Brillouin spectra of xPbO:(1-x)B2O3 (x = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5) glasses at ambient. (b) The 

longitudinal acoustic (LA) mode frequency (vB) of lead-borate glasses for increasing x. 
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3.3.7 Temperature dependence of elastic properties 

The Brillouin doublet for x = 0.3 of xPbO:(1-x)B2O3 glass at selected 

temperatures is shown in Fig. 3.17. It reveals that the LA mode exhibits softening with 

increasing temperature. Fig. 3.18 shows the temperature dependence of the LA mode 

frequency for the various lead-borate glasses. As can be seen for each sample, initially, 

the mode frequency shows a slightly decreasing trend due to usual increase of 

anharmonic effects with temperature and a consequent reduction in the elastic modulus. 

Anharmonic effects also arise when phonon propagation is hindered by the presence of 

structural imperfections or broken and disordered networking, characteristic of glasses. 

However, as observed here, the decrease becomes slightly non-linear and the frequency 

shows a slight increase at higher temperatures close to Tg. Above a certain temperature, 

the LA mode frequency drops steeply and this point of inflection is identified as the glass 

transition. This is attributed to structural disintegration and loss of network connectivity 

once the system reaches the supercooled liquid state. A monotonic steep slope of mode 

frequency after glass transition suggests disruption of the network structure and structural 

relaxations taking place in the supercooled liquid state.  

 

Fig. 3.17. Temperature dependence of Brillouin spectra of xPbO:(1-x)B2O3 glass for x = 0.3 at several 

temperatures depicting the longitudinal acoustic (LA) mode. 
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Fig. 3.18. Temperature dependence of the Brillouin shift (vB) of the LA mode of xPbO:(1-x)B2O3 (x = 0.2, 

0.3, 0.4, 0.5) glasses. 
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however, scaled composition variation of potassium-borate glasses did not fall into the 

same master curve. However, the scaling in the present work indeed shows that the 

temperature evolution of the elastic behaviour in lead-borate glasses is independent of the 

amount of doping within the glassy regime. This universal behaviour implies that doping 

with PbO modifies the network structure and hence its elastic constant and Tg in a 

systematic manner. Since the scaled longitudinal modulus does not change much within 

the glassy state, it implies that the structure retains its inherent rigidity in each 

composition of modifier. Once whatever initial modification is done to the structure by 

PbO is normalized by the scaling, no further composition-dependent modification is 

brought about by temperature up to the transition, as seen in the master curve. The 

curves, however, separate from each other after Tg, since the differently modified 

structures now behave differently with temperature.   

 

Fig. 3.19. Scaled temperature dependence of the LA mode frequency of xPbO:(1-x)B2O3 (x = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 

0.5) glasses. νB(T) is scaled with respect to νB at Tg and T is scaled with respect to Tg. 
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3. 4. Conclusions 

The present work was intended to study the structural and dynamical properties in 

lead-borate [xPbO:(1-x)B2O3] glasses upon increasing the concentration of PbO. The Tg 

and elastic modulii were found to exhibit a broad maxima around x = 0.3. Similar 

behaviour was also seen with the average coordination number <r>. High-frequency 

Raman spectroscopy demonstrated the gradual conversion of three-coordinate (B3) to 

four-coordinate (B4) boron species in the glass structure as PbO was increasingly 

incorporated. The various superstructural units formation and thereafter destruction with 

increasing PbO was observed.  PbO was found to act as a glass former for x > 0.5. The 

Boson peak and fragility were found to behave similar to the above structural properties 

except an anomalous dip at x = 0.3. The corresponding dynamic correlation length was 

found to decrease except a peak at x = 0.3 with increasing x. The static correlation lengths 

estimated from the FSDP, did not follow a linear trend with the dynamic correlation 

lengths, indicating a different spatial origin. From the analysis of the Boson peak and 

FSDP, it was suggested that while the Boson peak arises from intermediate-range 

ordering within the network units, the FSDP arises due to ordering of voids between such 

units. The anomalous behaviour of the Boson peak and fragility were found to be 

connected to their common origin in the intermediate-range ordered structures. The 

Boson peak intensity showed a linear decrease with increasing <r>, while the Boson peak 

position and fragility were found to vary linearly. The anomalous variation in the 

intermediate-range length scale reflects the critical role of Pb
2+

 in tuning the 

intermediate-range structure of the vitreous network. The dynamic processes occurring 

over the glass transition in different compositions of lead-borate glasses were probed in 

detail by Brillouin scattering spectroscopy. All the samples were found to show a marked 

drop in the LA mode frequency above Tg. The scaled LA mode frequency within the 

glassy regime were found to fall on a single master curve for all the samples, which 
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shows that the variation of the glass structure with temperature varies linearly even with 

different PbO content. This shows that the temperature dependence of the elastic 

behaviour within the glassy state is independent of the amount of modifier. 
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4. 1. Introduction 

Tellurite (TeO2) glasses have been the subject of intense scientific investigations 

owing to their promising optical properties of high non-linear behaviour, low phonon 

energies and wide infrared transmission range [152,153]. Furthermore, transparent 

tellurite glass ceramics containing ferroelectric crystalline phases have been shown to 

exhibit strong second harmonic generation [154], indicating the high potential of these 

glasses as new optical functional materials. Attempts to understand the origin of these 

non-linear optical properties have resulted in a lot of studies on the local structure and 

thermal behavior of these glasses [65,155].  

TeO2 is a conditional glass former and requires addition of other metal oxides to 

form stable glasses [60]. Presence of a lone pair of electrons in Te, which aids the 

formation of an asymmetric coordination environment, enables tellurites to adopt a 

variety of structures. The structure of tellurite glasses is generally suggested as a network 

of TeO4, TeO3+1 and TeO3 polyhedra sharing corners. Numerous reports describe the 

structure of tellurite glasses as being similar to the crystalline phase of paratellurite (α-

TeO2), which is a three-dimensional network of TeO4 trigonal bipyramids (tbp) [63]. 

Each TeO4 unit has two types of Te–O bonds: two shorter equatorial Te–Oeq bonds and 

two longer axial Te–Oax bonds oriented at larger angle in a plane perpendicular to the 

Oeq–Te–Oeq plane, with the lone electron pair at the tellurium atom located in the 

equatorial plane [64]. The TeO4–tbp units connect with each other forming Te–eqOax–Te 

linkages.  

4 

COMPOSITION AND TEMPERATURE-

INDUCED STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN LEAD-

TELLURITE GLASSES AND MELTS AT 

DIFFERENT LENGTH-SCALES 
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Using Raman spectroscopic investigations [63], it has been shown that the 

introduction of a network modifier elongates one of the Te–Oax bonds and results in the 

gradual formation of the deformed TeO3+1 units and subsequently with the addition of 

more metal-oxide, the weakly bonded oxygen in TeO3+1 gets disconnected to form TeO3 

trigonal pyramids (tp) with terminal Te=O bond. Therefore, due to its unique low-

symmetry structural configurations, i.e., TeO4 trigonal bipyramids and TeO3 trigonal 

pyramids, TeO2 is different from conventional glass formers like silicates which have 

symmetrical SiO4 tetrahedra as the main structural units.  

The relationship between the tellurite glass structure and metal ion concentration 

has been studied for various alkali and transition metal oxides [156]. Metastable phases 

formed during the crystallization of TeO2-rich glasses have exhibited efficient second 

harmonic generation [157]. Unusual crystallization behaviour was observed for Li2O-

TeO2 glasses, where it was observed that crystallization occurs easily on heating the 

glasses but hardly occurs when the corresponding liquids are cooled [156]. Furthermore, 

tellurite glasses with relatively weak cations were found to have a strong tendency to an 

immiscibility behaviour resulting in amorphous phase separation and distinct 

crystallization processes [158]. Similarly, a strong structural correlation between 

ZnO:TeO2 glasses and Zn2Te3O8 crystalline phase was observed [66] where the glass 

structure became increasingly Zn2Te3O8-like with increasing ZnO. Such interesting 

thermal behaviour stimulates further investigations to gain insight into the structural 

organization and crystallization mechanism of tellurite glasses.  

For enhancing the optical behaviour of tellurite glasses and their possible use as 

base materials for photonic devices, other heavy metal oxides such as PbO and ZnO have 

been incorporated [159,160]. PbO is an interesting component in glasses due to its dual 

role [161] of a network modifier at low concentrations when Pb–O  bond is ionic, while it 
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aids in glass network formation as a function of its increasing concentration, owing to the 

formation of PbO4 structural units, when Pb–O bond is covalent. It also contributes to the 

further increase in refractive index of modified tellurite glasses [162] owing to its high 

polarizability. Due to their very high chloride solubility, lead-tellurite glasses are, 

furthermore, being investigated [163] for immobilizing used chloride electrolytes 

produced in molten salt electrochemical reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel. 

In order to enlarge the applications of lead-tellurite glasses, it is important to 

investigate the glass transition (Tg) and the effect of temperature on the structural 

evolution of the system at different length scales. It is also important to estimate the 

kinetic parameters which provide useful information on the devitrification processes. 

Thermo-analytical techniques such as, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), are very 

powerful tools for the kinetic analysis of nucleation and crystal growth mechanism in 

amorphous solids [164]. These experiments are usually carried out in isothermal or non-

isothermal (linear heating) conditions. The experimental data obtained can be analyzed 

based on isokinetic (crystallization mechanism and kinetic parameters are assumed to be 

the same throughout the temperature/time range) or isoconversional methods (kinetic 

parameters are considered to be dependent on the extent of conversion/crystallization at 

different temperature and time without assuming any particular form of the reaction 

model).  

In the present work, we report the results of Brillouin and Raman spectroscopic 

measurements in xPbO:(1-x)TeO2 (x = 0.1-0.3) glasses. Both the acoustic and high-

frequency vibrational spectra are studied as a function of temperature from ambient up to 

725 K in each composition of glass. The room temperature longitudinal sound velocities 

calculated from the acoustic mode frequencies obtained from Brillouin measurements 

were compared with those obtained from ultrasonic pulse-echo technique. The reduced 
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Raman spectra have been discussed in the context of anomalies across the glass transition 

and structural relaxations within the glassy phase. The changes induced by the metal-

oxide modifier and the evolution of the structure as a function of temperature has been 

discussed to elucidate the differences between the structures of glassy and supercooled 

lead-tellurites. We further describe the structural evolution during temperature induced 

crystallization processes in 0.3PbO:0.7TeO2 glass using DSC and XRD. We investigate 

the kinetics of glass transition and crystallization, and employ isokinetic method to 

determine the kinetic parameters during the primary crystallization of the lead-tellurite 

glass. We further discuss the influence of the addition of PbO on the phase 

transformation behaviour both during heating the glass and cooling the melt.  

4.2. Experimental 

The binary glasses xPbO:(1-x)TeO2 (x = 0.1-0.3) were synthesized from the 

commercially available pure oxides. Details of the synthesis procedure are described in 

Chapter 2. The glass pellets were polished using standard procedure. The non-crystalline 

nature of the samples was tested by XRD, carried out in a STOE diffractometer, using Cu 

Kα radiation of wavelength 1.54060 Å. XRD was also carried out to identify the 

devitrified phases in the annealed and melt-cooled samples of 0.3PbO:0.7TeO2 glass. The 

longitudinal sound velocity measurements were performed at room temperature using the 

ultrasonic pulse-echo technique from a 15 MHz delay line contact transducer (Accu-

Tron). The refractive indices at 532 nm were obtained using a rotating polarizer-type 

ellipsometer (M/s. SOPRA, France). The glass transition temperature Tg for all the lead-

tellurite glass samples were determined by a heat flux differential scanning calorimeter 

(DSC) at a heating rate of 10 K/min. The primary crystallization kinetics of lead-tellurite 

glass (0.3PbO:0.7TeO2) was also investigated using a continuous heating regime with 

heating rates of 2, 4, 6 and 10 K/min.  
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Brillouin scattering experiments were performed in a 180° back-scattering 

geometry with a Sandercock (3+3)-pass tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer using the 532 

nm line from a DPSS (Innolight, Germany) laser. The spectra were recorded between 300 

and 725 K using a commercially available heating stage with a stability of ± 0.1 K. The 

sample temperature was measured using a thermocouple placed adjacent to the sample 

inside the heating stage, while measurements were performed in increasing temperature 

cycle. The Brillouin spectra were analyzed for mode frequencies and line-widths through 

curve fitting.  

The high-frequency Raman spectra were excited using the 514.5 nm line of an 

Ar
+
 laser and recorded in the back-scattering geometry using a high-throughput micro-

Raman spectrometer (Renishaw model Invia). The lead-tellurite glass samples were 

placed inside a Linkam THMS600 temperature-controlled heating/ cooling stage for 

carrying out the temperature-dependent Raman studies from 300 and 725 K. For the 

glass, 0.3PbO:0.7TeO2, temperature-dependent Raman spectroscopy was carried out from 

300 to 823 K to study its structure during devitrification.   

The Raman spectra were corrected for the thermal population factor and the 

reduced spectra were fitted numerically to obtain the band frequencies, line-widths (Γ) 

and intensities. In the absence of clear spectral evidence for the multiplicity of the 

expected normal modes, a multi-component fitting procedure using Gaussian line shapes 

was adopted, in order to follow quantitatively the temperature-induced changes in the 

structure across the glass transition. An appropriate number of Gaussian lines were 

selected after careful consideration for a good agreement between the data and the total 

fitted spectrum as sum of Gaussians. Although one could attempt curve-fitting less 

number of Raman bands in a restricted wavenumber range of the spectra, we included 

more number of bands to represent the full spectrum. It was felt that a restricted fitting 
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would be unreliable due to intensities from the wings of neighbouring bands. For 

obtaining the best-fit we used the strategy of using minimum number of bands that give a 

faithful representation of the complete spectrum at ambient. 

4.3. Results and discussion 

4.3.1. X-ray diffraction 

 Fig. 4.1 shows the XRD patterns of the lead-tellurite glasses at different 

compositions. The result shows that the samples are x-ray amorphous. Unlike in the lead-

borate glasses, we do not observe any FSDP in the diffraction data of lead-tellurite 

glasses. This implies that ordering of voids around modifier cation (Pb
2+

) centres is 

absent in these glasses. 

 

Fig. 4.1. X-ray diffraction of xPbO:(1-x)TeO2 (x = 0.1-0.3) glasses. 
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the complex modulus, respectively, represent the ability of the structure to transmit 

elastic energy and the viscous dissipation owing to the structural disintegrity.  

Fig. 4.2 shows the composition dependence of the room temperature Brillouin 

spectra of the xPbO:(1-x)TeO2 glasses. The spectra show the doublet of Brillouin peaks of 

a longitudinal acoustic (LA) mode arising from the energy exchange of light upon 

interaction with propagating hyper-sound. The LA mode shifts to lower frequencies with 

increasing PbO content. The Brillouin doublet for x = 0.2 at selected temperatures, as 

shown in the inset to Fig. 4.2, reveals that the LA mode frequency decreases with 

increasing temperature. The changes in the acoustic mode frequency reflect the changes 

in the elastic properties of the glass taking place upon increasing PbO content and also as 

a function of temperature. 

 

Fig. 4.2. Brillouin spectra of xPbO:(1-x)TeO2 (x = 0.1-0.3) glasses at ambient. The inset represents the 

spectra for x = 0.2 at various temperatures. 
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Fig. 4.3 shows the temperature dependence of the LA mode frequency and its line 

width for different glass compositions. All the samples show a similar dependence of the 

mode frequencies and the respective line widths. Initially, the mode frequencies show a 

slightly decreasing trend due to usual increase of anharmonic effects with temperature 

and a consequent reduction in the elastic modulus. Anharmonic effects also arise when 

phonon propagation is hindered by the presence of structural imperfections or broken and 

disordered networking, characteristic of glasses. However, as observed here, the decrease 

becomes slightly non-linear and the frequency shows a slight increase at higher 

temperatures. Above a certain temperature, the LA mode frequency drops steeply and this 

point of inflection is identified as the glass transition. This is attributed to structural 

disintegration and loss of network connectivity once the system reaches the supercooled 

liquid state. Such behaviour of the acoustic modes is common in other borate [151], 

germanate [165] and float [166] glasses. A monotonic steep slope of mode frequency 

after glass transition suggests disruption of the network structure and structural 

relaxations taking place in the supercooled liquid state. The non-linearity observed in 

mode frequencies below Tg has been attributed to residual stresses in as-quenched glasses 

[167]. 

Table 4.1. Tg values, slope of mode frequency above Tg, density, refractive index, ultrasonic sound 

velocities and those estimated from Brillouin measurements, and longitudinal elastic modulus at ambient 

for lead-tellurite glasses. 

x Tg (K) 

(DSC) 

(dνB/dT) 

above 

Tg  

Density 

ρ (g/cc) 

Refractive 

index 

Sound velocity 

(m/s) 

(Brillouin) 

Sound 

velocity 

(m/s) 

(Ultrasonic) 

Longitudinal 

elastic 

modulus 

(GPa) 

(Brillouin) 

0.1 633 0.028 5.12 1.9563 3411 3370 59.57 

0.2 603 0.025 5.89 2.0779 3099 3011 56.57 

0.3 543 0.020 6.19 2.0831 2911 2675 52.45 
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Fig. 4.3. Temperature dependence of the Brillouin shift and line width of the LA mode for x = (a) 0.1, (b) 

0.2 and (c) 0.3. The dashed vertical line marks the glass transition in the respective glass composition. 
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Table 4.1 lists the Tg values obtained from the DSC thermograms for the xPbO:(1-

x)TeO2 (x = 0.1-0.3) glasses. The transition from glass to supercooled liquid state 

corresponds to an endothermic process detected as a dip in the heat flow profile. The Tg 

values obtained from DSC are 633, 603 and 543 K, respectively, for the glass 

compositions x = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3, while those obtained from the Brillouin data are 623, 

593 and 533 K, respectively, as seen in Fig. 4.3. However, a meaningful comparison of 

Tg values obtained from different techniques would require identical heat treatment of the 

samples and faster Brillouin data acquisition to match with that of DSC (DSC was done 

at 10 K/min heating rate). The DSC thermogram of the glass with x = 0.3 reveals a 

crystallization peak with an onset at 623 K. This is discussed later in Section 4.3.5. Such 

a crystallization exotherm is not observed in the other two compositions. Thus the 

addition of more PbO into the glass structure makes it devitrify easily. 

As depicted in Fig. 4.2, the acoustic mode frequency decreases with increase of 

PbO content. In addition, the glass transition temperature decreases with increased PbO 

content as shown in Fig. 4.3. Tg reflects the strength or structural rigidity of a glass. A 

doped cation may add strength to the glass structure by becoming a part of the network or 

may enter into the structure as a modifier, bonding ionically to the bridging oxygens and 

breaking the back bone of the network. Here, PbO acts as a network modifier which 

weakens the Te–Oax bond and eventually breaks these bonds, thereby modifying the 

atomic bonding in the glass structure and introducing different bonding characteristics in 

the primarily extended covalently bonded random network structure. The increase in the 

PbO content, thus, increases the number of non-bridging oxygen atoms thereby 

decreasing the network rigidity and hence lowering the glass transition. 

The slope of mode frequency above Tg is found to decrease with increasing PbO 

content as listed in table 4.1. This is in contrast to that observed in phosphate [167] and 
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borate [151] glasses where the absolute values of the slopes increase with modifier 

content. The marked drop in mode frequencies above Tg is a result of localized structural 

reorganizations. The decreased rate of change of acoustic mode frequency above Tg 

observed in the tellurite glasses with increasing content of metal-oxide modifier suggests 

a slower rate of structural and configurational rearrangements in these glasses with higher 

PbO. This implies that the fragility in these glasses decreases with increasing PbO. This 

further reveals that even though the glass with low modifier content is more rigid below 

the glass transition, its rigidity decreases faster compared to that of the glasses with 

higher PbO content, once it has surpassed the transition. This suggests that the 

introduction of more PbO into the structure, which was responsible for reducing the glass 

rigidity below Tg does not influence to modify the network connectivity above the 

transition. As the glass with higher PbO composition already has low degree of 

networking and structural integrity, the effect of temperature is less pronounced. 

Furthermore, glasses rich in modifier tend to be more dense-packed as the modifier ions 

get accommodated in the open structure of the network. This could be one of the reasons 

for their slower rearrangements after the transition despite having a comparatively less 

rigid structure below Tg. Higher content of modifier leads to increased number of ionic 

bonds and easier nucleation aided by disintegrated structures. A direct correlation 

between the Poisson‟s ratio and glass densification has been observed by Rouxel et al. 

[168] where the maximum post-decompression density change under high hydrostatic 

pressure has been related to the resistance in contraction in the transverse direction. It 

was observed that higher value of this ratio leads to lesser density change. In analogy, in 

the present system of tellurite glasses, with adjunction of more PbO into the structure the 

atomic packing increases and the atomic cross-linking degree decreases. Probably 

because of a relatively high atomic packing density, the present glasses with higher x 

exhibit decreased rate of fall of rigidity. 
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The Brillouin mode frequencies are a direct measure of the sound velocities, 

which are governed by the elastic properties in the material. Table 4.1 presents the values 

of the densities and the refractive indices along with the longitudinal sound velocities for 

the tellurite glasses at room temperature, respectively, obtained from Brillouin and 

ultrasonic velocity measurements. It can be observed that the sound velocities obtained 

using ultrasonic method are of lower values compared to those determined using 

Brillouin light scattering. This is so because the ultrasound wavelengths are orders of 

magnitude larger, and hence, the ultrasonic method probes larger length scales and 

corresponds to MHz frequencies, while Brillouin scattering probes smaller length scales 

corresponding to GHz frequencies. Furthermore, the glass transition, being a relaxation 

phenomena, depends on the probing frequency and hence is dependent on the 

experimental techniques used. Therefore, the elastic anomaly observed from the LA 

mode frequency and width at the liquid-glass transition temperature using Brillouin 

spectroscopy, as depicted in Fig. 4.3 may also be observed using the ultrasonic method, 

while Tg may be lower than that observed using Brillouin scattering. The refractive 

indices are found to increase monotonically with increase of metal oxide concentration. 

Similar observations have been reported in many other lead-tellurite glasses [60]. Larger 

refractive indices have been known to arise due to the large polarizability of the doping 

cations [169]. The room temperature refractive indices (n) of each glass composition 

have been used to calculate the sound velocities (V) from the Brillouin shift (νB) using the 

following equation; 

 B  (4.73) 

where, λ is the incident laser wavelength (532 nm). The hypersonic velocity obtained 

from Brillouin scattering experiments are as usual higher than those obtained using 

ultrasonic pulse echo technique (as observed from table 4.1). The refractive index and 

acoustic velocities of glasses are sensitive to structural modification with composition 
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and type of cation. TeO2-XO (X = Ba, Ti) glasses have shown different evolution based 

on the type of doped cation [170]. BaO-rich glasses exhibit a decrease of refractive index 

and sound velocity with composition while TiO2-rich glasses show a corresponding 

increase. PbO-doped glasses in the present study show an increase in refractive index 

owing to large polarizability, while a decrease in sound velocity with increased 

composition. This behaviour is similar to BaO which acts as network modifier whereas, 

TiO2 acts as network former, bonding more covalently with the tellurite network and 

hence an increase in the observed acoustic velocity, in the TiO2-based glasses. 

 

Fig. 4.4. Scaled temperature dependence of the LA mode frequency of xPbO:(1-x)TeO2 (x = 0.1-0.3) 

glasses. νB(T) is scaled with respect to νB at ambient and T is scaled with respect to Tg. 

 The decrease in the longitudinal elastic modulli with addition of modifier to the 

structure is responsible for reducing the sound velocity with increasing PbO 
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The dependence of C with increasing PbO molar concentration, as depicted in table 1, 

clearly shows that the glass rigidity at ambient is lowered with the addition of more PbO. 

As shown in Fig. 4.3, the line-widths (Γ) of the LA mode remain almost constant, 

till the glass transition and then show a sudden rise above Tg for all the glasses. 

Generally, line-widths of vibrational modes go up with increasing temperature due to 

increase of the scattering processes which indicate a reduction in the vibrational life 

times. The remarkable rise of Γ above Tg for all the compositions indicates the damping 

of the longitudinal acoustic wave caused by the breakage of the glass network structure 

and rise in the number of non-bridging oxygens, which act as centres for energy 

dissipation of the elastic wave propagation. This viscous dissipation relates to the 

aperiodic movements and irreversible structural reorientations in the system. In the 

tellurite glass system, this drastic increase of Γ is also associated with the changes in the 

structure of the polyhedral units [171]. A vanishing line-width observed not too far below 

Tg implies high degree of transmission of elastic wave and very less energy loss 

experienced by the propagating hyper-sound. This gives the insight that the structural 

elements remain intact and are well connected even up to some 10 K below Tg. The 

kinetically arrested frozen-in liquid gains enough energy for rapid structural relaxations 

and faster reorientations just across the transition. 

In order to understand the temperature dependence of the elastic properties in the 

glassy and supercooled liquid states, the LA mode frequencies for each glass 

composition, were scaled by their ambient values and plotted on a temperature axis 

scaled by Tg. The scaled temperature dependence of the mode frequencies is shown in 

Fig. 4.4, where all curves collapse to lie on a single universal curve up to Tg and exhibit 

only marginal deviation in the supercooled liquid state. This implies that the variation of 

the glass structure with temperature and hence its elastic properties are similar up to Tg 
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even with different PbO content. Scaled temperature dependence of longitudinal sound 

velocities have been examined in alkali-borate glasses [151] for different compositions, 

where sound velocities were scaled with respect to their values at Tg. However, this type 

of scaling did not show a universal behaviour for lead-tellurite compositions below Tg. 

On the other hand, the alternate scaling done in the present work indeed shows that the 

temperature evolution of the elastic behaviour is independent of the amount of doping 

within the glassy regime. This universal behaviour implies that doping with PbO 

modifies the network structure and hence its elastic constant and Tg in a systematic 

manner. Since the scaled longitudinal modulus does not change much within the glassy 

state, it implies that the structure changes its rigidity in a linear way for each composition 

of modifier. The three curves separate from each other after Tg, since the differently 

modified structures now behave differently with temperature. The system in the 

supercooled liquid state becomes highly compressible and the compressibility increases 

at a faster rate for the glass with lower content of PbO. As explained earlier, this could be 

due to the dense packed structure in the high modifier content glass which causes a 

hindrance to the rate of compressibility. 

4.3.3. High-frequency Raman scattering 

Fig. 4.5 (a) shows the ambient condition Raman spectra of the xPbO:(1-x)TeO2 

glasses. The spectra comprises of two broad features. The former region at 300-550 cm
-1

 

consists of two bands: one at about 350 and the other near 475 cm
-1

. The band at 350 cm
-1

 

is found to become more intense, while the one at 475 cm
-1

 is found to lower its peak 

position with increase of PbO molar concentration. Similarly, the high-frequency feature 

at 600-900 cm
-1

 (at about 680 and 760 cm
-1

) also show a decrease in mode-wavenumber 

with increasing modifier content. In addition, the band at 760 cm
-1

 shows a marked 

increase in intensity with addition of metal-oxide modifier.  
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Fig. 4.5. Raman spectra of xPbO:(1-x)TeO2 glasses for (a) x = 0.1-0.3 at ambient and (b) x = 0.2 at selected 

elevated temperatures. The insets show the corresponding reduced Raman spectra obtained after correcting 

for the thermal population factor.  
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Raman spectra at elevated temperatures are shown in Fig. 4.5 (b) for x = 0.2. In 

order to eliminate the trivial temperature effects for an unambiguous quantitative analysis 

of the spectra, the raw spectra have been corrected using Eq. 2.20, I
red

(ω) = ω I
expt

(ω) / [ 

1 + n(ω,T) ], for the thermal population factor. The reduced Raman spectra at ambient 

conditions for the three different compositions and for various temperatures of the glass 

with x = 0.2, are respectively shown in the insets in Figs. 4.5 (a) and 4.5 (b). The 

temperature-corrected reduced spectra, thus obtained, are essential for identifying and 

ascertaining the effects of structural changes arising at elevated temperatures. 

The reduced Raman spectra were fitted using Gaussian line profiles. A total of 

eight Gaussians along with a linear background were found to be adequate to fit the 

spectra. The fitting is shown in Fig. 4.6 for the glass with x = 0.1 at 323 K where the 

fitting procedure helped in the identification of four bands centered at ~ 160, 280, 392 

and 476 cm
-1

 in the region below 550 cm
-1

 and another four at ~ 605, 674, 751 and 830 

cm
-1

 in the region of 550-1000 cm
-1

.  

Table 4.2. Observed Raman mode frequencies in lead-tellurite glasses and their assignments. 

Mode wavenumber 

(cm
-1

) 

Assignment 

160 Optic mode of the parent TeO2 crystalline structure 

280 Optic mode of the parent TeO2 crystalline structure 

392 Bending mode of Te-O-Te or O-Te-O linkages/ optic mode of lead-tellurite 

compounds 

476 Bending mode of Te-O-Te or O-Te-O linkages 

605 Stretching mode of TeO4 tbp units 

674 Stretching mode of TeO4 tbp units 

751 Stretching mode of TeO3 tp units 

830 Stretching mode of TeO3 tp units 
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Fig. 4.6. The reduced Raman spectrum for the lead-tellurite glass with x = 0.1 at 323 K, along with the 

Gaussian fits and a linear background. The dashed curves represent the fitted Gaussians. The total fitted 

spectrum is shown as a continuous curve. 
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-1

 and its corresponding high-frequency shoulder 
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 are attributed to the stretching modes of TeO3-tp units containing terminal 
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-
 with non-bridging oxygen atoms [64]. The doublet 

occurring at 674 and 605 cm
-1

 has been assigned to the stretching modes of the backbone 

of the TeO2 glassy network comprising the TeO4-tbp units with bridging oxygens [64]. 

These two bands belong to two different oxygen atoms (those at the equatorial plane and 

the others at the axial plane). The bands occurring at ~ 476 and 392 cm
-1

 are attributed to 

the bending modes of Te–O–Te or O–Te–O linkages. The band at 476 cm
-1

 is found to 

reduce in intensity and downshift in frequency with increase of molar concentration of 

PbO as seen in Fig. 4.5 (a). Similar behaviour has been observed in other tellurite glasses 

as a function of doping [60]. High-temperature Raman spectra in 20Li2O:80TeO2 

revealed that the TeO4-tbp units present at ambient were converted into TeO3-tp units 

with non-bridging oxygens as the temperature was increased to above the melting 
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temperature, while the major structural units in conventional glass-formers such as alkali 

silicates were not likely to change with increasing temperature indicating large fragility in 

this tellurite glassy system [155]. In addition, x-ray absorption studies also clearly 

illustrate a continuous change of the oxygen polyhedron around Te from tbp to tp as the 

modifier content x increases [65,161]. Thus the observed composition-induced spectral 

variations are in agreement with those reported earlier [60,64], which demonstrate the 

gradual increase of TeO3-tp at the expense of TeO4-tbp with the increasing presence of 

PbO modifier. The downshift of mode frequency implies the decrease of the force 

constants of the relevant bonds and hence the reduction in the rigidity of the glassy 

network with the incorporation of more PbO. This is consistent with that obtained from 

the Brillouin data. The decrease of intensity reflects the reduction in the number of units 

with bridging oxygen bonds. We also observe an increase in intensity of the 392 cm
-1

 

band with PbO doping as indicated in Fig. 4.5 (a). This band differs in position and 

relative intensity for different metal-oxide dopants [60]. Therefore, an alternate 

assignment of this band may be the optic modes of lead-tellurite compounds formed 

when these glasses crystallize. The increase in its intensity implies the structural 

modification in the tellurite glasses with increased PbO doping. The two bands in the 

low-frequency region at ~ 160 and 280 cm
-1

 are assigned to the optic modes of the parent 

TeO2 crystalline structure. The assignments of the Raman bands are given in table 4.2. 

The standard errors of the parameters of the weak and broad Raman bands in the 

low-frequency side of Fig. 4.6 were found to be large, not showing any systematic 

temperature-dependence, and hence were not considered for any further analysis. Only 

the parameters of the most prominent modes at ~ 674 and 751 cm
-1

 have been followed as 

a function of temperature for their mode-wavenumber, line-width and relative intensity to 

quantitatively analyze their behaviour in the glassy and supercooled liquid state, and 

discussed further. The parameters are also shown (Figs. 4.7 – 4.9) with their standard 
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errors.  One can see that the discontinuous changes in the trends of these parameters are 

unambiguous. 

 

 

Fig. 4.7. Temperature dependence of the mode frequencies of the (a) 674 cm
-1

 mode and (b) 751 cm
-1

 mode 

for the glasses with x = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. The lines through the data are guides to the eye. The dashed 

vertical lines mark the glass transition in the respective glass composition. 
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Fig. 4.8. Temperature dependence of the line-widths of the (a) 674 cm
-1

 mode and (b) 751 cm
-1

 mode for 

the glasses with x = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. The lines through the data are guides to the eye. The dashed vertical 

lines mark the glass transition in the respective glass composition.  

Fig. 4.7 (a) shows the temperature dependence of the 674 cm
-1

 mode. This 

stretching mode of TeO4-tbp units is found to behave differently for the different glasses. 
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This mode shows regular anharmonic behaviour with a distinct discontinuity across the 

transition for x = 0.1. On the other hand, for x = 0.2, it does not show any appreciable 

change upto Tg, while it hardens in frequency in the supercooled state. This anomalous 

stiffening of the force constants suggests structural relaxations taking place above Tg. The 

glass with x = 0.3 shows hardening even in the glassy state and a change of slope near Tg, 

where the hardening increases in the supercooled state. This anomalous mode hardening 

with higher PbO content implies changes in the average molecular configuration of the 

TeO4-bipyramids. This suggests that the addition of PbO not only breaks the bridging 

oxygens creating more of TeO3-tp units, it also has an effect on the existing TeO4-tbp 

units in a way as to reduce the bond lengths in these structures. A similar behaviour is 

also shown by the 751 cm
-1

 mode (Fig. 4.7 (b)). For the glass with x = 0.1, the mode 

frequency of this mode shows normal anharmonic behaviour in both the glassy, as well 

as, supercooled state, with a clear change of slope at the transition. The slope increases 

beyond Tg. This mode associated with the stretching vibrations of TeO3-tp units shows 

marginal anharmonicity up to Tg for x = 0.2 and then hardens beyond it. On the other 

hand, this mode in the x = 0.3 glass shows almost no change in frequency up to Tg and 

then increases in frequency. This observation strengthens the above argument that the 

addition of PbO stiffens the stretching force constants in the backbone network structure 

including the terminals made of TeO3-tp units. Interestingly, Silva et al. reported a drastic 

change in the local order around Pb with a strong shortening of the Pb–O distances with x 

= 0.5 and a simultaneous reduction of the mean coordination number of the oxygen 

polyhedra [161]. The breaking of Pb–O–Te linkages could result in such reorganizations. 

Fig. 4.8 shows the temperature dependence of the line-widths (Γ) of the 674 and 

751 cm
-1

 modes. Large Γ of Raman modes essentially represents inhomogeneous 

broadening. The Γ of 674 cm
-1

 mode shows different behaviours for the different glasses. 

For x = 0.1, the stretching mode of TeO4-tbp units show the normal behaviour of increase 
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of Γ. The inherent cause of temperature-induced broadening of the mode is the increase 

of scattering processes at higher temperatures which reduces the vibrational lifetimes. No 

clear difference is observed here between the glassy and supercooled liquid state. On the 

other hand, for the glass with x = 0.2, Γ decreases in the glassy state and above Tg, it 

reduces more rapidly. This anomalous sharpening of the mode with temperature indicates 

that the addition of PbO into the structure narrows down the distribution of bond lengths 

and bond angles in the parent glass network structure. For the glass with x = 0.3, Γ of this 

mode first increases in the glassy state but decreases beyond the transition. Here also a 

sharp change in the behaviour of the mode is observed at Tg. The increase of Γ below Tg 

and its decrease above the transition suggests initial increase in the bond-length spread in 

the glassy state and subsequent narrowing down of bond length distribution. Fig. 4.8 (b) 

shows the line-width dependence for the 751 cm
-1

 mode on temperature. This mode 

shows a linear rise in Γ without any anomaly near Tg for the glass with x = 0.1. For the 

other glass with x = 0.2, Γ increases linearly in the glassy state, and a change in slope 

occurs across Tg. In the glass with x = 0.3, Γ remains almost constant in the glassy state 

but it increases beyond Tg. Comparing these modes for the three glasses, it emerges that 

the effect of increasing PbO in the structure tends to bring down the bond-length 

distribution of the TeO4-tbp units with rising temperature, while not affecting the 

distribution of the TeO3 units much. X-ray absorption studies [161] indicate a mixture of 

two TeOn entities (and the intermediate polyhedra TeO3+1) for the glass with x = 0.3 and 

hence a mixture environment of coordination sub-shells. Glass with x = 0.1 was shown to 

have TeO4-tbp polyhedra in two different inter-atomic distances in Te–O pairs, while x = 

0.5 exhibited a single-distance shell as in the case of TeO3-tp structure. Furthermore, Pb–

Te contribution like in PbTe3O7 crystalline compound was found and attributed to a 

medium-range order in which Pb atoms also participate in an important role in glass 

network formation. The role of PbO as a network former might induce structural 
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rearrangements in the TeO4-tbp units that favor to narrow the bond length distribution 

with temperature. 

 

Fig. 4.9. Temperature dependence of the intensity ratio of the 674 cm
-1

 mode with respect to the 751 cm
-1

 

mode (I
674

/I
751

) for the glasses with x = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. The lines through the data are guides to the eye. 

The dashed vertical lines mark the glass transition in the respective glass composition.  

Fig. 4.9 depicts the temperature dependence of the intensity ratios of the 674 cm
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) for the three tellurite glasses with 

different molar concentrations of PbO. For the glass with composition x = 0.1, the 

intensity ratio remains almost constant throughout the temperature region. However, for 

the glass with x = 0.2 and 0.3, the intensity ratios decrease rapidly with increasing 

temperature, thereby suggesting that the TeO3-tp units increase at the expense of TeO4-

tbp units with increasing temperature for a given composition. In addition, same 

behaviour was also found with increasing modifier content. The effect becomes more 

prominent with temperature for the glass with higher content of modifier. Similar 

inferences were drawn from 20Li2O:80TeO2 glass upon heating, i.e., the rise in the 
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relative intensity of the TeO3 stretching mode at the expense of TeO4 units [155]. 

Quantitative interpretation of Raman intensities in terms of change of population of 

species is motivated by the reported x-ray studies on conversion from TeO4 to TeO3 with 

composition change at ambient. Although a change of polarizability tensor can also 

induce a change in intensity, the ratio of polarizabilities of different species is not 

expected to be strongly dependent on temperature.  

The present results thus suggest that incorporation of more PbO into the tellurite 

structure reduces the network rigidity as evident from the decrease of longitudinal elastic 

constant. PbO affects the bonding characteristics of the structure by forming more of non-

bridging oxygens and hence more of TeO3-tp units as shown in the composition 

dependent Raman spectra at ambient. As seen in Fig. 4.9, temperature also plays a similar 

role in modifying the structure by gradually transforming the TeO4 units into TeO3 units. 

However, as shown in table 1, the slope of the LA mode frequency decreases beyond Tg 

with the addition of more PbO, implying increase of rigidity and slowing down of 

structural relaxations after the transition with increase of modifier. Furthermore, we 

observe from the Raman mode analysis in Fig. 4.7 that the TeO4 and TeO3 stretching 

vibrations show hardening with gradual increase of modifier, both in the glassy and 

supercooled state. The hardening increases more prominently beyond the transition with 

increase of PbO. This implies that the bonds become stiffer both as a function of 

temperature and addition of PbO.  

Table 4.3. Effect of PbO network modifier on micro- and macroscopic length-scales 

Technique Raman spectroscopy Brillouin spectroscopy 

length-scale microscopic macroscopic 

observation mode hardening for higher x decrease of elastic constant for higher x 

inference molecular bond-stiffening loss of network rigidity 
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Fig. 4.10. Schematic diagram of the lead-tellurite network glass showing building blocks such as TeOn and 

PbO units. Addition of PbO to the glass breaks the inter-molecular network bonds between the units and 

weakens the network. Consequent conversion of some of the TeO4-tbp units into TeO3-tp units (‹m› < ‹n›) 

makes the intra-molecular Te-O stretching vibration force constant stiffer. 

The observations made using the two techniques and the inferences drawn are 

summarized in table 4.3. The stiffening of the force constants of molecular units at a 

microscopic length scale and decrease of elastic constant, attributed to loss of network 

rigidity on a macroscopic length scale appear to be opposite. In order to have an insight 

of the microscopic origin for an apparently opposite behaviour at the two length scales, 

we consider a simplified microscopic model of the structure of the glass using the TeOn 

molecular building blocks connected with network bonds (Fig. 4.10). Incorporation of 

PbO in the glass breaks/ weakens the inter-molecular network bonds and consequently 

converts some of the TeOn units to TeOm, where ‹m› < ‹n›. For example, conversion of 

TeO4-tbp to TeO3-tp is known in tellurite glasses upon alkali-doping. Concurrent creation 

of TeOm molecular units makes the intra-molecular Te–O stretching vibration force 

constant stiffer, i.e., intra-molecular bonds are strengthened at the cost of inter-molecular 

bonds due to addition of PbO, thus explaining the apparently opposite behaviours found 

from Raman and Brillouin spectroscopy. The macroscopic decrease of the elastic 

modulus basically arises due to weak links between TeOm units, while hardening of 

microscopic vibrational modes arises due to internal modes of stiffer TeOm units. 

Increase of temperature also has effect similar to that of PbO doping as evident from the 

temperature dependence of intensity ratio (Fig. 4.9). Slower rate of decrease of elastic 
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constant above Tg for glass with higher x (table 4.1), which infers lowering of glass 

fragility with addition of PbO, is due to greater hindrance to structural reorientations by 

PbO as it causes the structural units of the glass network to stiffen. 

4.3.4. Thermal analysis: Glass transition and the Kauzmann temperature 

As discussed earlier, the lead-tellurite glass with x = 0.3 exhibits crystallization 

peak in DSC. Fig. 4.11 shows the non-isothermal DSC thermograms of the lead-tellurite 

glass (0.3PbO:0.7TeO2) at four linear heating rates. A glass transition hump followed by 

two crystallization exotherms can be seen. The glass transition temperature (Tg) and the 

peak crystallization temperatures (Tcry1 and Tcry2) for the first and second crystallization 

events are identified from the thermograms. The glass transition results in a sudden 

increase in specific heat due to increased relaxations on reaching the supercooled liquid 

state. Tg reflects the strength or structural rigidity of a glass. It was observed from the 

analysis of Fig. 4.11 that the Tg values shift to higher temperatures with increasing 

heating rates (β). This is due to the increase in structural relaxations and decrease in 

relaxation time with increasing β [172]. Fig. 4.12 shows the variation of Tg with the 

logarithm of heating rate. The data has been fitted to a linear relation according to 

Lasocka [173], 

 g g g  (4.75) 

where Ag and Bg are empirical constants with values 542.5 K and 11.3, respectively, for 

the 0.3PbO:0.7TeO2 glass. Extrapolation of this line to β = 1 K/min, i.e., Tg1 = Ag, 

predicts the lower limit of Tg within the laboratory time scales. Transformation to a glass 

takes place over a range of temperature and Tg1 is considered to be the low-temperature 

edge of the transformation region. The slope Bg of the plot indicates the heating rate-

dependence of the changes among various configurational states across the glass to 

supercooled liquid transition. A higher glass-quenching rate would manifest a more 
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pronounced dependence of Tg on β, which implies a steeper slope Bg in the above 

equation. This means, the higher the value of the constant Bg, the farther is the glassy 

state away from equilibrium. The Bg value of 11.3 for the lead-tellurite glass, is within the 

range generally found true for many glass [174] systems.  

 

Fig. 4.11. DSC thermograms of 0.3PbO:0.7TeO2 glass at different heating rates. The glass transition 

temperature (Tg) and the peak crystallization temperatures (Tcry) are indicated in the figure (subscripts 1 and 

2 refer to first and second crystallization peaks).  

 

Fig. 4.12. Dependence of Tg and Tcry1 on (log β). 
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Furthermore, Lasocka‟s relation for the glass transition has also been found to be 

valid for the heating rate dependence of the crystallization temperature [174,175], 

 cry c c  (4.76) 

as shown in Fig. 4.12 for the first crystallization exotherm. Variation of Tcry with log β is 

steeper than that of Tg since crystallization, being a kinetic process, is controlled by 

atomic diffusion, whereas glass transition encounters configurational changes due to 

structural relaxations. Ac is the lower limit for the crystallization temperature within 

laboratory time scales (β = 1 K/min), and signifies the temperature at which atoms gain 

mobilities on heating. Ac and Bc values for the present glass are 614.7 K and 31.7, 

respectively. Combining Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4, a linear correlation between Tg and Tcry is 

obtained as, 

 , (4.77) 

which for the present glass is, 

 g cry. (4.78) 

This relation shows that glass transition and crystallization are dependent on each other 

and Tg increases linearly with Tcry. The above relation can be used to determine the 

Kauzmann temperature TK, which is defined as the temperature at which the entropy of 

the supercooled liquid becomes equal to that of the equilibrium crystal [11]. This is the 

temperature below which a liquid cannot be supercooled even at the slowest cooling rate. 

Assuming a heating rate βK such that, Tg = Tcry = TK, and using Eq. 4.5, we obtain TK = 

502.5 K, and the corresponding βK = 3.2 × 10
-4

 K/min. Due to such a small heating rate, it 

is extremely difficult to attain this ideal glass transition in practice. On the contrary, very 

small quenching rate will be sufficient to realize the glassy state in this system. TK and βK 

are also the respective temperature and heating rate that corresponds to the intersection of 

the extrapolation of the two curves of Fig. 4.12. Using the allowed deviations from the 

extrapolated lines, the range of the intersection point, which also correspond to the error 
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in estimating the values, was obtained as TK = 502.5 ± 3.7 K and βK = 3.2 × 10
-4

 (± 3.3 × 

10
-4

) K/min. Since these curves will meet at very low β, the glass to supercooled liquid 

transition is always observable on heating, under conventional heating rates. This shows 

that the lead-tellurite supercooled liquid has high thermal stability and good glass-

forming ability. 

4.3.5. Crystallization kinetics: Non-isothermal studies 

Equal masses (± 0.01 mg) of the sample were used for different heating rates to 

eliminate mass-dependent effects on the peak shifts. Fig. 4.13 shows the DSC exotherms 

of the two-stage crystallization of 0.3PbO:0.7TeO2 glass at various heating rates after 

baseline correction. It is observed that the crystallization peak temperature rises with 

increasing heating rate, along with elevation in the peak height, indicating increasing 

crystallization enthalpy. The Kissinger peak shift method is used to evaluate the 

activation energy for crystallization (Ec), only from the knowledge of the crystallization 

peak temperature and the heating rate, using the Kissinger equation [176], 

 
 (4.79) 

where K0 is the frequency factor. The plots of ln (Tcry
2
/β) versus 1/Tcry result in straight 

lines as shown in Figs. 4.14 (a) and (b) for the first and second crystallization peaks, 

respectively. The slope depicts Ec while the intercept yields K0. For the first 

crystallization, we obtained activation energy Ec1 as 223.7 kJ/mol and K0 as 7.37 × 10
17

 s
-

1
, and similarly for the second crystallization, Ec2 as 238.7 kJ/mol and K0 value as 8.77 × 

10
17

 s
-1

. While Ec denotes the required threshold energy to overcome the barrier and 

begin the crystallization process, the value of K0 indicates the number of such attempts 

made by the atomic entities per second to participate in the crystallization process and 

hence it is called as the frequency factor. 
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Fig. 4.13. Baseline-corrected exothermal curves of the two-stage crystallization of 0.3PbO:0.7TeO2 glass at 

various heating rates. 

 

Fig. 4.14. Kissinger plots of ln (Tcry
2
/β) versus 1000/Tcry for the (a) first and (b) second crystallization 

peaks. Inset: Plot of ln (Tg
2
/β) versus 1000/Tg to evaluate the glass transition activation energy. 
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crystallization process, can be applied to determine the activation energy, Eg, for the glass 

transition [177,178], 

 
 (4.80) 

The inset to Fig. 4.14 (a) shows the linear plot to the above equation and from the 

slope Eg is found to be 489.8 kJ/mol. It can be observed that Eg is much higher compared 

to Ec1 and Ec2, even though the glass transition occurs at temperatures lower than the 

crystallization events. Eg signifies the energy required for structural relaxation and 

rearrangement of molecular units around Tg. It is mainly governed by viscosity and 

cooperative behaviour of the molecular units comprising the tellurite glass network. The 

high value of Eg implies that high activation energy is required for the internal 

configurational relaxation of this covalently bonded network glass, while processes 

governing crystallization is mainly through diffusion of the molecules requiring lower 

energies. 

4.3.5.1. Isokinetic method: JMA Analysis 

The Kissinger method uses only the peak crystallization temperature for the 

estimation of E, which may provide only approximate results. Most of the isokinetic 

methods are based on the JMA rate equation (Eq. 1.11). The non-isothermal DSC 

experiments impose the condition that the temperature T of the transforming sample 

changes at a constant rate with respect to time, i.e., T = T0 + βt, where T0 is the 

crystallization onset temperature. The changes observed in the thermal behaviour forms 

the basis of determination of the crystallization kinetic parameters of the sample. In this 

work, we have focused on detailed analysis of only the first crystallization peak. 

The rate of reaction for the crystallization process is based on the basic kinetic 

equation, 
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 (4.81) 

where, K(T) is the rate constant described by Eq. 1.10 and f(α) is the reaction model 

which gives Eq. 1.11 under the JMA formalism. The conversion dependence is described 

by a function f(α) which depends on the physical mechanism assumed in the 

mathematical formalisms. The outcome of the kinetic analysis is the kinetic triplet: K0, E 

and f(α), which provides a physical interpretation to the obtained experimental data. 

Using Eqs. 1.9 and 1.10 to the non-isothermal condition, the time-dependent JMA 

equation can be modified to a temperature-dependent form for the transformed volume 

fraction (α) as, 

 
 (4.82) 

In the absence of an exact solution to the above integral, various approximations 

[179,180] have been made to evaluate this integral and extract out information on the 

parameters E, b and K0. Utilizing the approximation [179], 

 
 (4.83) 

and considering only  = 1 term, we obtain, 

 
 (4.84) 

Using Eq. 4.12 in Eq. 4.10, we obtain, 

 
 (4.85) 
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Fig. 4.15. Fractional crystallization (α) as a function of temperature for the first peak obtained from the 

DSC thermograms at various heating rates. The solid red lines show the curve fitting according to Eq. 4.13 

using the method of least squares. 

The crystallized volume fraction (α) is the integral curve of the area under the first 

exothermic crystallization peak obtained experimentally in Fig. 4.13. The resulting 

normalized data appear as typical sigmoid curves as presented in Fig. 4.15 for the 

different heating rates. The low temperature stage of the curve signifies nucleation, the 

intermediate stage depicts growth of nuclei and the final stage represents coalescing 

crystallites indicating completion of crystallization [181]. The experimentally obtained α 

for different heating rates were fitted to Eq. 4.13 using the iterative least-square fitting 

method as depicted in Fig. 4.15. The initial estimates of E and K0 are taken from the 

Kissinger analysis (Eq. 4.7). The values of the parameters E, b and K0 obtained from the 

fitting are presented in table 4.4.  

 

It can be observed that the JMA analysis gives activation energy of ~ 220 kJ/ mol 

for the first crystallization, which is consistent with that derived from Kissinger analysis. 
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It can also be noted from the table that the Avrami exponent (b) is nearly close to 3. 

Generally, the exponent is a multiple of 0.5 for diffusion-controlled growth and a 

multiple of 1 for a reaction with constant rate of movement of the interface (linear 

growth) [182]. It is therefore evident that the crystallization in 0.3PbO:0.7TeO2 glass is 

an interface-controlled growth transformation [183] within the limitations of the JMA 

formalism since 3 ≤ b ≤ 4. In general, when nuclei are formed during a previous heat 

treatment before thermal analysis, then b = a. When nuclei are formed during the heating 

run for kinetic analysis, b = a+1. Usually, b strongly depends on β, but for cases of pure 

site saturation, b does not vary significantly and is nearly constant, as observed in the 

present case. The entire nucleation process, therefore, takes place during the early stages 

of transformation in the event of site saturation and becomes negligible later, and hence 

the crystallization is an isokinetic process [180]. 

 

Table 4.4. Values of the activation energy (E), Avrami (growth) exponent (b) and the frequency factor (K0) 

obtained by fitting the experimental fractional crystallization data for the first exothermic peak at different 

heating rates using Eq. 4.13.  

Heating 

rate  

(K/ min) 

JMA model 

E (kJ/ mol) b K0 (10
17

 s
-1

) 

2 219.62 2.94 3.09 

4 223.27 2.52 7.69 

6 223.14 2.50 7.99 

10 220.69 2.35 3.96 

 

4.3.6. Structural studies: Phase formation during heating and cooling crystallization 

TeO2 in the crystalline phase at ambient conditions occurs in several polymorph 

forms [184]. The lone electron pair in Te complicates the short-range atomic arrangement 
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in TeO2, making the first coordination sphere around Te highly asymmetric and variable 

[185]. To identify the phases those crystallize during the thermal analysis procedures, x-

ray diffraction was carried out for the glass annealed for 30 min at the first and second 

crystallization peak temperatures at a heating rate of 10 K/min. Fig. 4.16 shows the XRD 

patterns of the heat treated samples under different conditions. The pattern for the sample 

annealed at 648 K (first crystallization peak temperature) matches well with PbTeO3 

crystallized in the orthorhombic structure [186]. There are small peaks corresponding to 

the α-TeO2 structure also, indicating coexistence of phases in the amorphous matrix. The 

sample annealed at the second crystallization temperature (693 K) depicts intense and 

clear peaks of the PbTeO3 structure, along with those of α-TeO2. This indicates that both 

the crystalline peaks observed in the thermal analysis are associated with the formation of 

identical phases. It can be due to a metastable nanocrystalline phase formation first, 

followed by the transformation into crystalline PbTeO3 and α-TeO2. 

 

Fig. 4.16. X-ray diffraction patterns for the glass samples annealed at (a) 648 K and (b) 693 K while 

heating, and (c) the melt-cooled sample at ambient. The symbols at the top of the peaks indicate the 

respective phases they correspond to. 
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The crystallization behaviour was also identified while investigating high 

temperature Raman spectra of the glass sample when the bands became sharp, implying 

the onset of crystallization at ~ 623 K, as observed in Fig. 4.17. As the viscosity of the 

glass rapidly decreases above Tg, and the glass network ruptures with added modifier, the 

required mobility for crystallization is achieved. The analysis of the spectra shows 

presence of modes corresponding to α-TeO2 (640 cm
-1

) and PbTeO3 (750 and 100 cm
-1

) 

in the devitrified sample [187]. These modes persist through both the crystallization 

temperatures and until the sample melts at 823 K (see inset to Fig. 4.17), whereupon the 

spectra resembles that of the parent glass. The phase information obtained from the 

Raman spectra corroborates with that analyzed from XRD. However, the metastable 

phase is not well understood at this stage. The Raman spectra observed during cooling 

from 823 K exhibited different modes, unlike heating cycle, as shown in the inset to Fig. 

4.17, indicating crystallization into other phases. The modes at 763, 740 and 698 cm
-1

, 

which appeared in place of the mode at 750 cm
-1

 depicts the characteristic vibrations of 

the [Te3O8]
-4

 anions in the Pb2Te3O8 structure [188]. In the Pb2Te3O8 compound the 

[TeO4] and [TeO3] structural units are interconnected by two Te–O–Te bridges into a 

linear tri-nuclear [Te3O8]
−4

 anion [189]. X-ray diffractogram of the melt-cooled sample 

further confirms the formation of orthorhombic Pb2Te3O8 structure alongwith α-TeO2 as 

shown in Fig. 4.16.  

Tellurite glasses manifest a great diversity in the structure of the constituent 

complex anions depending on the proportion of the modifier content, unlike the atomic 

arrangement in the classic oxide glasses like alkali-silicates, which bear direct 

resemblance to their equilibrium crystalline lattices. The melt state of modified tellurite 

glasses comprise of charged entities (modifier cations such as Pb
+2

 and ortho anions of 

TeO3
-2

) and neutral polar molecules (TeO2). The formation of a lead-tellurite glass of the 

present composition can be described by a reaction 
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 2 3 7 17 (4.86) 

 

Fig. 4.17. Raman spectra of 0.3PbO:0.7TeO2 glass at various temperatures while heating. Inset shows the 

spectra at various temperatures while cooling the sample. 

In order to minimize electrostatic energy of the melt, the positive Pb
+2

 ions would 

approach the negatively charged ortho-groups TeO3
-2

, thus expelling TeO2 molecules 

which hinder this process. The consequence of such electrostatic repulsions results in 

phase separation [158] of PbTeO3 and TeO2 phases. This hypothesis suggested for 

tellurite melts suggests inherent immiscibility in these glasses. The amorphous phase 

separation in the resulting glasses manifest themselves during the thermally activated 

crystallization process and hence the formation of PbTeO3 and TeO2 phases identified 

from XRD and Raman spectra during heating cycle is understood as 

 3 7 17 3 2 (4.87) 

As the supercooled liquid is phase separated, grain growth is characterized by 

local atomic rearrangements, without involving composition change, and transport of 

materials across crystal-liquid interface. Thus, most of the available free energy is 
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dissipated in the process of transferring atoms across the interface, and consequently the 

growth is interface-controlled. Once the devitrification takes place, further heating would 

allow the melt to undergo new reaction and hence phase separate as, 

 3 2 2 3 8 (4.88) 

Such a phase separation is indeed observed in the cooling cycle of Raman spectra 

and the x-ray diffraction pattern of the melt-cooled crystallized sample. This exhibits the 

complexity of the crystallization behavior in tellurite glasses with modification by metal 

oxides owing to the distinct structural entities in the tellurite melts. 

4.4. Conclusions 

The dramatic dynamic processes occurring over the glass transition in lead-

tellurite xPbO:(1-x)TeO2 (x = 0.1-0.3) glasses have been probed in detail both with the 

help of acoustic vibrations, as well as, the high-frequency Raman bands associated with 

the local atomic vibrations. All the samples are found to show a marked drop in the LA 

mode frequency above Tg. Introduction of PbO in the glass is found to lower the glass 

rigidity, which is attributed to the formation of non-bridging oxygens in the structure. 

This results in lowering the elastic modulus with increasing x and a consequent decrease 

in the longitudinal sound velocity. The evolution of the LA mode frequency with 

temperature follows a similar trend for all glasses up to Tg and the scaled mode 

frequencies are shown to fall on a universal curve. A slower decrease of rigidity in the 

supercooled liquid state with temperature was observed at higher PbO content. From the 

analysis of the reduced Raman spectra of these glasses, several modes were found to 

exhibit anomalous behaviour in the glassy and supercooled liquid state and also across 

the transition. Instead of the expected anharmonic behaviour, the stretching vibrations of 

the TeO4-tbp units and TeO3-tp units are found to show anomalous hardening suggesting 

stiffening of the force constants with temperature. The rate of hardening increases above 
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Tg. The effect is more pronounced with increasing PbO content. In addition, the TeO4-tbp 

bond length distribution also narrows down with increasing x, as evident from the 

sharpening of its Raman band. A redistribution of vibrational density of states between 

TeO3-tp and TeO4-tbp units at elevated temperature is also evident from the intensity 

ratios of their Raman bands. The apparently opposite behaviour of decrease of elastic 

constants on a macroscopic scale and the stiffening of force constants of molecular units 

on a microscopic scale is explained with the help of a microscopic model, which connects 

the processes occurring at the two length scales. 

Tellurites manifest distinct crystallization behaviour owing to highly asymmetric 

structural units. Non-isothermal DSC and Raman spectroscopy in conjunction with XRD, 

have been used to examine the kinetics of crystallization and structural evolution of the 

0.3PbO:0.7TeO2 eutectic glass composition during heating of the glass and cooling the 

liquid. The glass was found to devitrify in a two-stage crystallization process. A linear 

correlation was found to exist for the glass transition and crystallization temperatures 

obtained at various heating rates. The activation energies for the various processes were 

estimated and the lead-tellurite glass was found to undergo bulk nucleation with two-

dimensional growth using the JMA model. Structural studies showed coexistence of 

phases of PbTeO3 and α-TeO2 during the two-stage crystallization processes, while 

anomalous crystallization into Pb2Te3O8 phase was observed when the devitrified melt 

was cooled. Immiscibility inherent to the tellurite glass system owing to the presence of 

unique structural units was found to result in the anomalous crystallization from the 

melts. 
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5. 1. Introduction 

Iron-phosphate glasses are being extensively investigated for their possible 

applications as host materials for encapsulation and vitrification of environmentally 

hazardous nuclear wastes [190-194]. Borosilicate glasses, being used industrially at 

present, suffer the disadvantage of phase segregation while loading certain phosphates, 

sulphates, oxides and heavy metals that form the major components in nuclear wastes 

[195]. Phosphate glasses were being considered as an alternative, owing to their low 

processing temperature and better solubility of wastes. Despite of these properties, the 

easily hydrolyzable –P–O–P– bridging links render poor chemical durability to these 

glasses [196]. Binary iron phosphate glasses have been reported to overcome this 

shortcoming of phosphate glasses by replacing majority of the weak electropositive 

phosphorus atom with the strongly electropositive iron atom to form hydration resistant –

Fe–O–P– linkages, thereby providing these glasses with excellent chemical durability 

[197].  

In recent years, a large number of studies have been carried out on iron phosphate 

glasses for their structure and the dependence of their properties on their compositions 

and synthesis conditions. Most of these are on the structural changes induced by the 

waste elements upon immobilization in the host matrix [191,194,197-201]. Glasses 

loaded with cesium showed an increase in glass transition temperature and then decrease 

with increasing mol% of Cs2O [75] while those loaded with cerium showed a linear rise 

5 
TEMPERATURE-INDUCED STRUCTURAL 

CHANGES IN IRON-PHOSPHATE GLASS AT 

SHORT-RANGE LENGTH-SCALE 
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[202]. The molecular level structures of iron-phosphate glasses depend on the fraction of 

ferrous (Fe
2+

) ions, the Fe/P ratio and the overall O/P ratio [192,203]. Raman spectra of 

iron-rich glasses (Fe/P > 1) show tendency towards crystalline phase compared to 

conventional iron-phosphate glasses with Fe/P < 1 [190]. Glasses with O/P ~ 4, 3.5 and 3 

are respectively classified as orthophosphates, pyrophosphates and metaphosphates with 

corresponding PO4 tetrahedral units with zero, one and two bridging oxygens (labeled as 

Q
0
, Q

1
 and Q

2
 tetrahedra), respectively, as dominating structures.   

It has been reported [197] that iron-phosphate glasses with an approximate 

composition 40Fe2O3-60P2O5 (mol%) leads to a ferric pyrophosphate structure which 

possess the best chemical durability. Here, some of the Fe
3+

 ions reduce to Fe
2+

 ions to 

yield a structure based on Fe
3+

 and Fe
2+

 ions in distorted octahedral sites acting as 

network formers and network modifiers, respectively [193,204]. Raman spectra of these 

glasses reveal peaks of Q
1
 tetrahedra accompanied by shoulders of Q

2
 and Q

0
 tetrahedra 

[202], while the pyrophosphate composition should possess mostly Q
1
 tetrahedra. It was 

suggested [205,206] based on a disproportionation reaction in the melt that equilibrium 

exists between the pyrophosphate anions and those of the meta- and orthophosphates: 

2Q
1
 ↔ Q

2
 + Q

0
. Fang et al. [204] have shown that the Raman and infrared (IR) spectra of 

these glasses do not show any significant change with the melting temperature suggesting 

no change of structure. Although, much work has been done [198,202-204,207,208] to 

study the iron redox equilibrium, and the structure and properties of these glasses using a 

variety of techniques such as DTA, Mossbauer, IR and Raman spectroscopy, there is 

none on the temperature dependence of the vibrational properties. When immobilized 

with nuclear wastes, the structure of these glasses should sustain temperature effects 

arising from decay heat produced by the radioactive nuclei. Therefore, temperature 

dependent studies of these glasses are important to elucidate the effects of temperature on 

their structure. 
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The dynamics and glass transition of network glasses can be studied from 

vibrational processes occurring due to short-range ordering in these glasses. The nature of 

glass transition is still a subject of debate as to whether kinetic or thermodynamic 

processes drive the transition. While transport properties such as diffusion and viscosity 

change by orders of magnitude, thermodynamic quantities such as volume and entropy 

vary continuously at the transition. Local atomic vibrations giving rise to high-frequency 

Raman modes generally follow the usual thermal softening behaviour. This indicates that 

even though the viscosity changes drastically, the local atomic structure remains 

unaffected at the transition. However, certain relaxation times, attributed to cooperative 

dynamics, extracted from the analysis of the Raman line-shape have been shown to 

exhibit discontinuity across the glass transition [209]. There are also reports on changes 

in the temperature dependence of the high-frequency Raman modes for polymeric [210] 

and chalcogenide [211] glasses at the glass transition temperature, Tg. In addition, 

temperature dependence of band intensities of certain polyhedral units has been used for 

ascertaining their stability in different ranges of temperatures [212]. The glassy, 

supercooled liquid and melt states have been identified from the behaviour of mode-

wavenumbers and line-widths [213]. Furthermore, Stavrou et al. have shown that the 

low-frequency vibrations characteristic of all glasses (the Boson peak) show strong 

temperature dependence near Tg [214]. In the present work, detailed high-frequency 

Raman spectroscopic studies were carried out on iron-phosphate glass (40Fe2O3-60P2O5 

(mol%); O/P = 3.5; Fe/P = 0.67) in the temperature range 81-873 K with the aim of 

understanding the behaviour of the vibrational modes with increasing temperature and 

across its Tg. The spectra were analyzed using curve fitting, after correcting for the 

thermal population factor. The temperature dependences of mode-wavenumbers and line-

widths were examined for possible signatures across the glass transition. The results are 

discussed in the context of structural relaxations.  
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5.2. Experimental 

Synthesis of iron-phosphate glass, used in the present study, from rapid 

solidification of melt from 1423 K has been described in Chapter 2. For the 40:60 glass, 

the Tg was found to be 782 K [215], consistent with that reported by other researchers 

[190]. The glass pellets were polished using standard procedure. A high-throughput 

micro-Raman spectrometer (Renishaw model Invia) was used to record the Raman 

spectra in the backscattering geometry using the 514 nm excitation from an Ar ion laser 

and a charge coupled device (CCD) was used for detecting the scattered light in the 

wavenumber range 50-1600 cm
-1

. A 20× microscope objective lens was used to focus the 

laser beam onto the sample, which was placed inside a Linkam THMS600 temperature-

controlled heating/ cooling stage for carrying out temperature dependent Raman studies 

ranging from 81-873 K. The spectra were corrected for the thermal population factor and 

the reduced spectra were fitted to Gaussian line shapes by using PEAKFIT software 

(Jandel Scientific) to determine the wavenumber and line-width of the vibrational modes. 

The temperature dependences of the mode wavenumbers and their line-widths were 

analyzed to understand their overall behaviour and that across Tg. 

5.3. Results and discussion 

Fig. 5.1 shows the Raman spectra of iron-phosphate glass at selected 

temperatures.  The spectra consist of broad features of vibrational modes typical of all 

glassy structures. As the Raman intensities are governed by the changes in the bond 

polarizabilities, the Raman spectra of glasses turn out to be broad due to the spread in the 

bond polarizabilities. The most intense peak in the spectra is observed near 1090 cm
-1

 

which represents the characteristic asymmetric stretching vibration of Q
1
 tetrahedra of 

[P2O7]
4-

 units of pyrophosphate glasses. This broad peak is accompanied by a shoulder 
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each on the right and left side. A large number of overlapping, low intensity modes are 

observed on the lower wavenumber side to this most intense peak. 

 

Fig.5.1. Raman spectra of iron-phosphate glass at various temperatures. 

A breakdown of the q = 0 Raman selection rule of crystalline solids (where q is 

the phonon wave vector) in disordered materials allows all vibrational modes to 

participate in the scattering process. Raman spectrum of glasses and amorphous solids is 

thus closely related to the vibrational density of states. The lower wavenumber modes, as 

seen in Fig. 5.1, appear to become more intense with increasing temperature. This is a 

consequence of the temperature dependence of the thermal population of vibrational 

energy levels, governed by the Bose-Einstein statistics. Therefore, it was required to 

extract the vibrational density of states (VDOS) weighted by the photon-phonon Raman 

coupling coefficient (which is proportional to the scattering cross section of a vibrational 

mode at wavenumber ω), from the experimentally measured Raman scattered intensity 

I
expt

(ω). The measured spectra were corrected for thermal population factor using Eq. 
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2.20, I
red

(ω) = ωI
expt

(ω)/[1+n(ω,T)], where, n(ω,T) = [exp(ћω/kT) - 1]
-1

 is the Bose-

Einstein occupation number with ћ and k being the Planck and Boltzmann constant, 

respectively. Fig. 5.2 shows the corrected spectra at 81, 300 and 873 K. An examination 

of these reduced spectra reveals that the trivial thermal population effects in the low 

wavenumber part of Fig. 5.1 have been eliminated. The low wavenumber region of the 

300 K spectrum is also shown in Fig. 5.2 after an ordinate expansion for unambiguous 

identification of modes. 

 

Fig.5.2. The reduced Raman spectra obtained after correction for the thermal population factor. The low 

wavenumber part of the 300 K spectrum is also shown after an ordinate expansion by a factor of 6. 

These spectra extend over a large range of wavenumbers from 50-1600 cm
-1

 

revealing broad spectral features. As mentioned earlier, the intensities of modes below 

850 cm
-1

 are much lower than that of the 1090 cm
-1

 mode. In order to obtain reliable 

fitted parameters of the modes in each of the spectral regions, multi-Gaussian fitting 
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(with a suitable linear background) was carried out for the full spectra in two seperate 

ranges; one below 850 cm
-1

 and the other above 850 cm
-1

.  

The spectral line shape can be Gaussian, Lorentzian or a Voigt function 

depending on the nature of the vibrational dephasing process [209]. Often Gaussian line 

shapes have been used for describing static or frozen environment resulting in an 

inhomogeneous broadening. Six peaks were used for fitting the spectra in the low-

wavenumber region and three peaks were used for the high wavenumber region. Fig. 5.3 

shows the reduced spectra at 300 and 773 K, corresponding to room temperature and Tg, 

respectively, fitted to a total of nine Gaussians. 

The fitting procedure helped in identification of the modes occurring at 170, 306, 

420, 566, 634 and 750 cm
-1

 in the low wavenumber region and 946, 1090 and 1247 cm
-1

 

in the high wavenumber region corresponding to the spectrum at 300 K (table 5.1). The 

most intense mode at 1090 cm
-1

 is attributed to the asymmetric stretching of Q
1
 tetrahedra 

of [P2O7]
4-

 units [204] implying large number of pyrophosphate groups in the network of 

these glasses. The shoulders at 946 and 1247 cm
-1

 are assigned to asymmetric stretching 

of Q
0
 tetrahedra of [PO4]

3-
 units and Q

2
 tetrahedra of [PO3]

- 
units [204] and these indicate 

the presence of small number of ortho- and metaphosphate groups. The peak at 750 cm
-1

 

is due to symmetric stretching [204] mode of P–O–P bridging bonds in the Q
1
 structures. 

Characteristic vibrations for a phosphate network structure are represented by the modes 

at 420, 566 and 634 cm
-1

 arising due to bending of the PO4 networks [190,202]. The 

mode at 306 cm
-1

 is assigned to the bending vibrations of Q
0
 units [190,202] with iron as 

modifier forming Fe–O polyhedral and the 170 cm
-1

 mode is due to network vibrations. It 

may be pointed that the 170 and 306 cm
-1

 mode were included in the fitting on the basis 

of their clear presence in the unreduced spectra (Fig. 5.1). In the reduced spectra these do 

not manifest themselves as clear peaks or a shoulder.  
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Fig.5.3. The reduced spectra at 300 and 773 K for (a) the low wavenumber region (below 850 cm
-1

) and (b) 

the high wavenumber region (above 850 cm
-1

), along with the Gaussian fits and a linear background. The 

continuous curves represent the fitted Gaussians. The total fitted spectra are also shown as continuous 

curves.  
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Table 5.1. Observed Raman bands of 40Fe2O3:60P2O5 glass at ambient temperature and their assignments. 

Mode wavenumber 

(cm
-1

) 

Assignment 

 

1247  Asymmetric stretching of Q
2 
tetrahedra of [PO3]

- 
units 

1090 Asymmetric stretching of Q
1
 tetrahedra of [P2O7]

4-
 units 

946 Asymmetric stretching of Q
0
 tetrahedra of [PO4]

3-
 units 

750 Symmetric stretching of P–O–P bridging bonds in Q
1 
tetrahedra 

634 

566 

420 

306 

170 

Bending of PO4  network 

Bending of PO4  network 

Bending vibrations of PO4  network 

Librational motion of Q
0
 units formed with iron as modifier 

Network vibration mode 

The mode wavenumbers obtained from fitting are plotted as a function of 

temperature, in Fig. 5.4. As seen in Fig. 5.4 (a), the modes at 170, 306 and 420 cm
-1

 

arising as a result of network vibrations, librations of Fe–O polyhedral and phosphate 

network units, respectively, show a slight increase of mode wavenumbers with 

temperature. Generally, mode wavenumbers are found to decrease at elevated 

temperatures. This arises due to vibrations of atoms in anharmonic potentials. 

Anharmonicity causes the material to expand (macroscopically) upon heating. On a 

microscopic scale, this implies elongation of bond-distances. An increase in the bond 

length reduces the corresponding force-constant, thereby lowering the mode 

wavenumber. However, the behaviour observed here is opposite of the expected 

anharmonic behavior. This suggests stiffening of the force constants associated with these 

vibrational modes with increasing temperature. A stiffening of force constant could occur 

due to shortening of bond length in the corresponding polyhedral unit. Thus, this 

anomalous behavior of mode wavenumbers suggests structural relaxations in the glass. 

Such relaxations could involve changes in the average molecular configuration in a 

manner that even though the bond lengths decrease, the individual polyhedron units 
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comprising the network structure of these glasses, have their angles opened-up, making 

the overall network to expand with temperature.  

  

 

Fig.5.4. Temperature dependence of mode wavenumbers for all the eight modes. The lines through the data 

are guides to the eye. 
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Fig.5.5. Temperature dependence of the line widths of (a) the 170 and 634 cm
-1

 modes and of (b) the 946, 

1090 and 1247 cm
-1

 modes. The lines through the data are guides to the eye. The dashed vertical line marks 

the glass transition. 
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Apart from these modes, all other higher wavenumber modes show a softening 

behavior with increasing temperature thus exhibiting regular anharmonicity as depicted in 

Fig. 5.4 (b, c), until close to Tg. The 1090 cm
-1

 mode decreases by 20 cm
-1

 when heated to 

its Tg.  As can be seen in Fig. 5.4, all the modes show anomalies near Tg. This suggests 

the existence of structural relaxations in the network structure of the glass as it is heated 

across its glass transition. Though an as-prepared glass is in a thermodynamically 

metastable state, it lowers its free energy continuously by a series of structural and 

configurational rearrangements to attain equilibrium configuration, giving rise to the 

phenomenon of structural relaxations. These relaxations are manifested as changes in the 

physical properties of the glass. The modes at 946, 1090 and 1247 cm
-1

 show 

discontinuities in their behaviour near Tg as shown in Fig. 5.4 (c) and continue to soften 

after Tg is crossed. The rate of decrease of mode wavenumbers is also found to increase 

after Tg as their slopes become steeper. This suggests that anharmonicity of these 

vibrational modes increases compared to that in the glassy state, suggesting structural 

relaxations occurring at Tg. It may be pointed out that the anomalies such as 

discontinuous change in the mode wavenumbers or a change of slope have been reported 

in polymeric glass [210] and chalcogenide glasses [211] earlier; however, the observed 

changes were rather small, ~ 1 cm
-1

. On the other hand, in As2O3 and 2BiCl3:KCl  

systems [209] and in the present phosphate glass, much larger discontinuities in the mode 

wavenumbers are found across Tg for several modes. Generally, the time-scale for the 

structural relaxations decreases rapidly with increasing temperature. However, above Tg, 

the structure rearranges promptly in response to temperature and attains the properties of 

the equilibrium liquid. 

The 170, 306 and 420 cm
-1

 modes also show discontinuities in their hardening 

behaviour, and the mode hardening increases further above Tg. A higher rate of change of 

mode wavenumber above Tg is similar to the trend shown by the high frequency modes at 
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946, 1090 and 1247 cm
-1

. This suggests that the nature of the inter-atomic potentials 

corresponding to these modes of vibrations remain similar after the transition. The modes 

at 566, 634 and 750 cm
-1

 also exhibit discontinuous changes. However, these modes 

show a clear change of slope above Tg with an increase of mode wavenumbers thereafter 

with increasing temperature. This indicates that the force constants for the atoms 

executing these vibrations increase, thereby altering the inter-atomic potentials in the 

liquid state.  

The variation of line-width, Г, with temperature for a few selected modes is 

shown in Fig. 5.5. One can see that line widths of the modes at 170 and 634 cm
-1

 have 

large scatter between successive temperatures, although the standard error of the fitted 

parameters of individual spectra is not so large. The scatter in the data thus essentially 

represents the random errors. Often in multi-peak fitting procedures the parameters of 

adjacent modes may exhibit strong correlations and lead to systematic errors. The 

parameter correlation matrix of the fitted parameters was examined to identify the 

parameters that exhibit strong correlations. This is important especially for weak modes. 

The line widths of adjacent modes were found to be oppositely correlated. The modes at 

634 and 946 cm
-1

 show an increase of Г with temperature up to Tg while those at 170, 

1090 and 1247 cm
-1

 became narrower at high temperatures. A broadening is generally 

observed because of increase of scattering processes at higher temperatures which 

reduces the phonon lifetimes. This causes an inherent increase of the line widths. 

However, the sharpening of 170, 1090 and 1247 cm
-1

 modes at higher temperatures 

suggest an anomalous behaviour. The variation of Г with temperature does not show any 

marked change in behaviour across Tg, unlike prominent differences observed in mode 

wavenumbers versus temperature. The supercooled region probed in the present study is 

rather small (only 100 K above Tg) and owing to large standard errors in the fitted data, a 

clear difference in the glassy and supercooled regions was not found from the line width 
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data. It is important to point out that this system undergoes crystallization at ~973 K and 

finally melts at 1373 K. However, the present measurements are done only upto 873 K. A 

clear difference between glassy and supercooled liquid state could not be found in Figs. 

5.5 probably due to large error in fitted parameters. 

5.4. Conclusions 

To summarize, Raman spectra of iron phosphate glass were recorded over a wide 

range of temperature and spanning through its Tg. The spectra were corrected for thermal 

population effects and the reduced spectra were fitted to Gaussians. The analysis of the 

mode wavenumbers and line widths show anomalies from regular behavior for several 

modes. In contrast to the behaviours reported in polymeric and chalcogenide glasses, 

several vibrational modes in iron phosphate glass are found to exhibit dramatic changes 

near the glass transition and are attributed to structural relaxations. The occurrence of 

mode hardening and narrowing provides evidence of structural relaxation in the glass 

involving contraction and rotation of polyhedral units. 
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6.1 Summary 

The properties of a glass are controlled by the microscopic structure, which in 

turn depends on the composition of the glass, and hence, investigating the inter-

relationship between composition and network structure constitutes an important study. 

Such study enables one to prepare glass compositions with desired properties [216]. This 

thesis discussed the results of Raman and Brillouin spectroscopic investigations to 

understand the interplay of dynamics and structure in strong network glasses as a 

function of composition and temperature. A combined use of these two techniques have 

allowed us to capture vibrations that span different frequency regimes and monitor 

structural changes at short-, intermediate-range and bulk scale in the glasses across and 

around Tg. This thesis, therefore, explores the implications of glass modification on the 

network structure by varying the concentration of modifier and focuses on its 

consequences on glass structure and properties. Three systems of network glasses have 

been chosen: borate, tellurite and phosphate glasses. Oxides of divalent cations have been 

used as modifiers. The corresponding unmodified glass systems have coordination 

number of three, mixture of three and four, and four, respectively for the borate, tellurite 

and phosphate glasses. The basis for the choice of these systems is the unique response of 

these glasses to structural modification [62,87,159,195,204]. The basic concepts relevant 

to the phenomenology of glasses and the variety of universal phenomena linked to glass 

and the supercooled liquid states along with the relevant background literature were 

presented in Chapter 1. 

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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In Chapter 2, the details of glass synthesis procedures and experimental 

techniques used for investigation of their structure and dynamics were discussed. Lead-

borate glasses [xPbO:(1-x)B2O3 (x = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8)] and iron-phosphate 

glass [40Fe2O3:60P2O5] were prepared [70,73] by melt-quenching, while lead-tellurite 

glasses [xPbO:(1-x)TeO2 (x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3)] were prepared [71] by splat-quenching 

techniques. Details about the theories and instrumentation of the inelastic light scattering 

using Raman and Brillouin spectroscopy were discussed. The relevant theories of these 

techniques applicable for the study of glasses were also described. Characterization 

techniques such as XRD and DSC are also described in detail. 

We now summarize the major scientific findings and conclusions that emerge 

from this thesis. 

In Chapter 3 of the thesis, we have studied lead-borate glasses with respect to 

their structure and dynamics at different length-scales. The initial three-coordinated 

(BO3) network structure in borate glasses favour up-conversion of some fraction of units 

to four-coordinated ( ) borons with modifier addition up to a certain concentration 

[88]. This results in their non-monotonic variation of properties which is termed as the 

borate anomaly [56]. Borate and modified-borate glasses exhibit substantial intermediate-

range order (~ 20 Å) arising from superstructural units [86]. Network modifiers play an 

important role in defining the length-scale of the intermediate-range order [88]. PbO 

forms borate glasses over a large range of modifier concentration [87]. We have studied 

the changes in dynamic and structural behaviour in lead-borate [xPbO:(1-x)B2O3] glasses 

in a wide variation of x (0.2-0.8). We have carried out a detailed study of the short-range 

borate structure using density, Tg, sound velocity, elastic constants and Raman 

spectroscopic measurements. Low-frequency Raman spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction 

were used to study the composition-dependence of the Boson peak and the first sharp 
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diffraction peak (FSDP). Fragility was determined from rate-dependent DSC. Properties 

such as, Tg and elastic modulii exhibit a broad maxima around x = 0.3, in congruence 

with the average coordination number <r> of boron atoms, and attributed to the gradual 

conversion of BO3 to BO4 units, using Raman spectroscopy [70]. However, dynamic 

properties like the BP and fragility behave similar to the above structural properties 

except for an anomalous dip at x = 0.3. PbO was found to act as a glass former for higher 

concentrations. Static correlation lengths estimated from the FSDP did not follow a linear 

trend with dynamic correlation lengths (extracted from Boson peak), indicating a 

different spatial origin. However, the Boson peak position and fragility were found to 

vary linearly [70]. This correlation was found to emerge from the evolution of network 

packing and connectivity with the addition of modifier. An anomalous variation in 

dynamical properties reflects the critical role of Pb
2+

 in tuning the intermediate-range 

structure of the vitreous network. Moreover, using high-temperature Brillouin scattering 

on lead-borate glasses from 300-1150 K, a drastic decrease of network rigidity above Tg 

was observed, which was attributed to network disruption and structural relaxation in the 

supercooled liquid [217].  

Chapter 4 of the thesis deals with the composition and temperature-induced 

changes in the structure of lead-tellurite glasses at different length-scales. Tellurium 

oxide glasses are being increasingly studied for their remarkable non-linear optical 

properties [62]. For enhancing their optical behaviour, other heavy metal-oxides such as 

PbO and ZnO have been incorporated [159]. The introduction of a network modifier 

elongates one of the Te–O bonds in TeO4 and results in a gradual formation of TeO3 units 

with addition of more metal oxide [63]. The elastic properties of glassy materials exhibit 

significant changes across Tg, even though the local atomic structure do not exhibit 

dramatic changes. To study the structural evolution of the system at different length-

scales and across Tg,  xPbO:(1-x)TeO2 (x = 0.1-0.3) glasses were investigated using high-
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temperature Brillouin and Raman spectroscopy in the temperature range 300-723 K. For 

all the samples investigated [71], the temperature-dependence of longitudinal acoustic 

(LA) mode was found to exhibit a scaling below Tg and a rapid softening above Tg. From 

an analysis of Raman spectra, several modes were found to exhibit hardening suggesting 

stiffening of the force constants with temperature, the effect being more pronounced in 

glasses with higher x. The stiffening of force constants of molecular units with 

temperature at a microscopic length-scale and decrease of elastic constant attributed to 

loss of network rigidity on a macroscopic length-scale appear to be inconsistent with each 

other. These different behaviours at two length-scales are understood on the basis of a 

microscopic model involving TeOn and PbO units in the structure, which connects the 

two processes [71]. Moreover, metastable phases formed during crystallization of TeO2-

rich glasses have been found to exhibit efficient second-harmonic generation [157]. 

Unusual crystallization behaviour has been observed for Li2O:TeO2 glasses, where 

crystallization occurred easily on heating the glass but hardly occurred when the 

corresponding liquid was cooled [156]. In this context, we have studied the structural 

evolution during temperature-induced crystallization processes in 0.3PbO:0.7TeO2 glass 

using DSC, Raman spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction. The kinetics of crystallization is 

investigated using isokinetic method to determine the kinetic parameters during 

crystallization of the glass. Crystallization was found to agree well with the Johnson-

Mehl-Avrami model, suggesting the microstructural evolution as two-dimensional 

growth [72]. The structural evolution of the devitrified phases depicted coexistence of 

phases (PbTeO3 and α-TeO2). Anomalous crystallization into Pb2Te3O8 phase was 

observed when the devitrified melt was cooled, which is explained using amorphous 

phase separation inherent to tellurites [72].  

In Chapter 5, we have studied the temperature dependence of the Raman modes 

in iron-phosphate glass across Tg. Iron-phosphate glasses have been extensively 
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investigated for their possible applications in vitrification of environmentally hazardous 

nuclear wastes [195]. This glass is a network of PO4 tetrahedral units, where iron enters 

the network as Fe
2+

 or Fe
3+

 cations [198]. Glasses with oxygen-to-phosphorous (O/P) 

ratio ~ 4, 3.5 and 3 are respectively classified as ortho-, pyro- and meta-phosphates 

having corresponding PO4 units with 0, 1 and 2 bridging oxygens (Q
0
, Q

1
 and Q

2
 

tetrahedra) as the dominating structures [192]. We have studied a 40Fe2O3:60P2O5 glass 

with a ferric-pyrophosphate structure, which has been shown to possess the best chemical 

durability, using detailed Raman spectroscopic studies in the temperature range 81-873 

K. The temperature-dependences of mode wave-numbers of nearly all the modes were 

found to exhibit anomalies near Tg. Below Tg, the asymmetric stretching of Q
0
, Q

1
 and Q

2
 

tetrahedra exhibit conventional anharmonic behaviour, whereas the network vibration, 

iron-polyhedral and PO4 network bending modes show hardening [73]. The asymmetric 

vibrations of Q
1
 and Q

2
 along with the network vibration mode became anomalously 

narrower at high temperatures. Thus, the occurrence of mode hardening/ softening 

provide evidence of structural relaxations in the iron-phosphate glass [73].  

6.2 Conclusions 

The novel aspects presented in this thesis are as follows: 

1.  Properties driven by short-range structural changes in lead-borate [xPbO:(1-

x)B2O3] glasses exhibit a broad maxima around x = 0.3, in congruence with the 

average coordination number <r>, owing to the gradual conversion of three-

coordinate (B3) to four-coordinate (B4) boron species in the glass structure with 

increasing concentration of PbO up to a certain x, as evidenced by Raman 

scattering. Whereas, dynamic properties such as the Boson peak and fragility in 

xPbO:(1-x)B2O3 glasses behave similar to short-range structural properties except 

an anomalous dip at x = 0.3. These two properties exhibit linear correlation [70].  
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2.  Analysis of the Boson peak and FSDP revealed that while the Boson peak arises 

from intermediate-range ordering within the network units, the FSDP arises due to 

ordering of voids between such units. The anomalous behaviour of the Boson 

peak and fragility are found to be connected to their common origin in the 

intermediate-range ordered structures. The anomalous variation in the 

intermediate-range length scale reflects the critical role of Pb
2+

 in tuning the 

intermediate-range structure of the vitreous network [70]. 

3.  A drastic decrease of network rigidity above Tg was observed from high-

temperature Brillouin scattering in the lead-borate glasses, which was attributed to 

network disruption and structural relaxation in the supercooled liquid [217]. 

4.  The longitudinal acoustic mode frequency in lead-tellurite glasses shows a scaling 

behaviour in the glassy state. PbO was found to affect the tellurite network by 

stiffening the molecular units at a microscopic scale, while reducing the network 

rigidity on a macroscopic length-scale, upon increasing the temperature [71]. 

5.  Microstructural evolution during devitrification in 0.3PbO:0.7TeO2 glass confirms 

a two-dimensional growth mechanism. This glass is found to crystallize into 

PbTeO3 phase while heating, while anomalous crystallization into Pb2Te3O8 phase 

was observed when the devitrified melt was cooled. This interesting observation 

was explained using amorphous phase separation inherent to the tellurite glass 

system owing to the presence of unique asymmetric structural units in the melts 

[72]. 

6.  Raman mode frequencies and line-widths of iron-phosphate glass were found to 

exhibit anomalous behaviour and discontinuous changes were observed across Tg. 

These anomalies are attributed to structural relaxations in the glass [73].   
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6.3 Future scope 

 The Boson peak appears over an excess of Debye density of states and can be 

observed in low-temperature specific heat measurements and inelastic neutron 

scattering measurements apart from Raman scattering. A study of Boson peak for 

lead-borate glasses from specific heat and neutron scattering will improve our 

understanding of the nature and origin of these excess states in borate glasses. 

 A q-dependent inelastic neutron scattering (using synchrotron source) study of the 

Boson peak in lead-borate glasses will enrich our understanding of its origin 

based on the recent theoretical models.  

 A high-pressure study of the Boson peak and FSDP in lead-borate glasses will 

manifest the changes in the medium-range corresponding to the superstructural 

units and cation-centered void-ordering, respectively. 

 A Raman study of the Boson peak in lead-tellurites at high temperature will be 

useful to see the effect of PbO in the medium-range order. A molecular dynamics 

simulation study can be employed to get insight on the type of unit structures in 

tellurites that give rise to the medium-range correlations. 

 Boson peak and fragility studies in iron-phosphate glasses for different 

compositions of Fe2O3 will throw light on the effect of the modifier cation on the 

intermediate-range legth-scales and temperature response of relaxations in the 

phosphate melts. 
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